
You bring Julie back home. I will settle Georgia’s matter myself 

.” 

 

In the hospital where Georgia stayed, the doctor came to meet 

her again. 

 

“You says that your friend is called Vanessa, I have investigated 

through the CCTV. She followed a man to leave at that time. 

Then, I don’t know what happened next. But there is an 

emergency case just now, the patient’s name is Vanessa. She 

looks like the woman in the video. She is in the ICU now, I hear 

that she cuts her wrist. I am not sure whether she is your 

friend…” 

 

After the doctor said that, Georgia looked pale 

immediately.________________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 93 Annie Woke Up 

 

  

She knew that Vanessa Cooke would definitely not be able to 

stand the humiliation, and now she collapsed so much that she 



wanted to commit suicide. 

 

Shaking and grasping the doctor's hand, Georgia Lane asked 

worriedly. 

 

"Is the patient who is sent in still in the emergency room? Is she 

still in danger?" 

 

"Miss Lane, I am not working in the operating room, I don't 

know the situation now. Only when the results of the operation 

come out, I would keep you updated." 

 

"Doctor, can I wait outside of emergency room? I know I need 

to recuperate, but I am really worried now." 

 

The doctor pondered for a while. 

 

"Ok, but you have to walk slowly and remember to keep calm. 

You must not to be overly excited or fall down due to an impact, 

otherwise you cannot carry the child." 

 



Georgia nodded gratefully. 

 

"Doctor, thank you, I will definitely pay attention to my body." 

 

After the doctor left, Georgia slowly got off the bed, wore 

slippers, and then walked slowly to the elevator. 

 

After that, Georgia sat on the chair outside the emergency 

room and waited anxiously. 

 

After waiting for about half an hour, Georgia saw Vanessa was 

pushed out from emergency room. 

 

She was lying on the bed with a pale face and her wrists were 

bandaged. Georgia felt relief when she saw Vanessa's 

transfusion bottle. 

 

Vanessa survived, fortunately she was saved. 

 

Walking slowly to the doctor, Georgia asked. 



 

"Doctor, is she ok now? Is there any problem with her wrist? 

When will she wake up?" 

 

Georgia asked a lot of questions anxiously which made the 

doctor become a little impatient. 

 

"Miss, Miss Cooke’s operation was very successful, and the 

wound has been sewn up. In the next few days, just let her take 

a good rest. I didn't know how what was wrong with those 

young people. You guys all cut your wrists and committed 

suicide. Was it fun? " 

 

The doctor left after saying that, and the nurse pushed the bed 

to the elevator. 

 

Georgia followed the nurse. In the end, both Georgia and 

Vanessa's ward were arranged on the same floor. 

 

After confirming that Vanessa was fine, Georgia also relaxed. 

 



She also knew that she couldn’t be tired. After making sure the 

hospital arranged same floor ward for them, Georgia lay on the 

bed and fell asleep. 

 

In the middle of the night, Georgia didn't wake up yet, she was 

so sleepy when someone patted her on the shoulder. 

 

Opening her eyes, Georgia saw Vanessa was sitting next to her 

bed, and Georgia immediately became sober. 

 

"Vanessa, is there any pain with your body? Do you want me to 

call a doctor? Does the wound hurt?" 

 

Georgia asked a bunch of question to show her concern, but 

Vanessa said something in surprise. 

 

"Gigi, don't worry about what happened on me today. S City 

hospital called me. They said Annie woke up today, told me that 

Annie was looking for her mother. We should go to S City 

hospital to check on Annie, she must miss us so much. I 

received the call during the daytime, and it's midnight now. I 

don't know if Annie is crying now. Won’t she be scared?" 



 

 

  

As soon as Vanessa said a few words, Georgia was stunned for a 

moment but soon became excited. 

 

"Vanessa, was that true? Did Annie really wake up?" 

 

"Of course, it is true, Gigi. I emotionally broke down at the time. 

So, I cut my wrist impulsively. Then I heard the phone ring in a 

daze. At that moment, I didn’t know why I wanted to answer 

the phone. So, I climbed out of the bathroom to answer the 

phone. The nurse at S City hospital said that Annie woke up and 

was looking for her mother. I was so awake after hearing that. 

Why was I so stupid, how could I commit suicide? I still had 

Annie, and you. You guys were still there, how could I leave 

you?" 

 

"So, I called 120 by myself and told them my condition and 

address. Later, the doctor sent me to the hospital. It is in the 

middle of the night now. I just called the nurse and no one 

answered it. They probably fell asleep... But now I really want to 



see Annie, Gigi, you must be in the same mood as me, let's go 

to S City now." 

 

Georgia also wanted to go. She was about to get up and leave 

with Vanessa, but the doctor's warning was suddenly recalled in 

her mind. 

 

Vanessa saw that Georgia did not move, so she asked. 

 

"What's wrong? Gigi..." 

 

"Oh, right, Gigi, how are you doing? You can’t go outside, can 

you?" 

 

Vanessa realized at once and she asked concerned. 

 

"Vanessa, the doctor said that I needed to recuperate now. It is 

midnight and the ticket is sold out. We should ask the doctor 

about the situation tomorrow, and then decide what to do 

next." 

 



Vanessa was also in sober. 

 

"You are right, I just had an operation, and you can't go out 

based on your current situation, and it's midnight, there is no 

tickets. I was really impulsive just now, but I missed her and 

worried about her so much. For almost a whole day, Annie 

doesn’t see us, and I’m not sure if Annie would cry or be 

afraid..." 

 

Vanessa mumbled, and Georgia was also worried at the same 

time. 

 

Annie was a clingy child. She was only five years old and 

courageous. 

 

At the time just woke up, and the two mothers were not around 

her. How could Annie not be afraid? 

 

"How about we make another phone call, maybe the nurse 

would answer the call this time." 

 



She said to Vanessa. 

 

"You are right, let’s try again." 

 

Vanessa agreed, she took the mobile phone and called the 

nurse again. 

 

The nurse didn't pick up at first time, but luckily she picked the 

phone up the second time. 

 

"Miss Cooke, I am sorry, I just fell asleep, and why did you hang 

up the phone during the day? Annie cried hard after you hang 

up the phone, so I made up an excuse and told her that you 

were busy. She then relieved and fell back asleep till now.” 

 

What the nurse said instantly comfort Vanessa, she put it on 

speaker so Georgia could also hear. 

 

Knowing that Annie cried hard today, Georgia was very 

frustrated, but after she heard that Annie fell asleep now, she 

felt a bit better now. 



 

Vanessa said to the nurse. 

 

"Something happened on me during daytime, I’m not doing well 

and still in the hospital in D City. Miss Su, I will go to S City 

tomorrow. Can you tell Annie that I will come tomorrow to see 

her? Oh right, please give me a phone call as soon as Annie 

wakes up in the morning. I would talk to Annie, so she would 

feel assured. " 

 

"No problem, Miss Cooke. I will let her call you when she wakes 

up in the morning. Annie will definitely want to hear your 

voice." 
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They hung up the phone, Vanessa said to Georgia. 

 



"Gigi, don't worry, Annie is doing well, she already woken up. 

Everything is hopeful. You are still very weak, go have some rest 

and we will call Annie in the morning." 

 

Georgia felt so grateful, but she said to Vanessa with full of 

care, "Vanessa, we are both patients now, you also need to rest. 

We need to take care of ourselves." 

 

They comforted each other, then lay in the bed and continued 

to sleep. 

 

In the morning, Vanessa and Georgia woke up at around 8:00 in 

the morning. 

 

About the same time, the nurse also called them. 

 

"See, this is the number of the nurse." 

 

Vanessa and Georgia were surprised, they were sure that Annie 

definitely awakened, and they put it on speaker as soon as they 

picked up. 



 

Annie’s voice came through from the phone. 

 

"Mommy ... Mommy, where are you? I am Annie ..." 

 

"Annie, I am Mommy Vanessa, I am in the D City, how are you in 

the hospital ..." 

 

"Annie, I am Mommy Gigi, I am next to your Mommy Vanessa, 

and how do you feel now? Is there anything uncomfortable?" 

 

Annie heard the voice of two mommies, she was surprised. 

 

She didn't know how long she was in coma but only felt that her 

body was weak. She just wanted to meet two mommies. 

 

"I’m ok, Mommy Vanessa, Mommy Gigi, I want to meet you, 

when will you come to visit me?" 

 

Georgia wanted to talk, but Vanessa cut in. 



 

"Annie, Mommy Gigi and I are in the hospital, we may have to 

see you later, but let us hang up the phone first, I will give you a 

video call, so you can see us, okay?" 

 

Annie's voice was full of excitement, 

 

"Yes, I can see you through video calls." 

 

They hung up the normal phone call and started the video call. 

 

Annie's face appeared soon when they switched to video call, 

her face looked very florid and she seemed energetic, Vanessa 

and Georgia felt particularly relaxed. 

 

"Mommy Gigi, Mommy Vanessa ..." 

 

Annie shouted excitedly in front of the camera, Vanessa and 

Georgia felt that their entire body seemed to be vital because of 

Annie. Everything they suffered from was nothing when they 

saw Annie’s smile. 



 

They were afraid nothing as long as they could see Annie so 

happy and lively, 

 

After talking a lot on the phone, Vanessa and Georgia promised 

that they will go to S City to visit Annie. By hearing that Annie 

was reluctantly to hang up the video call. 

 

"Vanessa, you just had surgery yesterday, you can stay here and 

I will go to visit Annie." 

 

Georgia tried to persuade her. 

 

"Gigi, and you are pregnant. The doctors say it is very 

dangerous, so you should stay here, I will go to the S City to see 

Annie!" 

 

Both of them tried to persuade each other, both of wanted to 

visit Annie. But they all knew that their current physical 

condition was not suitable to travel. 

 



After disputing, Georgia gave up and said. 

 

"How about we stop fighting but ask our attending doctors, see 

if they agree it or not?" 

 

Georgia was still worried about the child inside her belly, she 

nodded. 

 

"Well, we can ask the doctor to see what the doctor say." 

 

They went to find Vanessa's attending doctor first. 

 

"Miss Cooke, you had your surgery yesterday and you didn’t 
have a fully recovery. How can you be discharged?" 

 

The doctor did not agree with them at all. 

 

"Doctor, my daughter was in coma for a long time, she just 

woke up in another hospital. She wanted to see me, so was I, 

could you please do me a favor?" 



 

The doctor rejected them directly. 

 

"No, you are my patient, how can I do this kind of irresponsible 

thing. I emphasize what I said, you are not going to be 

discharged!" 

 

Vanessa could only leave with Georgia hopelessly, and then 

they went to Georgia's attending doctor's office. 

 

When Georgia said that she wanted to be discharged, her 

attending doctor was mad at them. 

 

"Miss Lane, didn’t I tell you yesterday? You can't be discharged 

and you have to stay in the hospital, do you forget about what I 

told you? Or do you really don't want your baby?" 

 

Georgia and Vanessa looked at each other and helplessly 

walked out of the doctor's office. 

 

"What should we do now?" 



 

Georgia asked the question and she smiled bitterly with 

Vanessa. 

 

"How about I sneak out of the hospital? Gigi, you are pregnant, 

it’s too dangerous for you to go outside. Also, I don't want you 

to take this risk, even I am still a bit weak, but I only need to go 

to S City, I should be fine." 

 

Vanessa continued to persuade Georgia. 

 

Georgia did not want to agree with this. 

 

But Annie was eager to see them. If couldn’t tell her they were 

not able to make it as they just promised her. 

 

They walked slowly back to their ward, when they just opened 

the door, Georgia and Vanessa discovered they had a guest they 

both were not willing to see. 

 

Robert Simpson’s mother, Maisie, who was sitting in their ward 



indifferently. After hearing the door was opened, she turned 

her body, then looked coldly to Georgia. 

 

"Georgia, I am waiting for you for a long time."__ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 94 Murderer 

 

  

Georgia was surprised that Robert's mother was there. 

 

From the first time she saw this woman, Georgia would always 

encounter misfortunes. 

 

The first time Robert's mother prevented Ivan from operating 

Annie, this time, the woman appeared again, Georgia had a bad 

feeling in her heart. 

 

"What do you want?" 

 

Georgia asked cautiously. Vanessa felt that the atmosphere was 



very solemn, and she took Georgia's hand. 

 

Maisie sneered at Georgia. 

 

"You and Robert secretly met with Julie, do you think I don't 

know? Georgia, do you feel very proud of playing with the 

Simpson family and fascinating my son?" 

 

As soon as Maisie said these words, Georgia instantly knew why 

this woman came. 

 

"Did Emma bring Julie to see you?" 

 

Georgia asked calmly. 

 

Maisie ignored Georgia's question, she instead threw a bunch of 

documents in front of Georgia. 

 

"Chester's autopsy report came out. The police are collecting 

evidence. Georgia, either you killed Chester or Travis killed him. 



Do you think which of you will go to jail?" 

 

Georgia's face turned pale all at once, she had already felt 

anxious about Chester's affairs. 

 

Right now, hearing it from Robert's mother's mouth, Georgia's 

bad feeling deepened. 

 

She knelt down and picked up the file, and found that all the 

evidence in the report above was not good for her, all the 

evidence of her disappearance that she had reported could not 

be found. It looked like a scene she directed and acted on. 

 

Georgia felt that the entire investigation report looked like she 

instructed Travis to kill Chester! 

 

"Did you do something to the report?" 

 

Georgia questioned Robert's mother. She tried her best to stay 

calm, but her hands trembled. 

 



Vanessa picked up the file and looked at it, her face turned pale 

in an instant. 

 

Maisie sneered directly. 

 

"I'm doing tricks, what do you think I can do? Georgia, you killed 

my daughter, then you were released from prison six years 

later. You still seduced my son and wanted to blame the car 

accident on your brother. You want the Simpson family to help 

you deal with the people in the Lane family. I have not killed 

you now and that is the best I I have done till now! I tell you 

that I am here today because I have decided to let you make 

your own choice!" 

 

"What do you want to do?" 

 

Georgia asked Maisie coldly. 

 

"I don't need to do anything, the police will take you right away. 

Miss Lane, I will give you a choice. I don't want to see you 

continue to live in this world. You go to the police and take the 

initiative to admit that you killed Chester and go to jail, and 



then I will let Ivan operate on your daughter." 

 

 

  

"You crazy woman! Get out, Georgia didn't kill anyone!" 

 

Georgia hadn't even spoken yet before Vanessa yelled at 

Robert's mother. 

 

Georgia was limp on the ground, her brain was blank, Maisie 

laughed mockingly at the two women in front of her. 

 

"Georgia, I am giving you a chance to save your daughter! If you 

miss this opportunity, your daughter will have to wait to die. I 

have inquired about your daughter's health. Unless Ivan 

performs the operation, otherwise, she will not survive a few 

years!" 

 

Vanessa felt that this woman was like a dark abyss, she wanted 

to sweep Georgia into this vortex, and then tore her into pieces 

with nothing left. 



 

Vanessa panicked and picked up the bottle next to her. She took 

the bottle and pointed it at the woman in front of her. She 

wanted to get her out. 

 

"Get out, if you don't get out, I'll use this to smash your head!" 

 

Vanessa threatened Robert's mother, and Maisie's face 

changed. 

 

She stood up and went outside. When she passed by Georgia, 

Maisie smiled coldly. 

 

"Will you go to jail and wait to die, or will you save your own 

daughter... or try to find a way to put the blame on Travis, that 

fool, and watch your daughter die, you can think about it 

slowly." 

 

After saying this mockingly, Robert's mother went out. 

 

Georgia just felt her head buzzing, the choices in front of her 



seemed to be a dead end. 

 

Of course she hoped that Annie could have the operation, but 

the price was that she went to jail or even die. 

 

If it was before, Georgia would definitely be willing for that. 

 

As long as Vanessa took care of Annie, Georgia could rest 

assured that she could leave the world with peace of mind. 

 

However, there was still a child in her belly, Georgia couldn't 

abandon both children and die. 

 

But if she didn't agree to Robert's mother's request, according 

to the evidence thrown by her, the police would definitely 

charge her afterwards, thinking she was the murderer. 

 

However, at the moment, Georgia couldn't find any evidence to 

her advantage. 

 



Vanessa looked at Georgia's constantly changing face, she 

anxiously pulled Georgia up, then helped her to sit down on the 

sofa. 

 

"Georgia, don't think about it. That woman is mad. How could 

what she just said be true? If you really go to jail. Do you think 

she will really let Ivan operate on Annie? Don't believe her, let’s 

think of a way together and not fall into tricks of others." 

 

Vanessa was so anxious that she was almost crying. 

 

She knew that Georgia had always liked to make decisions in 

her heart, Vanessa was really afraid that Georgia had now 

agreed with what this woman said. 

 

Georgia looked up hurriedly. She looked at Vanessa, tears 

constantly falling. 

 

"Vanessa, I know... I know what she said is a temptation, I also 

know she won't necessarily do it, but Annie finally woke up. I 

really want to get Annie back to health by this surgery..." 
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When this sentence was said, Vanessa became more anxious. 

 

"But you still have a child in your belly. If you die to save Annie 

and she grows up, how can she accept this? I don't agree with 

you . If you do this, then I will die too. No one will care about 

Annie then!" 

 

Vanessa threatened her. 

 

Georgia grabbed Vanessa's hand, her voice already hoarse and 

trembling. 

 

"I know... Vanessa... I know all that, I know that there is a black 

hole in front of me. I won't necessarily get what I want if I jump 

down. It's just that if I don't jump down, behind me is a cliff. 

What should I do? " 



 

Georgia was sobbing. 

 

If she didn't agree to Robert's mother's request, and right now 

the police evidence was already against her. If Robert's mother 

used her own power, Georgia felt that she had no room to 

struggle. 

 

"Georgia, don't panic, there will always be a way, and we will 

think of it." 

 

Georgia suddenly thought of Selena. She panicked and picked 

up her phone to make a call to her. 

 

"Miss Lane, why did you call me so suddenly?" 

 

Selena's tone was not unusual, Georgia looked at the document 

at hand and asked nervously. 

 

"Miss Holland, I heard that Chester's autopsy report came out, 

and you have a lot of evidence. Do all the evidence tend to 



show that Travis and I are murderers?" 

 

Georgia asked nervously. 

 

Selena was a little surprised. In fact, she had seen Chester's 

autopsy report and case analysis already, and the current 

evidence was indeed not good for Georgia. 

 

To be precise, the police now believed that Georgia's 

disappearance was a planned situation, and they all tended to 

Georgia instructing Travis to kill Chester Rogers. 

 

Regarding whether Georgia was the murderer, the police had 

no definitive evidence. Selena was a police officer, so naturally 

she couldn't clarify what was happening on the police side. 

 

Selena hesitated, then answered. 

 

"Miss Lane, why do you say that? The police handles the case in 

accordance with procedures and evidence. If you really have a 

problem, we will naturally call you into the police station to 



talk." 

 

Selena's words didn't reveal the specific meaning at all, but 

Georgia understood that it must have been similar to the 

document. 

 

If it really had nothing to do with her, Selena would tell her that 

she was okay, so she could feel at ease. 

 

Georgia's heart sank as she hung up the phone in despair. She 

almost lost all strength. 

 

Vanessa looked at Georgia's face and guessed the content of 

Georgia's phone call. 

 

"Georgia, don't be afraid. We are continuing to think of ways. 

Since the police haven't asked you to talk to them or detain you, 

we still have hope." 

 

Georgia just shook her head in despair. 

 



She had seen the evidence and the police now just had no 

evidence to prove that she instructed Travis to kill Chester. 

 

Her heart was filled with panic. 

 

Georgia was about to tell Vanessa that she wanted to see Travis 

when her cell phone rang. 

 

As soon as she picked up, the person on the other side greeted 

politely. 

 

"Is this Miss Georgia Lane?" 

 

Georgia tried to stay calm and nodded. 

 

"Yes, I am." 

 

"Miss Lane, the brain examination report that you did for Mr. 

Armstrong came out. Are you free now? Today you can get the 

report." 



 

Georgia was stunned for a moment, then immediately reacted. 

 

"Okay, I see, I'll come over to get the report right away." 

 

When she hung up, Georgia looked at Vanessa. 

 

"Vanessa, Travis's report is out. I have to go to the hospital to 

see the results... Also, Travis hasn't seen me in the hospital for a 

long time, I have to see him, otherwise Travis will definitely be 

scared." 

 

"But what about your own health?" 

 

Vanessa asked worriedly. 

 

"It's okay. In fact, the doctor also said that as long as you don't 

get tired and not let myself get too emotional, not let myself get 

hit, I'll be fine." 

 



Vanessa also knew that Travis' current situation was important, 

so she nodded helplessly. 

 

"Georgia, you go to the hospital to see Travis. I'll go to S City to 

see Annie. Let's just decide this for now." 

 

Georgia also knew that she had no face to persuade Vanessa 

not to leave the hospital in this situation, and Annie definitely 

wanted to see them now, she could only nod helplessly. 

 

"Okay, let's start separately, remember to keep in touch." 

 

After saying that, the two put on their clothes and planned to 

leave the hospital quietly. 

 

Vanessa went to the station, and Georgia went to the hospital. 

 

However, Georgia hadn't arrived at the hospital yet when her 

cell phone rang again, it was Robert.________________ 
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Chapter 95 Threatening to Jump off the Building 

 

  

Georgia didn’t want to answer the call from Robert. However, 

Robert kept calling her. 

 

Thinking about Robert’s mother who threatened her today, 

Georgia pondered for a split second before she picked up the 

call. 

 

She heard Robert’s voice from the other end of the phone 

immediately. 

 

“Georgia, where are you now?” 

 

“What do you want from me?” 

 

Georgia asked him coldly. 

 

“Did my mother look for you today?” 



 

Robert questioned her. 

 

He had always sent people to observe every movement of his 

mother. Today his subordinates told him that Emma brought 

Julie to meet with his mother. 

 

Robert immediately realized that his mother must now firmly 

believe that Georgia had tricked them again. 

 

Therefore, according to his mother’s nature, she would 

definitely put Georgia in trouble. 

 

And this morning, Robert heard that his mother had gone out. 

 

He guessed that his mother must have gone to look for Georgia. 

 

“Robert, what does it matter to you if your mother can’t find 

me? Both you and your mother are the same anyway, both of 

you want to give me a hard time.” 



 

After finishing her words, Georgia hung up the phone with a 

cold face. 

 

She really didn’t want to have too much connection with the 

Simpson family, especially with Robert. 

 

Georgia actually felt that the relationship between them was 

too complicated, and she didn’t want to get too much 

entangled with Robert. 

 

Especially after confirming that she was still having Robert’s 

child inside her belly, Georgia felt that she needed to keep a 

distance from Robert. 

 

After Georgia hug up the phone, Robert’s face was very gloomy. 

 

It was Monday and Robert made a call to someone he knew at 

MU Research Institute. He wanted to confirm if Georgia was still 

working. 

 



Robert felt like it was strange and his first thought was that 

Georgia must have gone to meet with Travis. 

 

He made a call to the hospital in which Travis was hospitalized, 

and the staff immediately picked up his call. 

 

“Mr. Simpson, Miss Lane is really inside Travis’s ward.” 

 

After confirming the fact, Robert clenched his fist tightly. 

 

He knew that Travis was the only apple of Georgia’s eyes. 

 

 

  

He had already warned himself countless times to leave her 

alone and not to care about this woman anymore, as this 

woman was cheating him and playing with his heart. 

 

However, after knowing that his mother might be trying to put 

Georgia in trouble, he still couldn’t help but want to find this 



woman. 

 

He immediately drove to the hospital that Travis stayed, 

according to his understanding of his mother. 

 

This time, his mother would definitely want to give her a hard 

time. He had to do something first. 

 

When Robert drove to the hospital, Georgia was questioning 

Travis inside his ward. 

 

“Travis, why did your face and body get injured? Who beat you 

up?” 

 

Travis just kept his head down. He knew that fighting was a bad 

thing and he felt that Georgia would think he was misbehaving 

when she found out he was involved in the fighting. 

 

He was very afraid that Georgia would abandon him because of 

this incident. 

 



Georgia had a hard time before reaching Travis’s hospital. She 

did not expect to see Travis’s face full of bruises and swelling. 

The skin around his eyes was even broken. She looked at his 

arms and body. There were bruises everywhere. It was obvious 

that he had fought with someone. 

 

He was heartbroken and angry. 

 

“Travis, I don’t blame you. If someone hit you, of course you 

had to hit the person back. I just want to know who actually hit 

you. Tell me. Is it okay?” 

 

Knowing that her tone of voice when she asked him just now 

was anxious and might have frightened Travis, Georgia slowed 

down a bit and then asked gently. 

 

Travis raised her head apprehensively and looked at Georgia. 

His voice sounded like he was frightened. 

 

“Georgia, do you really not blame me? I got into a fight. I know 

it’s not good to fight…” 

 



Travis’s words made Georgia cried instantly. 

 

She felt very sad for Travis and hoped that he could return to 

normal. 

 

He used to be a normal person, but now he looked like a silly 

child and this somewhat made others sympathetic for him. 

 

“Travis, I really don’t blame you. You are the best. If someone 

bullies you or bullies me, we should just fight back. I just want 

to know who bullied you, and I will avenge you. I will never let 

the person who bullied you live peacefully.” 

 

Hearing Georgia’s words, Travis instantly looked surprised. 

 

“Georgia, you are so nice… so nice…” 

 

Travis reached out his hands and hugged Georgia tightly. 

 

Then, he told Georgia. 



 

“It was that day. When you were looking for me outside, the 

person who scolded me came to my ward. He said he had taken 

you away and asked me to go out. He also said that he was 

going to abuse you, so I couldn’t help but fight with him…” 

 

Travis explained to her stammeringly. Georgia pondered for a 

while before she realized that the person Travis was talking 

about was Eden. 
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This was not surprising then. Eden was the kind of person who 

liked to cause trouble and she heard that he had even suffered 

inside the prison. He must have wanted to vent his hatred on 

her and Travis. 

 

Thinking that Travis had suffered so much when she was not 



around with him yesterday, Georgia felt very scared. 

 

She immediately called a nurse over and asked about what 

happened yesterday. After confirming that Eden was the one 

Travis fought with, Georgia was furious. 

 

Sooner or later, she would definitely take revenge for all the 

pain she had suffered. 

 

She wanted to let everyone in the Lane family know what it was 

like to be desperate and in pain. 

 

“Travis, just wait for me inside the ward. I go out to see the 

doctor to say something.” 

 

Georgia had not yet taken Travis’s brain examination report. 

She had come to meet with Travis in the ward first. 

 

Travis could only nod, as he didn’t want to be a capricious child. 

By then, Georgia would completely ignore him. 

 



After saying goodbye to Travis, Georgia went to take Travis’s 

brain examination report. She then went to see the doctor to 

ask about his situation. 

 

“Doctor, this is Travis’s brain examination report. Is there any 

hope for him to return to normal? Did his brain suffer an injury 

or was there any other reason which made him become like 

this?” 

 

Georgia asked as she sat in front of the doctor. 

 

The doctor read the report for a few minutes. Then, he spoke to 

Georgia. 

 

“Miss Lane, Travis’s brain examination report confirmed that he 

should have suffered an impact on his brain more than ten 

years ago, and it should have been that impact that injured his 

brain, causing his current intelligence level to be that of a 

primary school student. However, although his brain was 

injured, the wound had slowly recovered over the past ten 

years. Travis had lost a lot of memories that time and perhaps 

something had stimulated his brain back then and made him 

deliberately forgot those memories. If there is any turning 



point, he could return to normal.” 

 

Knowing that Travis could return to normal, Georgia was very 

surprised. 

 

However, she was a little confused about the doctor’s words. 

 

“Doctor, do you mean that the reason that Travis was like this 

was because that he was facing a psychological problem and 

not due to physical injuries? Then how can he return to 

normal?” 

 

“Miss Lane, Travis’s brain must have been injured by the impact 

back then, causing him to have problems with his intelligence 

level. However, the wound had recovered over these ten years, 

and the brain examination report proves that there is no 

problem at all with his brain now, but his intelligence level is 

still at a level of a primary school student. It should be that his 

memory has gradually been forgotten over these ten years, or 

he had deliberately forgotten, which makes him not become a 

normal human being! If there is a turning point, maybe if he 

thinks of something important, then he might return to 

normal.” 



 

Then wasn’t it just a matter of luck? Georgia felt depressed. 

 

If his recovery just required surgery, then maybe it would be 

easier. 

 

But if he needed to recall any important memories on his own, 

Georgia didn’t know what to do. 

 

She helplessly left the office of the hospital. She was just about 

to do something when she saw Robert walking towards her and 

his face looked grim. 

 

Georgia subconsciously wanted to turn away from him. 

However, just as she turned around, Georgia found that a man 

had suddenly grabbed her hand. 

 

Before she could react, a sharp pocket knife was placed at her 

neck. 

 

“Don’t move!” 



 

The man roared coldly. Georgia couldn’t see who the man 

grabbing her from behind was. He only felt the sharp knife at his 

neck was very cold. 

 

Georgia even felt that the knife had gently cut through the flesh 

of her neck, and she could feel a subtle pain. 

 

Many people were screaming in the entire hospital corridor. 

Georgia couldn’t guess what this man was doing by grabbing 

her. 

 

Suddenly, several police officers and doctors ran over there. 

 

“Marco, your wife just wants to divorce you. Why are you 

grabbing other people?” 

 

One of the doctors rushed over and persuaded the man behind 

Georgia while the police officers held their guns at him. 

 

Robert was also standing beside the police at this time, and he 



didn’t seem to have expected such a mishap to suddenly 

happen in front of him. He immediately said something to the 

secretary beside him. 

 

Georgia had no idea what this man was saying. She just felt that 

the man who was holding her was strangling her with his hand 

with increasing strength. 

 

“I warn you all. Let my wife come over to see me right now, or 

I’ll kill this woman now!” 

 

He roared again, and he moved the knife nearer to Georgia’s 

neck. Georgia felt another incoming pain. 

 

Georgia was now being held hostage, and she finally 

understood the situation she was facing. 

 

She could only keep calm. No one knew what this man would 

do. Georgia could only feel that Marco Hayes dragging him 

backwards, and the police did not dare to make any rash 

moves. 

 



After all, Marco placed a sharp knife at her neck. 

 

She was dragged to the lift. 

 

In the end, Georgia was taken to the top floor of the hospital by 

him. She was also led by him to stand on the rooftop. The 

building was sixty storeys high. With a slight push from Marco, 

both Georgia and Marco would fall off the building and might 

be smashed to pieces. 

 

Georgia did not dare to move. Her heart trembled as she stood 

on the edge of the rooftop. 

 

The police and a group of people from the hospital followed 

them up. They carefully stood seven or eight metres away from 

Marco. They persuaded him one by one. 

 

“Marco, don’t be impulsive. The woman in your hand is 

innocent. Let her go and I’ll send your wife over to see you right 

now!” 

 



A hospital leader persuaded him. 

 

Marco’s wife was a nurse in this hospital. Her name was Lucia 

Carey. She had cheated on him and she decided to break up 

with Marco. 

 

Marco was an impulsive and paranoid person who suddenly 

went crazy after being continuously irritated. He tried to 

continue to confront Lucia but he couldn’t find her. Then, he 

could only go crazy inside the hospital. 

 

Then, he directly threatened them by pointing the knife at 

Georgia. In the end, Georgia became the only innocent person 

caught by Marco. 

 

“Faster ask Lucia to come over, or else I’ll jump off the building 

with this woman right now.” 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 96 The Abyss of Despair 

 

  



Robert had rushed over by this time. 

 

He looked at Georgia standing right on the rooftop. Both the 

bodies of Georgia and Marco were swaying as if they were 

going to fall off the building at any moment. 

 

At that moment, Robert felt like his heart throbbed for a 

moment, and he took the phone to give others’ orders 

anxiously. 

 

At the moment, Robert had no mood to discuss with Georgia 

the matters of Travis as well as his mother. 

 

He only knew that Georgia could not have anything wrong, and 

he absolutely could not let anything happen to her. 

 

Georgia could not do anything. The doctors at the hospital had 

even sent a negotiator over, but Marco was very stubborn and 

it seemed like he was ready to die. 

 

Georgia thought that the man was crazy. 



 

She felt her body trembled very badly. If she really fell off the 

building, she and the baby inside her belly would be dead. How 

could Georgia bear such a situation? 

 

After about ten minutes, a beautiful young woman with wavy 

hair walked over. Marco became excited when he saw this 

woman. 

 

Georgia instantly knew that the woman must be Marco’s wife, 

Lucia. 

 

“Lucia, finally you’re here. I’ve been looking for you for a month 

and you’ve been avoiding me. Now you’ve finally come out.” 

 

Marco laughed harshly. 

 

Lucia’s face did not look anxious. Instead, she coldly taunted 

him. 

 

“Marco, you are such a coward. You have no money or power 



and cannot feed me. What’s wrong with me divorcing you? If 

you want to die, go ahead and die. Why do you want to drag 

others into the mess?” 

 

Lucia roared fiercely. Marco was so triggered by her words that 

he moved his feet outward again, looking like he was about to 

fall off the building. 

 

“Lucia, what are you talking about? Faster persuade him to 

come down!” 

 

The hospital leaders were already being driven mad. 

Meanwhile, Marco was staring insistently at Lucia, hoping that 

she would compromise with him and not divorce him. 

 

However, Lucia completely ignored the hospital leaders and the 

words of persuasion from the people around her. She even 

shouted angrily at Marco. 

 

“If you want to die, go ahead and die. Why are you threatening 

people here? Do you think that I will feel guilty if you die? Let 

me tell you. I won’t blink an eye even if you drag others to 



death now. I will just set off firecrackers to celebrate that you 

are finally dead. If you dare to do so, go ahead and die.” 

 

Marco freaked out hearing her words. 

 

“Okay, I will go and die right now. I will make you live a 

nightmare for the rest of your life. I will be in your dream every 

day and make you suffer for eternity!” 

 

After finishing his words, Marco dragged Georgia’s hand and 

jumped off the building. Georgia felt like she was about to die. 

 

When she was in mid-air, she felt like her heartbeat almost 

stopped. At that moment, she thought that she finally knew the 

feeling of death. 

 

Georgia felt like she was relieved and she was free of panic and 

fear. 

 

Annie had already woken up. If she died like this, perhaps 

Robert’s mother would forgive her, and Robert would not 



continue to take revenge, right? 

 

At that time, would Annie be able to have an operation if 

Vanessa begged Ivan? 

 

Georgia looked forward to seeing this inwardly. She closed her 

eyes peacefully. 

 

 

  

But soon she found herself falling on top of a soft air cushion, 

unlike the pain and death in which she expected. 

 

She opened her eyes and realized that there were firefighters 

and a life-saving air cushion under the building of the hospital. 

Both she and Marco had fallen on the life-saving air cushion 

which was very large. 

 

Immediately, several police officers rushed forward to detain 

Marco. Marco was still cursing some bad words, while Georgia 

who was still in a state of shock, sat frozen on top of the 



life-saving air cushion. 

 

It turned out that a life-saving air cushion had been prepared 

below. Georgia thought that she was going to die. 

 

Georgia was still a little distraught at the moment. 

 

After being helped off the life-saving air cushion by the police 

officers, Georgia suddenly found a man walking towards her. 

The man then directly hugged her tightly in his arms. 

 

Georgia’s head was still a little fuzzy. She pushed the man who 

was hugging her and only did she realize that it was Robert who 

was hugging her. 

 

She subconsciously pushed the man in front of her away. 

 

However, just after she pushed this man away, she found that 

Robert hugged her tightly once again. 

 



She felt that he was annoying. 

 

“Robert, let go of me. Why are you hugging me? Are you 

crazy?” 

 

Hearing the cold roaring words of Georgia, Robert finally let go 

of Georgia. However, he held her hands tightly in his hands. 

 

“Georgia, do you know that you almost die just now!” 

 

Robert said these words gloomily. She couldn’t understand his 

mind when she looked at his eyes. 

 

Looking at the man in front of her coldly, she mocked him. 

 

“I almost died but haven’t died. Are you disappointed, Robert? 

What exactly do you want from me?” 

 

Robert felt his heart very painful as the heartless woman in 

front of him always looked at him with only indifference and 



disgust. 

 

“Georgia, I’ve inquired about what my mother had done. That 

man called Chester was dead. You and Travis are in a hot soup 

to protect yourselves. You better tell me the truth about the 

person who caused the car accident back then, and why did you 

fake the paternity test? You have deceived our family again and 

again, and now you are deceiving us about Chester’s death. 

What exactly are you trying to do? What exactly are you 

hiding?” 

 

Georgia only felt that the man in front of her was ridiculous. 

 

“Robert, why are you asking me about these truths? I said the 

one who caused the car accident wasn’t me. I also said that I did 

not intend to fake the paternity test. However, do you believe 

me? You don’t believe me at all!” 

 

Just as Georgia finished her words, Robert suddenly grabbed 

her shoulders with both of his hands. 

 

“I ask you one more time. What is the truth? Georgia, as long as 



you tell me the truth, I will help you solve all your problems. 

Then you can just stay faithfully by my side. I will help you solve 

my mother’s problem.” 

 

Robert only wanted to know the truth now. 

 

He had already resigned himself to the fate. He didn’t care if 

Georgia was really the one who caused the car accident, or 

whether she was wrongly accused of doing so. She didn’t even 

care whether the subsequent events were planned by her. 

 

He just wanted her to tell him the truth. Then, he would never 

care about those matters in the past again. 

 

However, Georgia felt that Robert wanted to give her a hard 

time, just like his mother who wanted to force her to die. 

 

She had clearly said that it wasn’t her, but this man didn’t 
believe her at all. Then, there was no point for her to argue with 

him anymore. 
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“Yes, I’m the one who caused the accident. I killed your sister. I 

also planned to trick you. I even asked someone to do a fake 

paternity test. Are you satisfied?” 

 

Georgia pushed Robert away as she suddenly ran into the 

surrounding crowd of onlookers and shouted out. 

 

“I am a murderer. I kill this the sister of the man in front of me. I 

faked my child’s paternity test and said that he was my child’s 

father…” 

 

Georgia accused Robert in such a frenzied manner. The 

onlookers looked at Georgia, thinking that the woman in front 

of them was crazy. 

 

Robert was furious. He suddenly walked forward and coldly 



grabbed Georgia’s hand. 

 

“Are you crazy? What are you doing now? Georgia, I just want 

you to tell me the truth. I’m giving you a chance!” 

 

“Yes, I’m crazy. I’ve been crazy for a long time!” 

 

“What chance? Don’t you just want to force me to die?” 

 

Georgia sneered tauntingly. 

 

“I didn’t know what death felt like before this, and only at this 

moment did I understand that death was nothing to be afraid 

of. Robert, don’t you just want to see me die? Don’t you just 

want to avenge your sister? I will fulfil your wish!” 

 

After finishing her words, Georgia suddenly ran and rushed 

towards the road, with all the cars coming and going on the 

road. Everyone was stunned. 

 



Robert didn’t react to what she did, watching her dashing to the 

middle of the road. 

 

He wanted to rush over there, but the cars kept blocking his 

way. Robert could only watch Georgia running away faster and 

faster. 

 

With a ‘bang’ sound, a car braked sharply and Robert watched 

as Georgia fell to the ground. 

 

At that moment, Robert felt like his heartbeat stopped. 

 

He felt very heartbreaking and desperate. 

 

He realized that he simply could not cope with her death. 

 

At that moment, he was at his wits’ end. 

 

In the next second, he saw that Georgia who had been knocked 

down suddenly stood up. Then, she left directly. 



 

Looking at her back, Robert suddenly burst out laughing 

harshly. 

 

“Hahaha…hahaha…” 

 

Georgia was not dead, and Robert felt that he was alive again. 

 

As he laughed, tears fell down his cheeks. 

 

“Hahaha…hahaha…” 

 

He laughed so hard that his entire body bent down. His eyes 

were completely red. His laughter was like a painful and sad cry. 

 

Robert thought that he was crazy. As he was crying and 

laughing, he grabbed the hand of a random man next to him. 

 

“Do you think why this woman is not afraid of death? What else 

can she do when she’s dead? Hahaha…” 



 

He laughed out loud mournfully as he was saying the words. 

 

“Nuts!” 

 

With a roar, the man immediately pushed Robert away. 

 

Robert laughed sadly again. Suddenly, he grabbed another 

stranger next to him. 

 

“Do you think it is a joke that the woman killed my sister and 

she cheated with me again and again but I actually fell in love 

with her? Isn’t it funny…” 

 

The people around him only felt that the man in front of them 

looked like a psychopath and turned away from Robert. 

 

Robert just kept laughing miserably. He laughed so hard that his 

entire body crouched on the ground. 

 



Georgia also knew that she had just been irritated to the point 

of madness by Robert. She realised that she just rampaged 

through the traffic in the middle of the road., to the point in 

which he slipped and fell suddenly until she was even almost hit 

by a car. 

 

When she got up from the ground, she regained her 

consciousness completely. 

 

She was so impulsive until she wanted to die. She still had a 

baby inside her belly and Annie was still alive. She was really 

crazy just now. 

 

Maybe it was because she had just fallen off the building with 

the man called Marco, or maybe it was because she had 

encountered too many things today and Robert’s tone of voice 

had made her too angry. She was so irritated that she almost 

went to commit suicide. She felt very regretful. 

 

Georgia was unaware of Robert’s frantic look behind her. She 

just stood up and then walked across the street to go back to 

the hospital. She intended to go back to find Travis. 



 

However, when she returned to Travis’s ward, she found out 

that Selena and the officer called Camden were here again. 

They were sitting in front of Travis talking about something. 

 

She felt scared instantly as if the misfortune she had been 

waiting for a long time finally happened. 

 

The thing she was afraid of had finally happened. 

 

“Georgia, you’re back…” 

 

Travis, however, was unaware of the situation in front of him. 

He just felt surprised when he saw Georgia returning to the 

ward. 

 

He didn’t know that Georgia had just almost died outside. 

 

Selena and Camden smiled faintly at Georgia. 

 



“Hi, Ms. Lane.” 

 

Georgia just nodded her head in a daze. 

 

“Ms. Lane, regarding the case of Chester’s death. We already 

have enough evidence. Please go to the police station with us.” 

 

Georgia said while she was trembling. 

 

“Ms. Holland, you also think I instigated Travis to kill Chester.” 

 

Selena smiled apologetically. 

 

“Ms. Lane, I am a police officer. We handle the cases based on 

the evidence. Please come with us to the police 

station.”________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 97 Being Threatened to Confess 

 

  



Selena Holland had told enough. 

 

Georgia understood that she could change nothing. 

 

Only when she noticed Travis’ innocent eyes, she lowered her 

voice and asked. 

 

“Travis’ leg has not recovered. He doesn’t need to go to the 

police station for questioning, right?” 

 

Georgia wished Travis could stay at the hospital for recovering 

rather than be taken to the police station. 

 

She worried Travis would be terrified because he had no idea 

what that place was for. 

 

“Miss Lane, we have asked him some questions and have a 

general understanding of his situation. I know you have his 

brain examined. Anyway, the police will have his brain 

examined again by some expert, including intelligence and 

psychiatric evaluations. You needn’t worry him.” 



 

From start till end, Selena Holland sounded gentle and polite, 

but Georgia’s mind was weighed down. 

 

“I got it. I should tell Travis first before I go with you all, or he 

will be worried.” 

 

“Okay, Miss Lane. Camden and I will wait for you outside, and 

please be quick.” 

 

As she finished, she waved at Camden. 

 

And then they walked out of the room. 

 

Georgia moved about Travis’ bed. 

 

Before this, she had been worrying about his mental state and 

child-level intelligence. 

 

But now she suddenly felt glad about it. 



 

If Travis’ intelligence was at a normal level, the death of Chester 

Rogers would definitely point to us directly and none of us 

could get out of it. 

 

And for now Travis at least could stay in the hospital safely for 

recovering. 

 

“Travis, I’m not wholly recovered yet, and I need to rest in the 

hospital for one day or two. So these days, you just stay at your 

won room and wait for me……doctor has said you could be 
discharged on Friday, and I’ll pick you up by then. If I don’t, 
Vanessa will come. You know I might be trapped by work. 

Deal?” 

 

“Gigi……Gigi, you won’t come to see me these days?” 

 

Travis understood what she meant and sounded rather worried 

and upset. 

 

“Oh Travis, the company I work for called me and told that I 

may be on a business trip to other cities these days, but I’m not 



sure about that. Just be prepared for that, okay?” 

 

Travis lowered his head and answered with reluctance. 

 

“Okay. I’ll wait for you in the hospital as you tell me……Gigi, you 
must come to see me then.” 

 

Georgia smiled faintly but full of sadness in her heart. 

 

She reached her hands to touch Travis’ hair. Few days ago, she 

took him to the hairdresser to have his hair cut short, as well as 

his beard. 

 

Now Travis looked the same as the clean and bright boy in her 

memory. 

 

 

  

She must get over the matter of Chester Rogers’ death. Travis 

can not be involved in any trouble anymore, she thought. 



 

Outside the ward, Selena and Camden stood on either side of 

the door. 

 

Camden asked Selena with curiosity. 

 

“Do you think it’s true that Georgia Lane pushed Travis 

Armstrong to kill Chester Rogers? I feel there are so many 

doubts in this case. I don’t see why the higher-up rushes to 

question Miss Lane so early? We could do more investigation 

and there are not enough evidences.” 

 

Selena looked rather grave. 

 

In fact, it was the higher-up of the police station ordered them 

to take Georgia Lane to the police station. 

 

As a matter of fact, Selena could find out herself with her power 

that it was Robert Simpson’s mother behind this order. 

 

However, all suspects and existing evidences pointed to her, 



and Selena can’t overturn it. 

 

“Camden, police acts based on evidences. Now we’re not 

arresting her but just need her confession.” 

 

As she finished, none of them continued the topic. And just 

about that moment Georgia opened the door. 

 

She looked towards Selena. 

 

“Officer Holland, we could be off now.” 

 

After getting in the car, Georgia asked Selena who sat beside 

her. 

 

“Officer Holland, may I make a call now? I want to call my friend 

and inform her of my whereabouts. I’m afraid she’ll worry 

about me.” 

 

Selena nodded. 



 

“Miss Lane, you’re not a prisoner. We just take you to the police 

station for survey and confession.” 

 

Georgia gave her an appreciating smile. It seemed things 

weren’t that worse. 

 

Then she made a phone call to Vanessa. 

 

Originally she had told Vanessa that she would come back to 

the hospital for rest after visiting Travis. 

 

Vanessa would come back to her after she visited Annie. 

Georgia had no idea what she would go through next, so she 

decided to tell Vanessa that she was taken by the police to help 

with survey, in the hope not to worry her. 

 

The only thing was that Georgia was hesitated whether or not 

she should tell the police that she was pregnant, because she 

wanted to keep it as a secret. 

 



She was particularly afraid that Robert would know about it. 

 

The call was through and Annie’s voice was heard on the other 

end of the phone. 

 

“Mommy, it’s me… I pick up the phone. What are you doing, 

mommy?” 

 

Annie sounded vivacious and Georgia felt happy and surprised 

about it. 
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For her, it was good to know that Vanessa was staying with 

Annie. 

 

“Annie, I am so sorry. I can’t come to see you these days. Hope 



you have a good time with mommy Vanessa, and I’ll see you by 

then.” 

 

“It’s all right, mommy. Vanessa has told me that you’re ill in 

hospital now and you can’t get out of there, just like me. I miss 

you very much, but I hope you can get well. How nice it will be 

when both of us recover……” 

 

Annie sounded really vigorous. It seemed that she didn’t feel 

much pain after she woke. Georgia was extremely happy about 

that. 

 

“Yes. My little Annie is right. It will be nice if both of us are 

discharged from hospital.” 

 

Georgia was actually rather sad as she spoke out of it, but she 

didn’t want to show her weak side in front of her daughter. 

 

She tried to make herself sound happy. Vanessa took over the 

phone after their little talks. 

 



“Gigi, are you in the hospital now? And what’s the result of 

Travis’ brain examination?” 

 

“Vanessa, something happened to me here, so I’ll put it briefly. 

I’m asked to cooperate with the police investigation about 

Chester Rogers’ death. I have no idea how far the whole matter 

will go, but if you can’t reach me, you needn’t worry me.” 

 

“There is no big problem about Travis’ examination. The doctor 

said he has recovered from the blow to the head. The thing is 

that he needs some stimulation to restore memories.” 

 

“Gigi, how do you feel now, are you okay to go to the police 

station?” 

 

Vanessa was worried about her. Georgia was pregnant and in 

doctor’s words, she was rather weak. Vanessa feared something 

happened to Georgia. 

 

And of course the case about Chester Rogers’ death also made 

her concerned very much. 

 



She was afraid Georgia would be accused of conducting murder, 

and by then nothing can be done to save her. 

 

“I’ll manage it. Don’t worry, Vanessa. I’ll look after myself.” 

 

As the call was finished, Georgia looked at Selena with 

hesitation and wanted to say something, but she didn’t know 

where to start. 

 

Selena noticed her complicated look and asked gently. 

 

“Miss Lane, please feel free to speak out your thoughts.” 

 

Georgia took a deep breath and asked cautiously. 

 

“Can I tell it to you only? I don’t want others to hear it.” 

 

Selena was hesitated, but Georgia left her a good impression. 

So Selena thought it was not possible for her to play tricks. 

 



In the bottom of her heart, she would like to believe that 

Georgia didn’t kill Chester Rogers. 

 

Selena nodded to her. 

 

“All right. I’ll stay closer to you. You can just tell.” 

 

Georgia leaned close to Selena’s ear and whispered. 

 

“Officer Holland, I am pregnant. Something terrible happened 

to me yesterday and my body suffered a heavy hit. The doctor 

saved my baby in emergency room. I’m terribly weak now and I 

forced myself to be discharged from hospital today, which is not 

good for the baby……so, Officer Holland, I wonder if you can 
adjust my time for confession. My body condition can’t support 

me to be questioned for a long time, or if you had interrogation 

techniques on me, I might not bear it.” 

 

Selena was shocked to hear what she said. 

 

“Miss Lane, the police handle cases in accordance with rules 



and procedures, and there won’t be the problems you worry 

about.” 

 

But Georgia was loaded with nasty feelings. 

 

She uttered again. 

 

“Apart from this, there is another request. Can you keep my 

pregnancy a secret? I don’t want others to know about it and I 

hope you won’t tell anyone.” 

 

Georgia wore a heavy and serious look. Though Selena felt it 

was odd, she nodded and promised her. 

 

“I see. Don’t worry about it. I’ll keep it as a secret. And as for 

the time when you make confession, I’ll let them do it properly 

and won’t let you wear out. You can rest assured.” 

 

With Selena’s promise, Georgia felt assured a little. 

 



They arrived at the police station and Georgia was taken to 

interrogation room soon. 

 

Selena and an officer were in and ready to get started. 

 

But as it just went to the basic information about her, Selena’s 

phone rang. 

 

“Miss Holland, this is Dr. Sheppard from the Central Hospital. 

Mrs. Phillips got fainted and I only find your contact way from 

her so I call you.” 

 

Selena immediately got nervous. 

 

“Is she all right? What’s the situation now?” 

 

“Miss Holland, she is still in a coma. Will you come to the 

hospital?” 

 

Selena got up and spoke to the officer beside her. 



 

“Henry, I got an emergent issue to deal with. You find someone 

to take my place.” 

 

As she finished, she rushed out. 

 

Georgia didn’t understand why Selena left in such a rush. She sit 

quietly, but that policeman named Henry Hamilton didn’t call 

anyone in. He continued to question her on his own. 

 

“Miss Lane, is it you that pushed Travis Armstrong to kill 

Chester Rogers?” 

 

Henry asked sharply. Georgia was frightened. She felt the man 

in front of her was gloomy and his look on her was even cold, 

which made her scared subconsciously. 

 

“I don’t know what are you talking, sir.” 

 

Henry banged on the desk as soon as she spoke. 



 

“Now that Miss Lane is not willing to tell the truth, then don’t 
blame me for being rude!”___ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 98 Terribly Painful 

 

  

Georgia got extremely nervous and wondered if the man was 

going to force her by fair means or foul. 

 

She was just a weak woman, surrounded by the police. 

 

It occurred to her mind that Robert’s mother once warned her 

with some file paper, and she thought the man in front of her 

was sent here by his mother to torture her. 

 

At the moment, all cameras in the interrogation room were 

turned off and the door shut. That man walked towards 

Georgia. 

 



“Miss Lane, we could do it the easy way or the hard way. It’s 

your choice, and you should choose carefully. In this room, you 

have nobody to turn to and no one knows what’s going on here. 

If you don’t tell the truth, you’ll stay here, living with 

tremendous ordeal even you have the luck to be alive.” 

 

Robert’s mother naturally wouldn’t kill her at the police station. 

She just wanted her to suffer pain. 

 

If it was the past, she thought she could tolerate it. 

 

But now she was carrying a baby. She can’t survive this. 

 

However, if she admitted the crime as a killer, she would be 

bloody ruined. Whatever she chose, there were cliffs ahead and 

back. Robert’s mother was pushing her to death. 

 

As it turned out, Robert didn’t lie to her that his mother would 

try everything to kill her. 

 

Till this moment, her haunt got started. 



 

Georgia kept silent. 

 

The man in front of her stared at her with sullen eyes as if he 

was going to choke her to death. 

 

“Miss Lane, don’t blame me for being rude now!” 

 

As he finished, he suddenly tore up her clothes. 

 

Georgia got panic, and the man was totally a devil to her. She 

questioned him in a shaking voice. 

 

“What……what are you doing? This is the police station!” 

 

Georgia yelled in a tremble, but the man grinned hideously. 

 

“Miss Lane, what else could I do? You’re a woman, and I’m a 

man! Nobody here except you and me! I can do whatever I 

want. Do you not know there is a torture for woman conducted 



by man to make her confess?” 

 

Trembling, Georgia struggled. 

 

But the man controlled her hands and placed them against the 

chair. 

 

Her clothes were tore into pieces. The man was getting closer 

and closer to her. she thought she was going to be mad. 

 

Would she be tortured to death? Or be raped by this man? She 

was completely in despair, with tears streaming down. 

 

She didn’t know what to do and how to get out of it. 

 

 

  

At that moment, all hopes were dashed into pieces. 

 

Suddenly, she heard the door was flung open with a “bang”. 



 

She saw a group of people came in, and the man standing in 

front of her was kicked heavily on the ground. 

 

She moved her blurred eyes to the man before her. It was 

Robert. He was kicking the man heavily who threatened to 

make her suffer just now. The man lying on the ground was 

spitting blood, and in frenzy for mercy. 

 

But Robert didn’t stop throwing fits at him. Instead, the two 

followers of Robert tried to stop him and persuaded. 

 

“Mr Simpson, he has got punished. Leave him to us. You could 

take Miss Lane away now. She seems not well!” 

 

With gloomy face, Robert gave the man a stinging kick again. 

 

Then he looked back at the two followers with severe 

expression. 

 

“I don’t want to see his face anymore. Do you understand?” 



 

Robert spoke coldly and ordered his men to move the handcuffs 

off Georgia’s hands. 

 

Then he put his suit on her. 

 

Georgia was trembled with fear and she couldn’t move at all. 

Before she said a thing, Robert picked her up in his arms. 

 

Perhaps because it was too terrifying just now, or she was still 

fully clouded by fear, she didn’t reject him holding her in arms, 

instead, she clung on to his neck. 

 

And then she buried her head in his arms and cried. 

 

What happened just now was repeating in his head and she 

couldn’t get out of the fear. 

 

If Robert hadn’t come, would she have been finished? 

 



As the worst crossed her mind, she even held Robert tighter. 

 

Robert felt his chest wet with hot tears and he couldn’t pity her 

more at the moment. 

 

Fortunately he had sent men to watch the movement of his 

mother’s side. If he was late for one more minute and the 

tragedy happened, he would regret for the whole life. 

 

“It’s all right. I am here. Don’t be afraid……” 

 

Robert patted Georgia gently at the back. She hated him 

originally. 

 

But at the moment, she felt as if he was the only man she could 

rely on in the world. She suddenly cried out loudly in great 

grievances. 

 

And at last, she cried fainted in his arms. 
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In S City, Vanessa lulled Annie to sleep. She walked forth and 

back in the corridor outside the ward, occupied with anxiety. 

 

She telephoned Georgia just about but it wasn’t answered. 

 

She felt so anxious and worried because she totally had no idea 

what they would do to Georgia in the police station and how 

many evidences the police got. 

 

She wanted to ask someone for help to get news about Georgia. 

 

But she had no one to turn to. 

 

In the past, she could bear embarrassment to phone Alfred for 

help at any cost she could offer. 



 

However, since what happened yesterday, she dared not call 

him. 

 

He was absolutely mad now! He only would remind her of the 

past things, the scandal on their wedding yesterday. It was a 

humiliation to both of her and Alfred. 

 

He definitely wouldn’t help her now, and on the contrary, he 

might want to make her life miserable. 

 

Alfred would only feel happy to see her in misery. 

 

He wished nothing but take revenge on her. With hesitation, 

Vanessa tried to ring her college-time friends who were police 

now, but none of them knew the situation about Georgia and 

no one could help her. 

 

Just as she thought she was at the edge of being mad, Alfred 

telephoned her. 

 



She wavered and had no idea if she should answer it. 

 

But perhaps she should give it a try even there was only faint 

hope, considering Georgia was in such a worrying situation. 

 

Anyway, she was ready to be humiliated by Alfred. 

 

She answered the phone and Alfred’s voice was heard 

immediately. 

 

It was cold and horrible. 

 

“Where the hell have you been?” 

 

Alfred went to the apartment and found that Vanessa wasn’t 
there. And she didn’t go to work either. So he made a call to her 

without any hesitation. 

 

He had been drinking the whole night in the pub yesterday. 

 



He was drunk all day, and the first thing came to his mind when 

he sobered up was to see Vanessa. 

 

But apparently he didn’t find her there so he yelled at her 

angrily in the phone. 

 

As long as he thought of this woman, he felt deep pain and 

resentment. 

 

“Alfred, I’m in S City.” 

 

Vanessa answered softly. She could tell from his tone that he 

hated her so much now. 

 

“What are you fucking doing there? Do you not know that the 

video of you can be seen everywhere? You’ve really got a cheek 

to show up under the sun!” 

 

His sarcasm made her as white as a sheet instantly. 

 



“Alfred, it has been what it is now. I’m always the wrong side 

whatever I do. Let’s divorce.” 

 

Apparently they got their marriage certificate first before their 

wedding ceremony, though it was ruined finally. But the video 

was exposed to Alfred already, to a lot of people actually. 

 

Vanessa knew that Alfred definitely can’t get over it. 

 

Alfred said angrily yesterday that he wouldn’t give her freedom 

or let her have an easy life, but she thought they should get 

divorced, at least in such circumstances. 

 

Otherwise, the marriage was torturous curse for both of them. 

 

“Divorce? Then you are free to see more men, right?” 

 

Alfred suddenly gave her a roar of sarcasm. 

 

“Vanessa, are you so thirsty for men? Look at you in that video, 



you laughed so happily. You feel good being a slut, don’t you?” 

 

Such insult instantly brought tears into Vanessa’s eyes. 

 

“Alfred, now that you are so sure that I’m a dirty slut, what are 

you finding me for? You should feel glad that a person of my 

kind is out of your sight. Then why should you call me again?” 

 

“You made me become a laughing stock. I won’t let you off. Do 

you still remember the lawsuit against plagiarism? I’ll ask the 

legal department to restart this suit. I’ll watch you live in 

misery. This is the price you should pay for your betrayal and 

cheating on me!” 

 

Vanessa took a deep breath, overwhelmed by stinging pain and 

despair from the bottom of heart. 

 

“Okay, just do whatever you can on me.” 

 

Vanessa gave up struggling. She even attempted to ask him to 

help gather news about Georgia minutes ago. How ridiculous! 



 

Now she could see that he would only celebrate it if he knew 

Georgia got troubles. 

 

Nevertheless, Vanessa’s surrender didn’t satisfy Alfred. It only 

added up Alfred’s hatred and resentment for her, too full to 

find a way let out. 

 

He wanted to torment Vanessa, humiliate her. But when those 

malicious words came out, he didn’t feel happy at all, instead, 

he felt more painful and resentful. 

 

He felt as if he were a trapped animal, can’t find a way to vent 

the pain in his heart. 

 

“Vanessa, do you think this is the only way to revenge you? If 

I’m not wrong, I remember you care your daughter most, don’t 
you? How will you feel if I ruin her? Terribly painful I guess.” 
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As soon as Alfred said it, Vanessa completely got panicked. 

 

“Lunatic! Annie is just a child. How can you try to hurt a child?” 

 

Alfred laughed harshly on the phone as he finally got her sore 

point. 

 

“Oh, I see, there are things you care in the world. Vanessa, you 

feel frightened and panicked now, but you know how painful I 

was yesterday and how much I hate you now? You ruined our 

love, and I will destroy you in turn. You drive me to this!” 

 

Hearing this, Vanessa wept and pleaded. 

 

“Alfred……please! You can torture me however you like, but 
don’t hurt Annie, please! She’s just an innocent child……even if 
you like me to die now, I can commit to suicide now, like 

jumping off the building or something, but don’t hurt Annie. 

Moreover, she is a poor girl with ill health. Please……” 

 



Vanessa choked with sobs on the phone, and the fear and 

despair in her voice couldn’t be more obvious. Alfred finally felt 

his broken heart got consoled. 

 

He felt jolly happy to make her miserable. 

 

It seemed he found a way to vent the mock from other men and 

resentment of being cheated on. But it was far from enough. He 

wanted her to be worse. 

 

“For Annie’s sake, come to the apartment now.” 

 

There was nothing in his voice but hatred and hardness. If she 

went to the apartment, that man definitely would be hard on 

her. 

 

However, Annie’s safety was the most paramount, so she 

comprised helplessly. 

 

“I’ll come right away, just if you promise to leave Annie alone.” 

 



Vanessa responded, and then she came in the ward telling 

nursing assistant that she was leaving. 

 

She couldn’t tell Annie she was leaving because Annie fallen 

asleep. She only lay a kiss on Annie’s forehead. 

 

She immediately booked the ticket for D City. 

 

In D City, Georgia woke finally. 

 

Georgia looked around and found that she was in Robert’s 

apartment. She had once been here, just on the same bed. 

 

It was her first time when she met Robert, and by then, she was 

a croupier in the club. 

 

She was pretty preoccupied now, with thoughts flooding in her 

mind, the memories of the past, the complicated relationship 

between her and Robert and the fact that Robert just saved her 

in the police station and how she relied on him then. 

 



His mother intended to kill her, but he rushed to the police 

station and saved her. 

 

She was not a fool, and she knew she should cut off her relation 

with Robert. 

 

Otherwise, his mother would be more and more hostile to her. 

 

Moreover, she was pregnant with Robert’s child, which made 

her anxious and worried so much. 

 

As she was in deep thought, the bedroom door opened, and 

Robert walked in. 

 

“Why don’t you call me while you wake?” 

 

Robert walked towards her and gave her a glass of warm water. 

 

 

  



It was indeed what she exactly wanted. She took the water and 

had a few sips, then looking at the man in front of her. 

 

“Thank you for saving me.” 

 

Except expressing her gratitude, she didn’t know what else she 

could say. 

 

Robert sat beside her. 

 

“Georgia, I get you out of trouble today, and perhaps I can help 

you the second or third time if the luck allows it, but it’s 

impossible for me to spy on you and protect you the whole 

twenty-four hours every day. Remember what I said during the 

day? Tell me the truth, and I’ll help you settle everything.” 

 

Georgia suddenly thought of those crazy things she did at the 

daytime, and she looked at him with helpless eyes. 

 

“I’ve already told you everything, but you don’t believe in my 

words. Why should I repeat it again?” 



 

Robert tried to believe that she was innocent but he can’t find 

evidence to prove it. 

 

On one hand, he had no reason to stop her mother taking 

revenge on the killer who caused his sister’s death, on the other 

hand, he wanted to protect this woman, but he can’t help 

thinking his sister’s bloody body. 

 

“Georgia, suppose I believe in your words and we leave the past 

in the past, but for the right moment, how do you plan to get 

out of the trouble concerned with Chester Rogers’ death? Now 

all evidences demonstrate that you’re the murderer. You 

pushed Travis Armstrong to kill him. My mother will take 

advantage of this to defeat you until she sees you’re put in jail 

with a death penalty waiting for you.” 

 

Georgia made no response. 

 

Experiencing such a scary questioning during the day, she had 

perfectly understood his mother’s resolution. 

 



But she didn’t know at all what happened to Chester Rogers 

since he got fainted. She didn’t know how to help herself out. 

 

“Robert, it can’t be helped. Do you think there is a way I can 

save myself?” 

 

“But I can help you.” 

 

Robert suddenly responded. Georgia stared at the man 

surprisingly and she didn’t know how to answer it. But Robert 

continued. 

 

“Come to stay with me, be my woman, and I will help you get 

rid of it.” 

 

As soon as he said it, Georgia couldn’t resist sneering. 

 

She thought it was ridiculous though vaguely conscious that this 

man may be interested in her. 

 



But as he really spoke out this idea, Georgia just felt it was 

funny. 

 

Had he forgotten what happened between them? Forgotten 

that his mother wanted to kill her? 

 

“Robert, your mother now is itching to kill me and you also see 

me as the murderer who caused your sister’s death in that car 

accident. And you also think that I tricked you with fake 

paternity test. Now you ask me to be your woman, are you 

crazy?” 

 

“Georgia Lane!” 

 

Robert yelled harshly. 

 

“Why do I go crazy? Don’t you know? If you hadn’t approached 

me with purpose, if you hadn’t interfere in my life, just hiding 

somewhere in the world after being released from jail, my 

mother and I wouldn’t have been against you. You push me to 

this!” 

 



Robert’s voice got piercingly cold, which somewhat made her 

felt frightened. 

 

The warmth and gratitude she had for him instantly 

disappeared. She replied to him coldly. 
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“I don’t care whether you’re into me or you’ve got any other 

plans, but I won’t be your woman, and unwilling to be your 

woman. If you want to take revenge on me, do it. Do whatever 

you like. I won’t be your woman!” 

 

Her instant refusal made his face as cold as ice. 

 

“Georgia Lane, I’m telling you, it’s you that drive me crazy. If 

you don’t say yes, don’t blame me not remind you when 

irreparable things happen!” 



 

Georgia thought the worst was no more than being put into jail. 

 

However, even so, she can’t promise to stay with him. 

 

Carrying a baby, if she lived together with him, he would finally 

know it. 

 

By then, everything would get more complicated. 

 

If she got out of here today, she would scheme to solve the 

matter concerned with Chester Rogers’ death later, but if she 

say yes to Robert now, she would have nowhere to escape for 

the rest of her life. 

 

Saying yes meant she would be a doll in his hand, losing 

freedom forever. 

 

“Whatever. Anyway, I’ve seen what you have done to me many 

times. Robert Simpson, do whatever you like, I wait for that!” 



 

As Georgia finished it, the gloom in Robert’s deep eyes was 

chilly. 

 

The woman before him straightly looked into his eyes, with no 

warmth but only indifference and hatred, which upset him a lot. 

 

However, he perfectly knew he was driven mad by her at the 

moment when he saw she was so close to death today. 

 

Now that she refused his request, he would force her in other 

ways. 

 

“Get out! You’ll come back and beg me on your knees, I promise 

that.” 

 

Georgia stood up and walked outside without any hesitation. 

 

Robert stood still, clenching his fits. 

 



This woman didn’t care for him, and hated him, then let it be. 

 

At least, it was far better than her disappearing in the world, in 

his life. 

 

He laughed at himself. Then he telephoned Jason and Jasper 

respectively. 

 

“Let’s go out and have a good drink.” 

 

Georgia came to the hospital after leaving Robert’s house. 

 

The doctor was angry at her sneaking out, even she kept 

apologizing, the doctor couldn’t be mollified and asked her to 

have an examination. 

 

And later, the doctor calm down. 

 

“Fortunately, you’re young enough to recover in a short time. If 

you like to sneak out of the hospital without doctor’s 



permission, then get out of here right now! Never be my patient 

again!” 

 

She looked at the doctor with surprise. 

 

“Doctor, you mean I’m well and I can be discharged?” 

 

The doctored nodded. He didn’t want to have any more 

patients like her. 

 

Every indicators in the examination showed that she was well, 

so he’d better permit her to leave hospital now in case he got 

into trouble when this woman ran into something. 

 

Georgia also didn’t consider too much and left the hospital. She 

took a whole day off in MU, of which she felt very guilty. 

 

It would be great if she could go to work tomorrow. 

 

Of course, except not going to work, there was another thing 



upset her. 

 

It was the questioning in the police station. Selena Holland left 

halfway. But she thought Selena Holland was deliberately led 

away by someone. 

 

With Robert’s threatening words ringing in her ears, she was 

afraid that it would happen again, so she thought it necessary 

to tell Selena about this. 

 

Maybe she knew how to deal with it. 

 

Georgia telephoned her. 

 

Selena just about came out of Mrs Phillips’ ward. And a 

middle-aged woman ran to her nearly out of breath. 

 

“I’m sorry, Miss Holland. Something happened in my family so I 

came back home today. I didn’t expect Mrs Phillips' matter. I’m 

really sorry.” 

 



This woman was the carer Selena hired to look after Mrs 

Phillips, whose name was Samantha Moss. 

 

“Mrs Moss, you thought I don’t know where you go today? 

You’re just in the neighborhood playing cards. You failed in your 

job. Now, you're fired, and I’ll pay your salary into your 

account.” 

 

Mrs Moss suddenly felt ashamed when she was seen through. 

 

“I’m so sorry, Miss Holland. Please give me one more chance. I 

really didn’t mean to do that.” 

 

Miss Holland paid Mrs Moss a handsome salary to take care of 

Mrs Phillips. So Mrs Moss really didn’t want to lose her job. She 

herself also can’t figure out why she would play cards today, 

leaving Mrs Phillips alone at home. 

 

Mrs Moss suddenly kneeled down before Selena. 

 

“Miss Holland, I’ve never been out playing cards before. But this 



morning when I was out to get food materials for today, an 

acquaintance in the neighborhood persuaded and even forced 

me to play cards. Her speech was so persuasive and tempting 

that I almost lost my ability of thinking. I really didn’t mean to.” 

 

Selena got fed up with her excuses, and when she was about to 

say something, there came a call from Georgia. 

 

She felt something was wrong, she picked up the phone. 

 

“Hello, Miss Lane. Why are you calling me? Have the 

questioning finished?” 

 

It seemed that Selena had no idea about what happened during 

the questioning. Georgia collected her thought before she 

spoke. 

 

“Miss Holland, after you left, I was forced to confess……” 

 

Georgia told Selena the whole story and Selena’s face darkened 

instantly. 



 

It suddenly came to her mind that Mrs Moss just said someone 

tried hard to persuade her to play cards. As she was told that 

her granny had an accident, she was just about to start the 

questioning in the interrogation room, and then she rushed to 

the hospital, leaving Georgia and a man there. With all things 

connected, it looked like a trap schemed purposely. There was 

nothing but icy coldness in Selena’s eyes.______________ 
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“Miss Lane, I’m so sorry. I promised you that it would not go 

wrong with the questioning. I was not thoughtful enough. You 

have a good rest at home and I’ll look into this matter 

carefully.” 

 

Selena can guess out it must be related to Robert Simpson’s 

mother. But she still decided to investigate it in case there were 

some unexpected people involved in it. 

 

As she hung up, Selena looked towards the woman kneeling in 



front of her. 

 

Perhaps she should give Mrs Moss one more chance now that it 

was an accident and granny was also used to Mrs Moss’s caring. 

 

“Mrs Moss, I forgive you this time, but there is no next time. I’ll 
call you any time in the future to ask about the situation. If you 

repeat what happened today, pack your things and get out of 

my face.” 

 

Mrs Moss nodded with gratitude. 

 

Selena made phone calls and started to investigate the matter. 

She got her own manpower and connections. 

 

Moreover, she can also count on her brother, Jasper Holland. 

She just didn’t believe that she couldn’t find out how many 

people on earth behind this matter. 

 

After this matter, Selena was more and more convinced that 

Georgia was wronged. 



 

She felt very sorry that something bad happened to Georgia 

because of her. 

 

So she thought she should help Georgia. 

 

After asking her close friends’ help on this matter, Selena 

returned to the ward. Mrs Moss was getting a cup of water for 

granny. 

 

Mrs Phillips came to awareness and in good spirit. 

 

“My dear, it’s been long enough for you to accompany me. I 

heard you take a day off to come here. I’m better now, and you 

should go back to have some rest. Mrs Moss is taking care of 

me, don’t you worry.” 

 

Granny seemed to be very satisfied with Mrs Moss in her job. 

And Selena was reassured a little bit. 

 

“Granny, I rarely visit you. Now you got injured at home, I 



should spend more time with you.” 

 

Mrs Phillips smiled benignly. 

 

“As long as you come to see me occasionally, I would be 

overjoyed. Selena, you’re in a different position from now, 

don’t split too much of your energy on me.” 

 

Selena lowered her head sadly. Mrs Phillips was her granny in 

blood. Her parents had passed away. 

 

And she was adopted by the Holland family. It was a 

complicated story to tell. 

 

The Holland family had a daughter about her age. 

 

The daughter was born when Jasper Holland was five years old. 

 

Jasper loved his sister very much. And the Holland family lived a 

jolly happy life with a son and a daughter. 



 

But the Hollands was a big family, old Mr Holland, Jasper’s 

grandfather had a love child. 

 

And his love child, Jasper’s uncle, kidnapped Jasper and his 

sister. 

 

At that time, Jasper was less than six years old and his sister was 

only about six months old. 

 

Old Mr Holland was a fish-blooded and ruthless person. He had 

a love child, but he willed Jasper’s father as the sole heir of his 

possession, without leaving a penny to Jasper’s uncle. 

 

 

  

As old Mr Holland got to know that his grandchildren were 

kidnapped, he gave his words to the family that they must try 

everything to rescue the children, especially his grandson, even 

at the cost of breaking up with Jasper’s uncle. 

 



With the power and strength of the Holland family, they soon 

found the place where Jasper and his sister were kidnapped. 

 

Old Mr Holland ordered his men to seize Jasper’s uncle’s family, 

his children and mother, to threaten him, forming a 

confrontational situation. 

 

Jasper’s uncle was driven mad. 

 

He tortured and cruelly killed Jasper’s sister in his face, and he 

was an only five-year-old boy by then. 

 

He could only watch helplessly as his sister was killed, not being 

able to resist at all. 

 

Jasper was saved but he had severe psychological problems 

since then. He can’t get back to reality from that terrible 

experience. 

 

His parents nearly broke down. They took Jasper to many 

doctors, but no one could help. 



 

Until one day, Selena’s parents were killed in a car accident 

when she was only several months old. Jasper happened to see 

her, a baby girl by then, and he called her sister. 

 

Jasper insisted that Selena was his sister. Psychological therapist 

told Mr and Mrs Holland that Jasper can’t bear the fact that his 

sister was killed in front of him. 

 

Therefore, the Holland family adopted Selena. 

 

Jasper really doted on Selena these years. 

 

But Mr and Mrs Holland didn’t have as much interest in Selena 

as Jasper did. Selena got to know her birth when she grew up. 

 

It was Mrs Holland told her about it. 

 

“Granny, you’re my granny. I should spend my time with you as 

a family of yours. As for the Holland family, they’re very liberal 

and generous, don’t you worry.” 



 

Selena knew she should be Jasper Holland’s sister in her whole 

life. 

 

Even if she fell in love with her brother, but as an adopted 

daughter, she had to hide her feelings. 

 

She got back home after staying a whole night with her granny. 

 

She had intended to ask Jasper for help to investigate how 

many dirty tricks the Simpson family played in the matter 

concerned with Georgia. 

 

But the butler told her that Jasper hadn’t come back yet. 

 

She made a call to Jasper. 

 

“Brother, it’s been so late. What stops you coming back?” 

 

Jasper was in a private box right now. Robert called to ask him 



out for drinking. That heartbroken man was sitting there, 

without a word, plying himself with one bottle after another of 

wine. 

 

Jason joined him and both of them were dreadfully drunk, but 

they kept drinking with their awareness on, and Jasper had to 

be there accompanying them. 

 

He knew clearly that his job was to drive the two drunks back to 

home. He answered the call from Selena, smiled. 

 

“I have two drunken men to look after, Robert and Jason. 

They’re still drinking, and I’ll spend a little more time with them 

in the pub. After which, I’ll drive them back home and then I’ll 
be back. You don’t have to wait for me.” 
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Selena knew that Robert helped Georgia out today, but she felt 

rather odd that he was drinking with her brother now and got 

drunk. 

 

Actually Selena could feel from Georgia’s words that her 

relationship with Robert was complicated. 

 

Nevertheless, Selena was not the type of person keen on 

others’ affairs. She replied to his brother. 

 

“All right. Just remember to come back early. And… I want to 
have a word with you. You remember to see me first tomorrow 

morning before you leave.” 

 

After hanging up, Selena took a bath and went to sleep. 

 

Back to Alfred, he was in his apartment in D City, while Vanessa 

had arrived at the gate. 

 

Vanessa knocked at the door but nobody answered, so she 

entered the password of the door. 



 

When the door was opened, she found that Rachel Scott was 

here in the apartment. 

 

She was sitting on the lap of Alfred, and they were kissing each 

other intimately. 

 

Vanessa went pale as a sheet when she saw this. 

 

Hearing the noise, Rachel looked towards Vanessa, with a faint 

sneer of satisfaction crossing her face. 

 

Alfred was even unwilling to take a look at her. He was busy 

burying his face in Rachel and kissed her, as if they were 

intimate lovers, because of which, Vanessa felt her eyes hurt 

terribly. 

 

She thought thousands of ways that Alfred might use to 

revenge on her, but never did she expect to see Rachel Scott 

and him kissing each other like lovebirds as she opened the 

door. 



 

More sadly, Vanessa felt herself to be cut deeply by the sight. 

 

She still cared for Alfred! 

 

Why did she care for this man if it was an irreparable 

relationship already? 

 

“Vanessa, I’m thirsty, give me a glass of water.” 

 

Rachel said smugly on Alfred’s lap. 

 

It made Vanessa sick, and she didn’t want to move at all. At this 

time, Alfred looked up to her indifferently. 

 

“Didn’t you hear what Rachel said? I’ll call the hospital which 

Annie is in if you don’t do as told!” 

 

Alfred threatened her, which only made her feel bitterly painful, 

as if a knife torn her heart into pieces. 



 

“All right. I’ll do it now.” 

 

Taking a deep breath, Vanessa said. 

 

She moved slowly towards the kettle, and then went up to 

Rachel with a glass of water. Rachel took it, and then she stood 

on her feet, pouring down the water over Vanessa’s head. 

 

“Miss Cooke, you’re so dirty, let me help you clean.” 

 

Vanessa’s eyes went red, but she even dared not to make a 

retort. 

 

She was afraid Alfred would go mad. 

 

He just stood by and stared at her heartlessly, without saying a 

word, which was a silent approval of Rachel’s rudeness. 

 

Rachel smiled triumphantly as she looked at Vanessa who got 



wet. 

 

“Miss Cooke, look at you, how funny you look now… Alfred has 
told me that from now on you are our housemaid. Now, we 

need some private time to have a good kiss. You go to the 

kitchen and cook the meal for us. I’m hungry.” 

 

Vanessa stood still. She felt as if the knives from all sides cut her 

heart to pieces. But Alfred shot his cold sight to her again. 

 

As if he would really make a call to the hospital and hurt Annie 

if she didn’t do it as Rachel told her. 

 

The humiliation and revenge on her were more painful than she 

expected. 

 

She took a deep breath and walked into the kitchen. 

 

Joyful noise made by the man and woman came from outside 

the kitchen, which made her gross. 

 



However, she can’t confront or disobey Alfred now. 

 

Otherwise, this lunatic man may really cause Annie harm. 

 

Taking out tomatoes, green pepper and potatoes of the fridge, 

she washed them clean and prepared to cook. 

 

All Alfred wanted was to humiliate her and take revenge on her. 

She could bear it. She had suffered so much in her life, and it 

was just one more repeated routine in her life. How worse 

could it be? 

 

She must be strong enough, and all she could do was to be 

strong. 

 

When it was done, she came out of the kitchen, finding that 

Rachel had gone and Alfred standing in the center of the living 

room, in a bath towel. 

 

He fixed his icy eyes on Vanessa and spoke in a freezing cold 

tone. 



 

“Take a bath and wait on the bed.” 

 

She looked at the man before her with shock, and she felt she 

was at the edge of being mad. 

 

Nevertheless, Alfred sat at the table and started to eat, even 

didn’t bother to take a look at her. 

 

With a deep breath, she had to admit that she had no power to 

confront this man. 

 

Vanessa went to the bathroom, the tears that had been long 

repressed finally streaming down her face. 

 

She just had to grin and bear it even if later the man used 

malicious words humiliating her, taunting her or denouncing 

her as dirty slut on the bed. 

 

She had got used to sucking misery and sufferings. 



 

Alfred had no idea at all that she has been terrified of men since 

she was harmed by those men six years ago. 

 

She was terribly afraid no matter who approached her, 

including Alfred. 

 

There was only pain left for her. It was only painful torture to 

her every time Alfred vented his lust on her.____ 
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The next morning. 

 

Alfred finished his shower and stood in front of Vanessa coldly. 

 

"You will stay in this apartment obediently, Vanessa, unless my 

revenge stops, otherwise, you will never escape my torture, or 

even to leave me!" 



 

After Alfred left, Vanessa just laid on the bed in despair. 

 

Vanessa could bear all the pain and torture. She made herself a 

bath and tried to make herself look happy. 

 

Later, Vanessa called Georgia. 

 

"Georgia, I left the hospital and returned to D City last night 

because of something. Annie is alone in S City's hospital now. 

What about you? Are you doing anything right now?" 

 

Vanessa naturally wouldn't say that Alfred retaliated against 

her, and after she got on the phone, she started asking Georgia 

caringly. 

 

Georgia just came to work at MU at this time. She had called 

Vanessa last night and no one had answered. Georgia was a 

little worried. 

 

Georgia let go of her worries when she heard Vanessa say this. 



 

"Vanessa, I have nothing to do. I have come to work in MU now, 

the doctor has allowed me to leave the hospital. You have 

returned to D City, is Annie feeling unhappy about that?" 

 

Georgia would definitely not tell what happened to her in 

prison, which would make Vanessa worried. 

 

Anyway, she is out of danger, and for the other things, Georgia 

would figure out a way herself. 

 

"Georgia, both of us are in D City now. Annie is now awake. 

Let's find a way to transfer Annie back. Otherwise, Annie will 

definitely not be able to bear such a long separation." 

 

Vanessa knew that she might need to be on call with Alfred 

now, and Georgia was going to work at MU. She really wanted 

Annie to return to D City. 

 

Georgia obviously hoped that Annie would stay by her side, but 

she didn’t know how to deal with that matter. 



 

"Vanessa, I'll think of something and give a try." 

 

Georgia thought the same in her heart, and she decided to work 

hard. 

 

After hanging up, Georgia went to the laboratory to do 

experiments. 

 

Anaya laughed sarcastically beside her. 

 

"You have asked for leave all the time, Miss Lane, you are really 

our little God, no one can beat you, no one can scold you, you 

skip work every day, how can you be so shameless? Do you 

know that people have been mocking our team?" 

 

Georgia knew that Anaya was deliberately irritating her. 

 

Through many confrontations with Anaya, Georgia had 

understood that shutting up was the best way to deal with 

Anaya. 



 

This person just wanted to irritate her, wanted to make her 

quarrel, Georgia could only remain silent. 

 

Anaya was extremely dissatisfied, thinking that Rachel told her 

what happened to Georgia's friend Vanessa the day before 

yesterday, so she ridiculed again. 

 

"Georgia, I heard that yesterday the porn video of your friend 

Vanessa spread all over the Internet, it had been seen by all 

guests of the groom at the wedding. Your friend is really open, 

that she had taken videos with a bunch of men and even put it 

on the wedding for everyone to watch, cheating on her 

husband, it's amazing..." 

 

This mocking sentence instantly made Georgia raise her head 

and look at Anaya coldly. She didn't speak, but looked at the 

woman in front of her gloomily. After a long time, Georgia 

lowered her head again and started her experiment. 

 

"Georgia, why don't you speak anymore, are you 

embarrassed?" 



 

Anaya was still taunting. Aston just came in, he asked Anaya 

coldly. 

 

"Anaya, I remember that you haven't finished the data that 

Ernie gave you. Are you too free? Then I will assign you a few 

more tasks!" 

 

"Aston, I... I haven't finished my work yet, I'll leave 

immediately." 

 

 

  

Anaya stomped her feet, she didn't want to make a fool of 

herself in front of Aston. 

 

But Georgia was so cheeky that she didn't even refute, which 

made her look like she was on a one man show. She cursed 

bitterly in her heart, then turned around and left. 

 

Anaya had always had an idea in her mind, she wanted to get 



experimental results, to then change her image in Aston’s mind. 

 

So, in addition to occasionally ridicule Georgia, Anaya did spend 

more time on research. 

 

Although Anaya had no talent and only poor ability, she firmly 

believed that she could surpass Georgia. 

 

Georgia also knew that her repeated requests for leave had 

brought bad impressions to the people around. Therefore, 

throughout the day, Georgia had been working hard in the 

laboratory and researching various experimental data. 

 

Until the end of the day, everyone else left, but Georgia 

remained in the laboratory. 

 

Naturally, Aston also stayed in the laboratory. 

 

Both of them were doing their own experiments, occasionally 

exchanged information about each other's situation with the 

abnormal data, which would also make each other's thinking 



clearer. 

 

By seven or eight in the evening, neither of them had finished 

to get off work. 

 

Both Georgia and Aston decided to go home at nine o'clock in 

the evening, but Aston's cell phone rang during this quiet time. 

 

It was the sound of a video call. Aston connected the phone and 

placed the phone in front of him. 

 

"Aston, how are you doing? Grandma and I miss you very 

much." 

 

A five or six year old boy appeared on the phone. His face was 

very delicate. When he saw Aston, the boy smiled very happily. 

 

"Lucas, give your phone to your grandma." 

 

The little boy nodded, and then a middle aged lady appeared in 



the video. 

 

The middle aged lady smiled when she saw her son in the video. 

 

"Son, even if you have left the Powell family, even if you don't 

want to inherit the Powell family, you must always contact your 

mother. Your father has cut off your relationship and doesn't 

want to see you. I'm still your mother. If I don't call you, you 

don't even make a call to me. I raised you for more than 20 

years, so you treat your mother like this?" 

 

Aston helplessly explained to his mother. 

 

"Mom, I've been too busy recently at work, I didn't ignore you 

on purpose. Recently, the experiment has entered a 

breakthrough phase. I want to complete this experiment as 

soon as possible. I will come back to accompany you on 

vacation." 

 

The middle aged lady was still dissatisfied, her eyes staring 

behind Aston. 

 



Suddenly, the lady saw a woman in white coat, and her eyes lit 

up. 

 

"Son, is that your colleague? Let me say hello to her." 

 

The person the lady saw was Georgia. Georgia heard what the 

lady said to Aston, and also knew that Aston’s mother noticed 

herself, which made Georgia feel a little embarrassed. 

 

Aston felt helpless towards his mother. 

 

"Mom, this is my colleague. She is doing experiments. Let's not 

disturb her." 

 

The middle aged lady was not giving up. 

 

"Son, this is your colleague, shouldn't I be polite and say hello to 

your colleague? Is your relationship at work so bad? Your 

colleague doesn't even want to say hello to your mother... Did 

you do something bad to her? Or she just doesn't like you..." 

 



The words of the middle aged lady made Aston's face darken, 

and Georgia felt that she had been shot in the chest. Those 

words made her feel very awkward. 

 

Before Aston said anything, his mother had already yelled out. 

 

"Lady, I'm Aston's mother, may I meet you?" 
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Since she already said that, Georgia could only turn around 

reluctantly, and then walked to the phone. 

 

Aston leaned his mobile phone on the lab bench, and Georgia 

was standing not far in front of the camera, and then gently 

bowed to say hello. 

 



"Mrs Powell, hello, I'm Aston's colleague, my last name is Lane, 

you can call me Miss Lane." 

 

The middle aged lady looked at the beautiful woman in front of 

her, and then at the laboratory, there were only the two of 

them doing experiments. When she thought that her son was a 

person who studied in the laboratory since he was a child, she 

was more and more excited. 

 

She had asked her son to look for a wife for a few years, but he 

didn't find one. Was this woman her hope now? 

 

As Aston's mother thought like this in her mind, she became 

more enthusiastic towards Georgia. 

 

"Miss Lane, is my son too quiet? Is he not dealing well with 

relationships? Miss Lane, when I look at you, I think you are a 

smart person. Can you help me take care of my son? He is just 

slow witted." 

 

"By the way, Miss Lane, do you have a boyfriend? What do you 

think of my son?" 



 

The lady spoke a lot, Georgia couldn't help but flush. 

 

Aston spoke coldly to his mother. 

 

"Mom, what are you asking? This is my colleague, can you stop 

making trouble?" 

 

The Aston that Georgia had seen before was a cold and 

indifferent person, but this was the first time she saw Aston so 

helpless. 

 

When facing his mother, Aston was obviously filled with more 

breath of living, he was so helpless, but full of respect and love. 

 

But Aston's mother was too enthusiastic, why did she feel that 

Aston's mother was trying to get the two of them together? 

 

Georgia thought this in her heart, and she immediately 

explained. 



 

"Madam, you have misunderstood. I already have a child. I am a 

mother." 

 

When these words were spoken, Aston looked at Georgia in 

surprise. 

 

The middle aged lady even showed a disappointed look. It 

seemed that it would take a while for her son to find someone. 

 

"Okay, Miss Lane, you look so young and beautiful, I can't tell 

that you are already a mother, how old is your child?" 

 

Aston's mother asked politely. 

 

"Madam, I have a daughter who is five years old this year." 

 

Georgia said, a gentle smile appeared on her face. 

 

The middle aged lady laughed. 



 

"Five years old? I also have a five year old child here. He is 

annoying every day. He is a naughty boy and mischievous all 

day long. He really gives me a headache. It would be great if I 

had a little princess, but It’s just a pity, this one is a boy." 

 

The middle aged lady smiled and suddenly, a boy's face 

squeezed himself into the camera. 

 

"Grandma, what nonsense are you talking about? When have I 

been mischievous and disobedient?" 

 

The boy's face was so delicate and lovely, Georgia immediately 

felt that the boy was very kind. 

 

Inexplicably, she felt that the boy in front of her looked a little 

like her daughter Annie, and Georgia smiled at the boy. 

 

Lucas saw the woman on the screen, and when he saw the 

woman smile at him, he also smiled. 

 



"Hello, beauty, my name is Lucas, how do I call you?" 

 

The middle aged lady patted Lucas on the head. 

 

"Whenever you see a pretty lady you gotta talk to her. How old 

are you? You are too early to look for a wife. Look at your 

Aston. He is so old and still not looking for a girlfriend. You two 

should exchange your attitudes." 

 

The middle aged lady said melancholy, Lucas just laughed 

mischievously. 

 

Georgia answered Lucas. 

 

"Lucas, hello, my name is Georgia, you can call me Georgia." 

 

Lucas immediately said sweetly. 

 

"Georgia, nice to meet you." 

 



Georgia liked the boy very inexplicably, she and the boy 

exchanged a few more words, then left to continue the 

experiment. 

 

The middle aged lady continued to sigh in the camera. 

 

"Son, you have left the Powell family, why are you trying to be 

all alone? If you don't find a wife before you are thirty, and let 

me have a grandson, I will jump off the building..." 

 

The middle aged lady exaggerated, Aston was even more 

casual. 

 

"Mom, isn't Lucas cute, you just treat him as a grandson." 

 

"Of course I treat Lucas as a grandson, but, I want to hold your 

child, I want to watch you get married and have children, what's 

the matter? Is this request too much?" 

 

The middle aged lady snapped, and Aston was just helplessly 

silent. 



 

Aston's mother nagged for a long time before they hung up the 

call. 

 

By this time it was almost nine o'clock, Georgia had already 

reached the time that she decided to leave work, so she began 

to pack up her things. 

 

Aston walked up to Georgia apologetically. 

 

"Georgia, my mom is like that, she is warm to everyone, and she 

always does things regardless of the occasion. I hope you don't 

mind." 

 

Georgia shook her head. 

 

"It's okay. She looks very straightforward. I haven't felt affected 

by anything." 

 

Aston felt relieved, and then he spoke to Georgia. 



 

"Wait a minute, I'll take you home after I finish packing things. 

It's so late. Don't say you want to go home alone." 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

"Sorry for troubling you." 

 

However, when Aston's car was at gate of Georgia's residence 

community, as soon as Georgia got off, she saw Selena standing 

in front of the gate. 

 

With a bad feeling in her heart, Georgia got out of the car and 

said goodbye to Aston, and then immediately came to Selena. 

 

"Miss Holland, did something happen?" 

 

Selena looked at Georgia, and sighed. 

 

"Miss Lane, something happened to Travis, he hurt a lot of 



people today." 

 

Georgia turned pale instantly, she grabbed Selena's hand 

tightly. 

 

"What has really happened?"_ 
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"Miss Lange, we don't know what has happened to Travis today, 

but he has just gone crazy on the medical staff, and hurt two 

doctors, three nurses. It's not very severe, but the police has 

determined that Travis has mental issues, and he is also leaning 

towards violence. Now, Travis has been brought into mental 

facilities." 

 

Selena finished, and Georgia felt herself shake. 

 

"Miss Holland, how could this happen? Travis is silly now, but 

how could he have violent tendency? I had Travis stayed in the 



hospital these days and he was very good all this time, how 

could he suddenly go mental, did someone attack him? And, 

why is he in a mental facility?" 

 

Georgia asked in panic, her eyes were red, and she was very 

anxious and afraid. 

 

Selena sighed. 

 

"Miss Lane, we have evidence that Travis is the murderer of 

Chester, since the report on our side is already out, and it says 

that Travis’ intelligence is not enough to held accountable, so, 

he cannot be taken to court and be sentenced to prison." 

 

"However, people who cannot be held accountable for crime 

but violent and can even hurt others, according to law, they 

need to be taken to psychiatry, plus, Travis has hurt others even 

with people watching him, and they were medical staff. So 

under the influence that he was accused of murder, the police 

took him to a special facility for people like him." 

 

With that situation, Georgia's heart was filled with worries, her 



lips were trembling for quite a while, she didn't know what to 

say. 

 

After a long time, Georgia grabbed Selena's hand and asked 

again. 

 

"Miss Holland, do I still have a chance to get him out? And, I 

don't know if it is my imagination, but I feel that you are trying 

to tell me this facility is very bad, is it not an official place?" 

 

Selena's face looked apologetic. 

 

"Miss Lane, I know that this is all because of the Simpson family 

trying to attack you, this time, my bosses had been dealing with 

all this so fast and so hurriedly that I didn't even get a chance to 

react to it. I only got a notice that Travis was transferred to a 

mental facility and that is a place specialized in dealing with 

prisoners like him. I heard that there are many prisoners, even 

though I don't know the exact situation, but I have asked 

around, it's said that the situation in there is really bad, anyone 

who seems even a little weak will be attacked." 

 



Selena finished speaking, and Georgia couldn't stand straight 

anymore. 

 

"Is there really no way to help Travis out?" 

 

Selena shook her head apologetically. 

 

"Miss Lane, I can ask around for you, and try to ask about Travis' 

situation, but I am also just a daughter of the Holland family, 

the Holland family and the Simpson family have been friends for 

a long time, I cannot go behind my parent's back to help you get 

Travis out, I don't have that ability." 

 

Plus, Selena knew, she was just an adopted child, there were 

some things she could ask Jasper to help her, she could even 

use the Holland name to do some things. 

 

But if that would cause the Holland and the Simpson family to 

go against each other, Selena knew that it couldn't happen. 

 

If she did that, Jasper wouldn't allow it, and the Holland parents 



would question her. 

 

Since even Selena didn't know what to do, Georgia could only 

stare, she stood there quite a while, before she started to ask 

Selena again. 

 

"Is there really nothing else I can do?" 

 

 

  

"Miss Lane, the underlying reason for this is the issue between 

you and the Simpson family, if you can solve that, maybe they 

won't be following this matter so closely." 

 

How could Georgia not understand that. 

 

But, she and Robert and Robert's mother have already gotten to 

this point, Georgia couldn't even find any evidence to wash 

herself clean, there was no turning back anymore. 

 



After Selena left, Georgia went back to her apartment, she felt 

as if her soul had left her, then she broke down on the floor. 

 

She tried to think back and think of someone who could still 

help her. 

 

But, the only person she couldn't think of was Mr. Knight, who 

had disappeared and not contacted her. 

 

Georgia only had to think of this to feel bad, did she really have 

to go and beg Robert? 

 

Georgia had no idea what to do, then suddenly she found that 

her phone was ringing, it was the sound of a video call. 

 

Georgia's head immediate woke up, she quickly took her phone, 

it was Annie that was calling her. 

 

Georgia wiped off her tears in panic, and tried very hard to sort 

out her emotions. 

 



Then, she picked up the call. 

 

In the call, Annie immediately smiled at Georgia. 

 

"Mommy, why haven't you called me today? Even Vanessa has 

called me today, I was about to go to sleep, then I wanted to 

see you before I did." 

 

When Annie said that, Georgia felt touched in her heart, and 

she tried to smile. 

 

"I just got off work, it was really busy today, Annie, I will go and 

see you tomorrow okay?" 

 

Georgia decided that she was going to see Annie in S City 

tomorrow after work, maybe it was the situation with Travis 

that Georgia was so panicked, she just wanted to see Annie and 

hug her. 

 

Otherwise, Georgia felt that she had no security at all. 

 



"Okay, I really want to see you, Georgia Mommy, Mommy, you 

gotta come and see me tomorrow, I will wait for you." 

 

Georgia felt her heart twitch, and she wanted to cry, but seeing 

such an adorable Annie, she could only keep smiling, she 

couldn't allow the child to feel her emotions. 

 

"I told you I will come, so I will. Annie, don't worry, I will come 

to see you." 

 

She spoke some more with Annie, when she saw Annie acting 

like a child, Georgia felt that she was alive again. 
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After hanging up the call with Annie, Georgia's smile 

immediately disappeared, Travis’ problem was back in her head 

again. 



 

Maybe, she should ask Robert, wasn't that his artifice? 

 

Georgia still remembered, the day she left Robert's villa, this 

man had warned her, that she would go back to beg him later. 

 

Was this what he was doing to her? 

 

Georgia hesitated for a long time, she decided to call Robert, to 

ask this man how far he wanted to go? 

 

But when she dialed his number, nobody picked up. 

 

At this moment, Robert was with his mother in the house, and 

Maisie just slapped Robert on his face. 

 

Then, Maisie yelled out angrily. 

 

"Robert, your sister's body isn't even cold yet, and you are here 

destroying my plans, you are helping the murderer that had 



killed your sister, how could I have a heartless son like you, have 

you lost your mind because of this woman?" 

 

Maisie was so angry that she was trembling all over her body, 

the thing she was most disgusted of happened. 

 

Her son was dizzy because of this woman, the woman that had 

killed her daughter. 

 

The police had already determined that Georgia was the 

murderer, they were going to accuse Georgia, so that she would 

be in prison waiting for her death sentence. 

 

To make sure that this plan was carried out secretly, she even 

prepared to get information through torture. 

 

But this son of hers went to help Georgia out, and he had 

destroyed all her plans, allowing the sentence to land on a 

person that was declared stupid. 

 

Georgia was free of the accusation of murderer, she only had to 



think about the fact that her own son had destroyed her plans, 

Maisie would get so angry that she could barely breath. 

 

This made her think of back in the years, when Robert's father 

left her without looking back. 

 

At that time, Robert's father was in love with another woman, 

and she had to watch how her husband left her. 

 

Now, Maisie felt taken back to that time, her son would leave 

her for another woman, and it was for a woman who made her 

uncomfortable, who killed her daughter. 

 

Robert just kept quiet all along, and then he went to knee down 

in front of his mother. 

 

"Mom, I don't care how you beat me or scold me, I won't allow 

you to change this." 

 

Robert just looked at his mother quietly, his tone was 

determined. 



 

Bang! 

 

Maisie slapped her son again, at this time, Robert's phone rang. 

 

But, seeing the situation in front of him, Robert didn't take his 

phone to pick up. 

 

He naturally didn't know that it was Georgia who was calling. 

 

Maisie started to yell at Robert again in anger. 

 

"There are so many women in this world, I haven't forced you 

to marry Emma, plus, you picked her yourself, why do you now 

want Georgia so much? Did you forget your sister? Did you 

forget how your sister died?" 

 

Maisie was so furious, Robert on the other hand just kneed on 

the ground. 

 



He looked at his mother quietly, the words he said were so 

calm. 

 

"Mom, don't you doubt that the person who hit my sister is the 

real murderer? I know that you saw Julie, but, can't Julie be 

bought? I am not saying that Georgia is not the real murderer, 

but, is there no chance that the Lane family is using us against 

Georgia?" 

 

Maisie knew that there was this possibility, and of course she 

would keep investigating Emma and Owen and if they had 

something to do with all this. But right now, she really hated 

Georgia. 

 

Plus, Maisie could feel that her son was behaving different 

towards Georgia, this made her feel disgusting. 

 

Maisie felt that the nightmare in her memory was happening 

again, so Maisie didn't care if the Lane family was using this 

incident, she just wanted to ruin Georgia. 

 

But, her son stopped her, just like when she was going to go 



against the lover of Robert's father's, Robert's father stopped 

her, he even left her and left the Simpson family, he left her all 

alone with her children, and made her a joke to the other's. 

 

"Even if it is like that, didn't Georgia fake the DNA test and lied 

to you? This woman never had a pure mind, Robert, why do you 

have to help her? Do you really want to drive me to death?" 

 

Maisie started yelling again, Robert took a deep breath, then he 

said to his mother. 

 

"Mom, do you remember when I almost died drowning eight 

years ago? There was a person who saved me, I was always 

looking for this person, and now I know who she was." 

 

Maisie was wondering why her son suddenly talked about this, 

just as Robert kept talking. 

 

"That person is Georgia, I am sure that she was the one who 

saved me, so, I don't want you to do that to her, at least, we 

should find evidence about the truth of what happened, and 

then decide how to deal with the Lane family." 



 

Robert knew his mother, he couldn't use hard strategies against 

her. 
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“Are you purposely lying to me when you said that Georgia Lane 

saved you before?!” 

 

Robert Simpson’s mother was shocked. She asked in disbelief. 

 

“Mom, why would I lie to you? Georgia doesn’t even know 

about this. I discovered it myself.” 

 

“Even after learning about it, I didn’t actually give up on the 

revenge against Georgia. However, Selena Holland accidentally 

told us something that we didn’t know back then. Since Eden 

Lane was the one who drove at the beginning, do you think 

Eden would get off the car midway, then he asked Georgia to 

drive the car back? Do you think that this scenario is highly 



likely to happen? At least, they must have gone back together. I 

don’t really believe that Georgia was alone in the car.” 

 

“You are only believing this possibility because you like her.” 

 

Maisie coldly sneered. 

 

“You also know that I hate Georgia, so from my point of view, 

she could possibly do anything. Robert, what do you really feel 

for Georgia?” 

 

Robert couldn’t just admit that he cared for Georgia in front of 

his mother. 

 

Once he saw that his mother’s mood loosened up, Robert 

continued to break it down. 

 

“Mom, once we find out the truth of last year’s car accident, I 

will absolutely not stop you from dealing with Georgia. 

However, we shouldn’t let the people from both sides use us. 

Whether it’s the Lane family or Georgia who is using us, we 



should just wait and see from now.” 

 

“As for Georgia, I do feel a bit grateful for her because she 

saved me back then. I feel sympathetic for her. As for the 

others, you’re just overthinking, mom.” 

 

Maisie’s mood eased up a bit. 

 

She really hated Georgia Lane. Even if Georgia turned out not to 

be the killer in her daughter’s car accident, she still wouldn’t 
like her. 

 

Even Maisie didn’t know why she hated her so much. 

 

She would always unconsciously hate her whenever she saw 

Georgia. 

 

“But what if you don’t find out the truth? How will you deal 

with the Lane family or Georgia? Are you just going to let them 

live freely?” 

 



Maisie asked mockingly. 

 

“Mom, although I haven’t dealt with Georgia yet and instead 

saved her, didn’t I lock Travis Armstrong up already? Travis is 

Georgia’s first love. Who knows? Maybe Georgia’s still in love 

with him. Wouldn’t this also torture her?” 

 

“As for the Lane family, they must definitely be afraid of us 

dismissing the engagement right now, but I will not dismiss the 

engagement. Instead, I’ll prepare the wedding with the Lane 

family. Then, at their happiest moment, when they think that 

they are about to succeed, and when everyone in D City think 

that Emma Lane will marry into the Simpson family, we’ll call it 

off and ruin the wedding. By then, the Lane family will definitely 

hit the rock bottom.” 

 

Maisie looked more and more satisfied. 

 

That was her son, firm and cruel. 

 

“Okay, I’ll remember what you said today, but you need to 

quickly send more people to investigate the truth back then. 



Don’t delay it too much…I can ignore the matters regarding the 
Lane family and Georgia for now, but if you do something 

unacceptable, don’t blame me for being ruthless by then.” 

 

Robert quickly and obediently responded. 

 

 

  

“Don’t worry, mom. I know what to do.” 

 

After sweet-talking his mother, Robert went back to his room. 

 

He saw that he had a few missed calls on his phone. When he 

picked it up and looked, unexpectedly, it was Georgia who 

called. 

 

Immediately, Robert realized that Georgia must have called 

because of Travis. 

 

As soon as he thought of Travis, Robert’s feelings became very 



complicated. 

 

He admitted that he was being selfish when he sent Travis to 

the mental hospital. He really couldn’t bear the sight of Georgia 

and that idiot got close together, even if it wasn’t love between 

them. 

 

However, Robert still felt that the sight was an eyesore. 

 

Since Georgia already knew his ways, Robert didn’t call Georgia 

back. He wanted Georgia to feel the pain of despair. 

 

In the future, she would know that she could only survive and 

protect the ones she love by relying on him. 

 

Robert knew very well that she didn’t love him. 

 

So he could only use other ways to keep her around him. 

 

Georgia kept waiting for his phone call. She called numerous 



times, but Robert didn’t answer her calls. 

 

In the end, Georgia could only give up. She wanted to see if 

Robert would call her back. 

 

She waited the whole night, but nobody called her back. 

 

She sleepily waited until the next morning, but he still didn’t call 

her back. At this moment, Georgia realized that Robert really 

planned on ignoring her. 

 

Was this Robert’s revenge? 

 

But, why did he do that to Travis? 

 

Georgia felt very sad. She would rather be the one to suffer 

than get the people around her in trouble. 

 

After she woke up in the morning and washed up, Georgia tried 

to call Robert again, but still, no one answered. 



 

It was almost time for work. Georgia video called Annie while 

waiting for the bus. 

 

After chatting with Annie for a while, Annie suddenly asked 

doubtfully. 

 

“Georgia, why are you not living with Vanessa right now? When 

I video called with Vanessa, I could feel that she was a little sad. 

Why don’t you live together? That way, when we have a 

videocall, all three of us can talk together.” 

 

Through Annie’s words, Georgia could hear that something was 

wrong with Vanessa, but she quickly explained to Annie. 
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“Annie, Vanessa lives in another place right now due to her 

work. She will come back soon…As for why Vanessa is sad, it 
must probably be because of the criticisms she got from her 

work. Don’t worry, I’ll ask her for you. Don’t worry, Annie, just 

take good care of yourself in the hospital.” 

 

After talking to Annie, the bus came just in time. Georgia rode 

the bus to MU for her work. 

 

As she sat in her seat and thought about Vanessa’s situation, 

Georgia felt a little worried. 

 

Vanessa only told Georgia that she was busy with her work, 

which was why she temporarily wouldn’t live at home. 

 

Too many things happened to Georgia these days, so she wasn’t 
able to think whether or not Vanessa was telling the truth. 

 

But she was sure that Alfred would take his revenge on Georgia 

after he came back. Something like that already happened at 

the wedding, so she knew that Alfred would definitely come 

after Vanessa. 



 

However, because so much happened these two days, she was 

very busy. When she video called Vanessa, Vanessa didn’t show 

any irregularity, so Georgia didn’t ask her questions either. 

 

However, from Annie’s words, something had definitely 

happened to Vanessa, so Georgia called her. 

 

At this moment, Vanessa already came to Alfred’s company to 

work. 

 

At first, she didn’t want to work here, but Alfred forced her to 

do so. 

 

Moreover, Alfred didn’t even let Vanessa continue to work as a 

designer. He let Vanessa work as a cleaner on the chief 

executive’s floor. 

 

When her former colleagues saw Vanessa’s desolate 

appearance now, they all murmured and whispered around. 

 



Whenever they saw Vanessa in her cleaner uniform, those 

employees would all mockingly laugh at her. 

 

Vanessa swept and mopped the floor with a broom, and silently 

endured the vicious and reckless curses from the people around 

her. 

 

However, just when Vanessa went into one of the cubicles in 

the restroom to clean it up, she realized that she was locked 

from the inside. 

 

She wanted to go out, but she couldn’t even open the door. 

 

Vanessa screamed, but no one noticed her. 

 

Rachel Scott stood outside of the restroom and instructed her 

two followers. 

 

“Lock her inside for the entire day and soak her in a few buckets 

of cold water. Help me ‘take good care’ of her…” 

 



After she gave her orders, Rachel left. 

 

The two followers who often stayed with Rachel were young 

ladies in their twenties and snobbish. 

 

After Rachel left, they each got a bucket of water themselves, 

then set up a ladder and poured the water directly on Vanessa’s 

head. 

 

Vanessa didn’t even have time to look up and see who was 

harassing her this time. 

 

Due to the impact of the water, she closed her eyes and her 

body trembled from the coldness. 

 

She didn’t feel good after getting all wet. Vanessa took out her 

phone, but she soon realized that it wouldn’t turn on because it 

had soaked in water, so she couldn’t contact the people 

outside. 

 

The restroom’s door was also locked. Vanessa knocked hard 



and screamed loudly, but nobody responded to her or came in. 

 

She didn’t even know what happened. 

 

Outside the restroom, the two women who had poured water 

on her a while ago put up a sign. 

 

“Do not enter. Restroom under repair.” 

 

Thus, no one knew that Vanessa was locked inside afterward. 

 

At this time, Georgia called Vanessa on her phone, but she 

couldn’t be reached. 

 

Georgia was a little worried, but it was almost time for her to go 

to work, so she could only go to MU and work first. 

 

Georgia planned to go to Alfred’s company during her lunch 

break and see what he was up to. 

 



Professor Lee came early in the morning today and called 

Georgia, Aston Powell, and Ernie Lloyd to the office. 

 

“Ernie Lloyd, the recent progress of Georgia Lane and Aston 

Powell’s experiments was fast. I plan to let them jointly publish 

a dissertation and submit it to Nature afterward. What do you 

think?” 

 

The progress of Georgia and Aston’s experiments was indeed 

ready to be published as a dissertation. Also, this dissertation 

would definitely hit it big. It would definitely trigger a lot of 

discussion because their data were real and effective. 

 

However, Ernie was worried about Georgia’s reputation. 

 

“Professor, if we let Georgia and Aston write and publish this 

dissertation together, it will stir up an uproar. Even our team 

and Aston’s reputation will be damaged. More so, there would 

be a lot of people who would fabricate rumors and slanders 

such as that we are covering up for Georgia or giving her a 

chance to write.” 

 



Ernie was already sure of Georgia’s ability, but her reputation 

was so bad that people would get scared by it. 

 

“Then let Aston and Georgia each publish a dissertation, since 

their data and direction were a bit different. As for her 

reputation, aren’t Percy Chow and some other people coming 

back? We can heat up the discussion among the public first to 

have their eyes on us. Then, when the time comes, Georgia will 

make better results and let Percy lose without even starting a 

fight. Don’t you think this is better?” 

 

Professor Lee made another suggestion. 

 

Georgia was a little worried, while Ernie was a bit scared after 

hearing what the professor said. 

 

“This is too big of a gamble. Then we must ensure that Georgia 

can make an exemplary result.” 

 

After he said that, Ernie looked at Georgia. 

 



“What do you think of the professor’s suggestion? Can you 

produce impressive results? I’ve actually read your 

experimental data. You are indeed very talented in this field; 

thus, you are fit to be a researcher. If you want to prove that 

you’re innocent, then you must take the risk. I’m not biased 

against you, Georgia. I just want to ask you. Are you confident 

enough to do it?”________________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 
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Georgia was still hesitant. 

 

Professor Lee suddenly said, "Georgia, if you can prove your 

ability, you will be famous in the world. Do you know what that 

means? In the future, you will be a celebrity. Famous scientific 

research institutions and governments all over the world will 

know you. There will be many people willing to protect you. You 

will never be bullied, you know?" 

 

Georgia’s eyes lit up, she immediately promised to Professor 

Lee and Ernie. 



 

"Professor Lee, Ernie, don’t worry. I have confidence." 

 

Georgia knew that if she could develop a drug that could cure 

lung cancer, and make achievements in other drug researches 

of cancers in the future, the threats of the Simpson family 

would be nothing. 

 

She might even have more powers to protect her. 

 

Georgia’s promise made Professor Lee laugh. He was not a 

pedantic nerd who only did research. 

 

In this world, it was impossible to only do lofty things. People 

always needed to protect themselves, and wanted to have the 

ability to do what they want to do. 

 

Professor Lee was not very clear about what happened to 

Georgia, but he knew that Georgia was in trouble now. 

 

As a matter of fact, the Simpson family had warned Professor 



Lee many times in private and told him to drive Georgia out, 

letting Georgia lose her reputation. 

 

However, Professor Lee appreciated Georgia’s ability. He didn’t 
care about the threats at all. And, the people of the Simpson 

family couldn’t hurt him. 

 

After all, he was an internationally renowned scientist, and he 

was protected by government departments. Even if the people 

of the Simpson family were powerful, they couldn’t deal with 

him. 

 

Professor Lee was offering Georgia a good opportunity. 

 

In the future, when Georgia made achievements and became a 

world-famous scientist, many governments would be willing to 

protect Georgia. 

 

After Georgia promised that she had confidence, Professor Lee 

sent some information to Georgia, as well as his own 

experimental data. He wanted Georgia to continue to do the 

experiment and succeed as soon as possible. 



 

After that, Professor Lee let Georgia and Ernie out. He wanted 

to speak to Aston alone. 

 

The two people were sitting in the office. Aston said to 

Professor Lee, "Professor Lee, did my mother call you and urge 

you to find a girlfriend for me?" 

 

Professor Lee gave a helpless smile. 

 

"You can always guess your mother’s thoughts, but I can’t help 

it. I’ve known your mother for many years and she has urged 

me, so I can’t ignore you. You’ve been single for so many years. 

Don’t you have anyone you like?" 

 

Aston was really not interested in women. He appreciated 

Georgia just because of her strong experimental ability and 

talent. 

 

As for Anaya, she was always pestering him. But he didn’t 
dislike her because that woman was really doing research, and 

she was not a good-looking fool. 



 

Aston himself thought it was impossible that he would like a 

woman. 

 

Since he was a child, he mostly felt that there was no difference 

between men and women. Of course, he had no illusions about 

women. 

 

 

  

"Professor Lee, you can be perfunctory to my mother. Just tell 

her that you are introducing a woman to me. Anyway, she can’t 
control me in the United States now. Just say a few lies to cheat 

her..." 

 

"It’s not good…" 

 

Professor Lee smiled. 

 

"Your mother and I are old friends. She has only one wish. The 

Powell family has strict rules, but your mother is a lively person. 



Your father can tolerate your mother, but you are also 

rebellious, and even directly separated from the Powell family. 

You are really too willful." 

 

Aston laughed. 

 

"Professor Lee, but you always supported my decision. Do what 

we want to do, and that’s the meaning of life. I don’t need the 

power of the Powell family. I can support myself and I won’t be 

the heir of the Powell family who has so many strict rules. And, 

they have also found new successors. If I go back, I will make 

trouble." 

 

Professor Lee nodded. 

 

"The Powell family just got a few kids. If those children are not 

qualified, I think they will come to you in the future. So, what 

should you do?" 

 

"Those children are still young. Let’s talk about it in the future." 

 



After that, Professor Lee and Aston discussed something about 

experiments, and then Aston went out. 

 

Georgia was doing an experiment in the laboratory at this time. 

Halfway through the experiment, she suddenly had a surprise 

discovery. 

 

It made Georgia want to share with Aston. 

 

When she turned her head, Georgia realized that Aston was still 

talking to Professor Lee and hadn’t come back yet. 

 

Georgia quickly recorded her experimental data, and then 

continued to observe the changes of her experiment. 

 

Anaya was not far away looking at her. In fact, during these 

days, many people in the laboratory found that Georgia was 

really capable, and their aversion and rejection of Georgia also 

decreased a lot. 

 

They were busy doing experiments and studying experimental 



data every day. Everyone was busy, and most people were not 

in the mood to sneer at a staff member that they were 

unfamiliar with every day. 

 

Only Anaya often observed Georgia. 

 

Georgia would frown when she did not do well in the 

experiment. She would smile when she found some discoveries, 

which Anaya could see clearly. 

 

However, the excitement in Georgia’s eyes was something that 

Anaya had never seen before. 

 

She guessed that Georgia had made a great discovery, which 

made Anaya envious in an instant. 

 

She had been working very hard recently, trying to make a 

result and get recognized by Professor Lee and other members 

of the lab. 

 

But until now, Anaya didn’t make any progress in the research, 



and she suddenly had a vicious thought in her heart. 
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Maybe she could steal Georgia’s research? 

 

How to get it? How to let others not find out? Anaya thought 

carefully. 

 

By this time, Aston had come back, and Georgia quickly came to 

Aston, and then shared the experimental data with Aston. 

 

Anaya was watching them not far away, very jealous. 

 

Aston only appreciate those people who had real abilities and 

talents. If she couldn’t make some experimental results, 

wouldn’t this man appreciate her all his life? 



 

A seed of evil had planted in Anaya’s heart. She was more and 

more aware of what she wanted to do. 

 

It was time for lunch and rest, which had two hours. In the past, 

Georgia used to eat for one hour and then continue to do 

experiments for one hour. 

 

At thought of Travis and Vanessa, Georgia interrupted the plan 

and went back to Professor Lee’s office. 

 

As usual, Georgia asked if there was any news about Mr. knight. 

 

Professor Lee still shook his head with regret. 

 

"There’s still no news about him. He seems to have 

disappeared, but I think it’s good news that he must still be 

alive. If he had died, the body would have been found. No news 

means good news, so you don’t have to worry." 

 

As for Professor Lee’s explanation, Georgia didn’t know 



whether she should be happy or disappointed. 

 

Thinking of Professor Lee’s previous suggestion that if she had 

great achievements, naturally she would have power and 

influence. When Georgia thought about her current situation, 

she asked Professor Lee, "Professor Lee, would you do me a 

favor?" 

 

Professor Lee asked curiously, "You mean that the Simpson 

family is dealing with you?" 

 

Georgia looked up in surprise, and Professor Lee laughed. 

 

"You think you work here, and the Simpson family don’t want to 

kick you out? It’s just that I don’t care about their threats to me. 

I just hinted to you that if you want no one to threaten you in 

the future, you must strive for success." 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

"It’s really related to the Simpson family, Professor Lee. I know I 



should be a great person like you, but I haven’t done it yet, so 

I’d like to ask you a favor." 

 

"Of course, if you can’t help, it doesn’t matter." 

 

Professor Lee, a generous man, asked, " Go ahead, what is that? 

As long as I can do it, I will try my best to help you." 

 

Georgia told Professor Lee about her previous sufferings and 

Chester’s death. 

 

"I know I’m in trouble now, but Ms. Holland told me that mental 

hospital is not a good place. Travis is foolish now and he’s 

locked in that mental hospital. I’m really afraid that he will be 

bullied." 

 

"I know what you mean. Do you want me to help you find out 

Travis’s condition in the mental hospital, or find a way to get 

Travis out of the mental hospital?" 

 

Georgia nodded gratefully. 



 

"Yes, if Travis can’t get out of it, I hope he won’t be bullied by 

others. I hope someone can take care of him." 

 

"I see. Don’t worry. I’ll help you to find if there are people who I 

know and ask them to help Travis." 

 

Georgia was relieved to leave. With an hour and a half to go to 

work in the afternoon, Georgia had lunch quickly and then took 

the car to Alfred’s company. 

 

While Georgia was on her way to Alfred, Vanessa had 

completely fainted in the toilet while she was feverish and 

unconscious. 

 

There was a sign outside the toilet indicating that it was being 

cleaned, so no one had gone in to find Vanessa’s condition. 

 

After entering Alfred’s company, Georgia asked a clerk at the 

front desk, "I want to see Vanessa. Do you know where Vanessa 

is?" 



 

The clerk immediately showed a look of disdain. 

 

"Miss, Vanessa is a cleaner in our company. What do want to 

do? She’s busy cleaning the toilet now. She doesn’t have time 

to see you." 

 

"Cleaner" "Cleaning the toilet" 

 

When Georgia heard this, she knew immediately that it must be 

Alfred’s revenge. He was humiliating Vanessa. 

 

"Even if Vanessa is just a cleaner, she has the right to see her 

friends. I want to see her now. Tell me where Vanessa is?" 

 

But the clerk sneered, "Who are you? Why should I answer 

you?" 

 

Now the whole company knew about Vanessa’s plagiarism, and 

about Vanessa’s exposure of pornographic videos at the 

wedding with the president. Everyone was mocking Vanessa 



and thought that Vanessa was cheap. They thought that men 

could enjoy this woman without spending money. 

 

Considering that the president was still in the office and 

Vanessa was the president’s ex-girlfriend, those men didn’t 
treat Vanessa too much. 

 

But the taunts and vicious abuses never stopped. The clerk 

despised the people who came to see Vanessa. She felt that 

Vanessa’s friends were as cheap as Vanessa. Birds of a feather 

flocked together. 

 

Georgia took a deep breath. She warned herself not to be 

angry. The most important thing now was to find Vanessa. 

 

She said to the clerk, "Well, since I can’t see Vanessa, what 

about your president? I’m his friend and I want to see him!" 

 

The clerk laughed directly and sarcastically. 

 

"Miss, do you think anyone can see our president? Without an 



appointment, the president will not see anyone. Do you have an 

appointment?" 

 

It seemed that the clerk must block her outside._____ 
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Georgia looked at the vase, she straight away broke the vase. 

Then, she took the broken part of the vase and pointed at the 

woman standing in front of her. 

 

“I ask you one more time, where is the CEO? Bring me to see 

him, or else I will smash your face with this broken vase!” 

 

The reception staff showed a bad expression instantly. 

 

“Are…you mad?” 

 

“Yes, I am. Let me say one last time, bring me to see the CEO. 



Or else, I can’t tell that I will not disfigure your face!” 

 

Everyone was afraid of crazy people. Georgia’s mad behaviour 

had frightened the surrounding people. 

 

They did not dare to move, they just allowed Georgia to walk to 

the office of Alfred. 

 

The reception staff even talked shiveringly. 

 

“Here…it is.” 

 

“Get lost quickly, I will see Alfred by myself.” 

 

After saying that, Georgia opened the door of the office directly 

and walked carelessly in. 

 

The office was spacious. Alfred sat on his seat and signed the 

documents. 

 



Georgia sneered. Alfred raised his head and found Georgia 

there, his sights changed instantly. 

 

“Ms. Lane, why do you come all of a sudden?” 

 

After saying that, Alfred instructed the secretary that rushed in 

hurriedly. 

 

“Why do you let her in? Ask the security guard to chase her 

out!” 

 

Georgia straight away threw the broken pieces of the vase on 

the ground. 

 

“Don’t blame your staff, I use this stuff to threaten them. If they 

don’t allow me to get in, I will disfigure their pretty faces.” 

 

Alfred showed a cold expression instantly. 

 

“Georgia, do you think this place belongs to you that you can 



get in whenever you want? I will call the police now. You’re 

disturbing the peace of the public, the police will arrest you!” 

 

Georgia sneered. 

 

“Do you think I will be afraid of those things? I have been put in 

jail for six years. Two days ago, I even be jailed again and 

underwent interrogation. I am not afraid of that, I just want to 

ask you, where is Vanessa?” 

 

Alfred answered coldly. 

 

“She is on duty and doing the cleaning, why? Why do you want 

to care about her job some more?” 

 

Georgia breathed in deeply and said to Alfred. 

 

“I can’t call Vanessa at all. I don’t care what job have you 

arranged for her, I just want to ask you, what have you did to 

her? Why does she not pick up my call?” 

 



Alfred changed his expression without notice. He took his 

phone and called Vanessa, no one picked up the call. 

 

Georgia was even worried when she looked at Alfred’s ignorant 

behaviour. 

 

“What happened?” 

 

“Shut up!” 

 

Alfred looked anxious. He roared and called someone. 

 

“Come to my office now.” 

 

After a few moments, Georgia saw Rachel walking in. 

 

Obviously, Alfred felt that Rachel was related to the 

disappearance of Vanessa. Georgia queried her. 

 

 



  

“Rachel, where is Vanessa now?” 

 

Rachel was nervous but she showed an ignorant expression. 

 

“How do I know where is shy? Ms. Lane, are you asking the 

wrong person?” 

 

Alfred walked straight to Rachel and grabbed her wrist. 

 

“Tell me, where is Vanessa?” 

 

Rachel still shook her head. 

 

“Alfred, how do I know where is Vanessa? Isn’t she working 

now?” 

 

Alfred sneered. 

 



“Rachel, you better be smart. I ask you again, where is Vanessa? 

If you don’t answer, I will send you to the police station today!” 

 

Rachel recalled the scandal during the wedding and the crazy 

action of the man that wanted to rape her. 

 

The man did not show any gentleness to her at the moment, he 

only looked at her with detestation. 

 

Rachel could not understand why he brought her to behave 

intimately in front of Vanessa afterwards. 

 

She thought that Alfred did not have affection on her but he 

deliberately brought her to behave intimately in front of 

Vanessa. 

 

Her fear arose. If she did not tell the truth, she was afraid that 

Alfred would really hurt her. 

 

“In…the toilet.” 

 



Rachel did not explain why Vanessa was locked in the toilet. 

Alfred just dragged her out coldly. 

 

After that, Rachel brought Alfred and Georgia to the toilet that 

was under maintenance. 

 

“Vanessa is in the toilet, the door is locked.” 

 

Georgia was so angry that she slapped Rachel. 

 

“It must be you who lock her there!” 

 

Rachel was only afraid of Alfred, she was not afraid of Georgia 

at all. 

 

When Georgia slapped her, she almost wanted to slap back. 

 

“Open the door!” 

 

Alfred roared at Rachel. 



 

Rachel looked at Georgia discontentedly. After that, she was 

forced to open the door. 

 

When the door was opened, Georgia saw Vanessa fainting and 

lying on the floor with a pale face. She was shocked. 

 

“Vanessa, are you ok?” 

 

Georgia shouted but Vanessa was in a coma and did not 

respond to her. 

 

Georgia quickly helped her up and sent her to the hospital. 

 

Alfred changed his expression too. Vanessa’s face was so pale, 

she seemed to be breathless. 

 

“Let me help her, I will send her to the hospital.” 

 

Alfred straight away grabbed Vanessa from Georgia’s arms. 



 

Rachel was so jealous when she looked at Alfred who 

concerned about Vanessa. 

 

But Alfred did not bother her at all. He rushed towards the lift 

crazily. 
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After that, Alfred held Vanessa to the carpark and opened the 

door of his car. Georgia went in the car too. 

 

At the moment, Rachel wanted to get in the car as well. Georgia 

blocked her instantly. 

 

Georgia was furious at Rachel. If she were not pregnant, she 

must have beaten Rachel severely but she could not do the risky 



action at the moment. 

 

Alfred drove speedily to the hospital. After Vanessa was sent to 

the hospital, the doctor said that she was having a fever and 

had to undergo an infusion. Then, Georgia was relieved. 

 

After that, Alfred and Georgia stood in the corridor of the 

hospital while waiting for Vanessa patiently. 

 

Georgia queried Alfred. 

 

“Alfred, I know the happening during the wedding. You’re angry 

and have discontentment with Vanessa. But, what do you mean 

now? Will you be satisfied only when Vanessa dies?” 

 

Alfred roared at Georgia instantly. 

 

“Vanessa has a relationship with other men and the public 

laugh at me. Everyone knows that I am cuckolded, what should I 

do? Can’t I take revenge on her? Georgia, who you think you 

are? You don’t have the eligibility to intervene in our matter.” 



 

“What do you mean by that? Alfred, are you mad? Don’t you 

know that Vanessa is the victim? The video is aimed to shame 

you but have you thought that Vanessa is hurt? So many people 

are watching yet you allow Rachel to bully Vanessa. Can’t you 

notice that the video is played by Rachel?” 

 

“I know the video is played by Rachel, no one will do that except 

her. However, isn’t Vanessa the one smiling cheerfully in the 

video? She played happily with the men, right? She betrayed 

me and had a relationship with so many men when she was my 

girlfriend. I dote on her, I even decide to forget the bygone and 

start over with her but she treats me in that way. Georgia, don’t 
you think that you and Vanessa are shameless? Why do you 

have the eligibility to reproach me?!” 

 

Georgia was outraged that her body shivered. 

 

“Alfred, someone intends to harm Vanessa purposely. It is 

impossible for Vanessa to record the video with the men. It 

must be someone giving her the drug and make her suffer from 

this kind of matter. Do you think of how disappointed she will 

be after experiencing that? I don’t expect you to understand 



that but how can you say that Vanessa did it deliberately? She is 

the victim, you’re so stupid. You have known Vanessa for many 

years, don’t you know what kind of person is Vanessa? How is it 

possible for her to do that kind of thing with the men?” 

 

Georgia shouted the words furiously, Alfred changed his 

expression. 

 

“You mean, Vanessa was involved in the video with other men 

because someone gave her the drug and wanted to frame her?” 

 

Georgia felt that it was funny. 

 

“Alfred, I think you are smart, it is obvious, right? You have 

known Vanessa for many years, don’t you trust her? Don’t you 

know that it is designed by others? Vanessa took the bottle and 

smashed Rachel at that time, don’t you know why? It must be 

done by Rachel.” 

 

Alfred showed a cold face and looked at Georgia suspiciously. 

 



Georgia was Vanessa’s best friend. She must be supporting 

Vanessa but he indeed did not trust Vanessa anymore. 

 

“It is just a mere statement with no guarantee. You say that she 

is framed by others, what is the evidence? Vanessa does not tell 

that she is being framed but you say it firmly!” 

 

Alfred’s words made Georgia extremely angry. 

 

“Vanessa really falls in love with a wrong man. You don’t even 

trust her basically, why will she love this kind of person…” 

 

Her words made Alfred’s face darken. 

 

“Georgia, you don’t have the eligibility to reprimand me. 

Vanessa chose to be together with the rich guy and disdained 

me at that time. When I was in my difficult time, she and the 

rich guy abandoned me. I begged her and she never returned to 

me. And you, you ran someone over when driving. Then, you 

made a fake DNA test with your child and even asked others to 

adopt your child. You and Vanessa always lie, based on your 

past, I find it hard to trust your words!” 



 

Alfred’s words disappointed Georgia. She even expected him to 

understand what did Vanessa experience. However, the man 

only thought that Vanessa was that kind of woman who 

enjoyed mingling with men. 

 

Georgia did not want to talk anymore. She did not want to talk 

with this kind of man, she only took pity on Vanessa. 

 

After a while, the doctor came out. 

 

“Ms. Cooke is having a fever now. She had cut her wrist to 

commit suicide before, why is she sick again? The wound is 

infected.” 

 

After the doctor said that, Georgia was worried instantly. 

 

When she wanted to ask more about Vanessa’s condition, 

Alfred changed his expression. 

 

“You say the woman had cut her wrist before, what do you 



mean?” 

 

The doctor looked at the man suspiciously. 

 

“Ms. Cooke was sent to the hospital a few days ago because she 

cut her wrist to commit suicide. Today, she is wetted by water 

and has a fever. So, she comes to the hospital again. Sir, do you 

have any query?” 

 

Alfred did not talk. After the doctor walked away, he walked 

towards Georgia and asked her coldly. 

 

“Vanessa committed suicide recently, what happened?” 

 

“Vanessa cannot accept the serious happening during the 

wedding. She was so disappointed and committed suicide. 

Nevertheless, the hospital informed her that Annie had gained 

her consciousness. Then, Vanessa realized and gave up the 

intention to commit suicide…” 

 

“Alfred, I admit that Vanessa broke up with you and hurt you at 



that time. But, she had paid the price. Are you satisfied only 

when Vanessa passes away? Then, only you will stop taking 

revenge on her?” 

 

Georgia cried after saying that. 

 

Alfred did not talk anymore, he stayed silent for a while. Then, 

he rushed to Vanessa’s ward. 

 

Alfred rolled up Vanessa’s sleeve. There was a scar on her left 

wrist. 

 

In fact, Vanessa really cut her wrist to commit suicide. 

 

Alfred’s emotion was complex, he was suffered yet gloomy. 

 

He was as if falling in the boundless abyss, he could not find any 

way out. 

 

Georgia stood outside of Vanessa’s ward. She breathed in 



deeply and decided to explain clearly to Alfred. 

 

“Alfred, I don’t know whether you will believe it or not but I 

want to make everything clear for the sake of Vanessa.” 

 

“In that very year, Vanessa fainted after having a gathering with 

her classmate. She knew that something had happened to her 

after she woke up. After that, she found that she was pregnant. 

Vanessa told me that she did not know whom the child 

belonged to. So, she could just break up with you…However, 
she did not expect your family to have difficulty at that time. 

Therefore, she hurt you heavily. Vanessa did not really mingle 

with those men, she purposely met other men to upset you and 

broke up with you. Afterwards, the child died at birth. Vanessa 

did not pass her life well during these few years. Alfred, if you 

have affection for her in the past or have the kindness to 

Vanessa, I beg you to forgive her.” 

 

Alfred stayed silent for a while. Then, he stood up and left the 

ward. 

 

Georgia looked at Vanessa’s recovered status, she was relieved. 



 

Why did Vanessa meet this kind of man? It was so hurtful. 

 

After confirming that Vanessa was fine, Georgia decided to 

return to work at MU Research Institute. Then, she would visit 

Vanessa in the afternoon. 

 

When Georgia went back to the research institute, she was late 

for a few minutes. 

 

Anaya criticized Georgia, Georgia did not bother her. She only 

had a thought at the moment, she wanted to produce the 

experimental outcome as soon as possible and let the entire 

world know her ability. 

 

Then, she would have the strong ability to protect herself and 

the people around her. 

 

Or else, she was unable to protect Vanessa, Annie and herself at 

the moment. She could not just stay and do nothing. 

 



Georgia did the experiment attentively for the whole afternoon. 

 

If Georgia did not promise Annie to visit her, she would have 

continued to do the experiment and went home at 9 p.m. In 

addition, Vanessa still stayed in the hospital. 

 

After getting off work, Georgia went to the hospital. Vanessa 

was still in a coma. 

 

Vanessa had promised to visit Annie. So, she could just hire a 

nursing assistant to take care of Vanessa. 

 

Before leaving, Georgia prepared a phone for Vanessa. She 

asked the assistant to inform Vanessa to call her when she 

woke up. 

 

After that, Georgia bought the bus ticket and departed to the 

bus station. She had promised Annie to visit her on that day, so 

she must do it. 

 

But when Georgia reached S City, she received the call from the 



hospital of S City. 

 

“Ms. Lane, the DNA test result is out. Are you free to take it 

today?” 

 

Georgia was surprised, she had forgotten the matter. 

 

Yes, the result would be out these few days. It was a 

coincidence that she was in S City that day, the timing was 

appropriate. 

 

“I almost reach the hospital, I will take it soon.” 

 

After hanging up the call, Georgia got in the taxi and departed 

to the hospital._ 
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After taking more than 20 minutes, Georgia finally arrived at the 



hospital. 

 

When she was getting the result of report, she was naturally 

anxious in her heart, but Georgia really wanted to see Annie in 

that moment. 

 

Annie was unconscious for so long, and only through video calls 

she could talk to Annie for a couple of times, Georgia really 

missed her daughter. 

 

When she was at the hospital, she started running fast, she 

almost rushed into Annie's ward in high speed. 

 

The moment she opened the door, she saw that the ward was 

empty, and Georgia felt doubtful, why wasn't she there? 

 

It was already evening, so she took her phone and called 

Annie's nurse. 

 

The nurse didn't pick the call, so she called a few more times, 

and still no one was picking up, then Georgia started to feel 



anxious. 

 

She soon grabbed a nurse who was on duty on that floor at that 

time to ask about the situation. 

 

"Excuse me, why is Annie Cooke's ward empty? Where is the 

patient?" 

 

The on call nurse listened to Georgia's question, and then 

looked up information on her computer. 

 

"Miss, Annie Cooke has been dismissed, have you asked her 

family? She was released this afternoon." 

 

This sentence made Georgia turn pale, her hands were 

trembling as she grabbed the nurse's hand, her face was filled 

with panic. 

 

"This can't be, I am her family, did you make a mistake? How 

could she be released from the hospital`" 

 



The nurse felt that her wrist was hurting from Georgia's grip, 

and her tone turned accusing. 

 

"Miss, the information I have here is that, how should I know if 

maybe another of your family member has picked her up, you 

are in a hospital, please have some respect, don't yell." 

 

"This, this can't be! Annie only has me as her guardian, the 

another guardian had just stayed in the hospital after she was 

sick herself, there is nobody else to pick her up, you haven't 

been responsible, you allowed a stranger to pick my daughter!" 

 

Georgia started yelling angrily, people who were going around 

in the hospital also started taking attention at this situation, 

which made the nurse worried. 

 

Allowing a stranger to take a patient away wouldn’t make them 

a good image. 

 

"Miss, please call your family first and make sure you are up to 

date on the situation, what we have on information here is that 

your daughter truly was picked up by a family member." 



 

Georgia was still not letting go, she stood there in front of the 

person, and was about to go crazy. 

 

"Let me tell you one more time, I don't have any other family 

members, where did my daughter go?" 

 

There were more and more people surrounding them watching 

the drama, even the head nurse came over to Georgia, she was 

a mid aged lady who looked very serious. 

 

"Miss, if there are any problems, you can ask me." 

 

Georgia knew that she couldn't panic, but, she felt that her 

heart couldn't stop racing either, the racing was almost driving 

her insane. 

 

"What kind of a hospital are you, my daughter was in your 

ward, and you just allowed a stranger to take away my 

daughter, how are you going to take responsibility for that?" 

 



 

  

Georgia yelled, her eyes were turning red. 

 

The head nurse noticed how serious the matter was, and 

started to apologize. 

 

"Miss, we are immediately going to investigate what you just 

mentioned, I will take you to the security and they will check 

the camera footage there." 

 

The head nurse was very kind when speaking, so Georgia just 

followed her, she wanted to know where Annie went to. 

 

Georgia was afraid that either the Simpson family or the Lane 

family took Annie, if so, she would have no way to go. 

 

Georgia was in the security room looking at the camera footage, 

the person who took Annie to finish the release documents was 

a strange man, the man said that he was Annie's father, but 

Georgia didn't even know who this man was. 



 

The hospital staff looked at the documents, and noticed that 

the man used a fake ID, when Annie left, she was unconscious, 

and Georgia was so worried that she started to cry. 

 

"I don't even know this person, what is wrong with your 

hospital? How can you allow a stranger to take my child?" 

 

"Miss Lane, please calm down, we are contacting the police 

right now to get to the ground of this." 

 

The hospital noticed that there was a problem, and they sent 

someone to comfort Georgia, they even called the police over. 

 

But, Annie wasn't there, no matter how many people came to 

comfort her, it wouldn't matter, Georgia was too anxious. 

 

She immediately called Robert, she wanted to know if it had 

anything to do with him. 

 

But, Robert didn't even pick up his phone, Georgia's heart felt 



like it was boiling in hot water and could exploded at anytime. 

 

She took out her phone, and called the Lane family. 

 

The Lane family's number never changed, when Georgia called 

there, it was Eden who picked up. 

 

"Who are you looking for?" 

 

Eden's voice was unconcerned and casual, Georgia quickly hung 

up. 

 

If it was the Lane family that took Annie, they would have called 

her to threaten her, if she called them, she would put herself on 

a golden plate, letting them know that something happened. 

 

Now, she could only ask others for help. 

 

Georgia called Selena, and told her about her daughter missing, 

she asked Selena to help her find some information, and Selena 



didn't decline to help. 

 

But Selena needed time as well, after that, Georgia put down 

her pride and called Professor Lee too. 

 

She wanted to know if Professor Lee knew anybody from the 

police department, that he could gather to help her find Annie's 

whereabouts. 

 

In the end, Georgia had called everyone she knew for help, but 

nobody had the ability to immediately find the man. 

 

If she wanted to find Annie, she had to wait for those people to 

get some results, and after the hospital called the police, she'd 

have to see how fast the police would work. 
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Georgia of course didn't have the patience to wait around, she 

was worried and anxious, she couldn't just sit there silently and 

wait. 

 

That kind of feeling was as if she was waiting for death, it was 

impossible to just sit. 

 

Robert didn't pick up his phone, so she decided to go and find 

him in person, she couldn't take her daughter's life as a game 

just for her own pride, she had to ask him for help. 

 

No matter what Robert wanted from her, no matter if Robert 

wanted to take revenge on her or if he was playing her, this 

wasn't important anymore. 

 

Georgia just hoped that Robert could help her bring Annie back, 

if the Person who took her was Robert, Georgia could only beg 

him to bring her back. 

 

The hospital police couldn't give her any answers for a long 

time, there were no tickets anymore so Georgia had to rent a 



car to get back to D City, her destination was Robert's house. 

 

It would take two to three hours on the highway to get there, 

and Georgia could only wait patiently on the ride. 

 

On the way, Georgia got a call from Professor Lee. 

 

"Professor Lee, do you have any news on my daughter?" 

 

Georgia asked excitedly, but Professor Lee apologized on the 

other side of the line. 

 

"I don't have any news on your daughter for now, but Travis has 

news." 

 

"What's with him? Did something happen to Travis?" 

 

Georgia could hear that her professor was being cautious while 

speaking, which made her worry more. 

 



"Travis is in the hospital, I heard that his situation wasn't very 

good in there, now he is in the hospital in D City, do you want to 

go and check on him?" 

 

Georgia has never been so depressed before, Annie was in 

trouble, Vanessa was in the hospital with fever, and now even 

Travis was in trouble. 

 

It was as if there were tons of pressure on her, Georgia felt 

helpless. 

 

"I will go to the hospital to check on Travis, thank you Professor, 

if you get any news on my daughter, please call me 

immediately." 

 

After she hung up the phone, Georgia told the driver to change 

their destination, she wanted to see Travis, and then she would 

go to see Robert. 

 

When they were on the way back to D City, Georgia tried again 

to call Robert, but he still didn't pick up. 

 



Georgia couldn't do anything but to send him a text message 

lastly. 

 

"Robert, my daughter is missing. Was that you? If it was you, I 

beg you to see me. What do I have to do for you to let my 

daughter go." 

 

After she sent the message, she felt that her stomach was 

hurting from all the stress. 

 

She remembered the doctors said that the baby wasn't stable, 

Georgia felt the pressure was almost drowning her, was she 

really not able to keep the people who were by her side safe? 

 

Even the baby in her belly was feeling anxious. 

 

Georgia felt as if she was a fly that lost his head, she couldn't 

find a direction, everyone was just trying to kill her. 

 

She held her tears back, and after about an hour, the diver 

finally arrived at the Central Hospital of D City. 



 

Vanessa was also in this hospital, Georgia couldn't find time to 

see her, she could only go to Travis' ward quickly. 

 

Professor Lee sent her the number of Travis' ward, Georgia 

rushed there just to find that there were two guards in front of 

his room. 

 

Was she not allowed to see him? 

 

Georgia went to speak with them. 

 

"Hello, I am Travis' friend, can I go to see him now?" 

 

The two of them just looked at Georgia coldly. 

 

"Sorry, you can't." 

 

Georgia had no choice but to beg them. 

 



"Please let me in, he is a really important friend of mine, I know 

that he is hurt, he wants to see me, he is very timid, I am afraid 

he will be scared." 

 

But, Georgia's words didn't get any sympathy from the two 

guards, they just looked at her coldly, both of them didn't even 

have a slight change in their expressions. 

 

Georgia was now completely panicked, she was still thinking 

how she could keep begging them. 

 

Suddenly, she heard Travis' painful scream from inside the 

ward. 

 

That scream was so sharp, Georgia wanted to go in and see, the 

two guards suddenly took out their baton. 

 

Georgia could only take a step back. 

 

But, Travis' scream was even worse than before, so that Georgia 

was getting more and more afraid. 



 

What happened to Travis? How could he be in such pain? 

Georgia thought for a while and then dialed Selena's number. 

 

She told Travis' situation to Selena, and then she started to beg 

her with a hoarse voice. 

 

"Miss Holland, can you please try and figure out a way and let 

me go in and see him, he really sounds like he's in such great 

pain, something really bad must have happened, please help 

me." 

 

"I know, Miss Lane, I will find out who the guard is, wait a little." 

 

Georgia could only wait patiently, but, Travis' screaming was 

drilling in her ears, as if there were people torturing him, which 

made Georgia really worried. 

 

While she was waiting, Georgia noticed that she got a message 

from Robert, Georgia immediately read it.______________ 
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"I don't know about the disappearance of your daughter, but, if 

you are coming to see me in person, I will think about helping 

you." 

 

This message was clear and simple, Georgia immediately called 

him, but nobody picked up. 

 

While at Robert's villa, he was standing at the window. 

 

He commanded to his assistant. 

 

"Go and investigate, where did Georgia's daughter go?" 

 

After he gave the instructions, Robert called Emma. 

 

He didn't do anything to Georgia's daughter, as Robert saw 

things, Georgia only had enemies in the Lane family, the person 



who took Annie, had to be one from the Lane's, as Robert 

thought. 

 

The most important person to Georgia was her daughter. 

 

If anything happened to her, Robert knew that Georgia would 

go insane. 

 

When he thought that this woman might be devastated in pain, 

Robert suddenly felt sorry for her. 

 

"Robert, why are you calling me so suddenly?" 

 

Emma was very surprised, the past few weeks, Robert hadn't 

contacted her at all. 

 

Because of her brother, and because of the doubts of the car 

accident, Emma didn't dare to contact Robert either. 

 

She was afraid that this man would suddenly mention the 



cancellation of their marriage, or even, the fact that Robert was 

calling her, made Emma be afraid. 

 

But, she was hoping for it as well, her joy was more present 

than her worries. 

 

"Emma, is Georgia's daughter in your hands?" 

 

Robert asked her coldly, he wasn't going to leave Emma any 

face. 

 

As soon as his heart changed, Robert didn't even want to act 

nicely to Emma anymore. 

 

He didn't completely believe that Georgia was innocent, but 

Robert didn't believe Emma and the Lane family either. 

 

Robert was doubting that the car accident was staged by Eden, 

this made him have no good feelings towards Emma and her 

parents anymore. 

 



When he thought that the Lane family probably framed Georgia 

and put all the blame on her, Robert couldn't help but be angry. 

 

Emma was surprised by Robert's question. 

 

Robert asked her where Georgia's daughter was? 

 

His tone was full of blame, there was no warmth in it, did 

Robert know something? 

 

Did this man really care about Georgia that much? 

 

What was so great about Georgia? Emma didn't look ugly 

either, why didn't he see her at all! 

 

Emma's face turned into a grimace, her and Robert had been 

engaged for six years, this was the first time that he was so cold 

to her. 

 

 



  

But, Emma thought it was strange, how would she know where 

Georgia's daughter was? 

 

Or did Robert think that she took Georgia's daughter? Did 

Robert see her as such a person now! 

 

Emma's hands started to tremble in panic, no matter how 

unsatisfied she was, how jealous she was, she could only try to 

explain calmly. 

 

"Robert, what do you mean by that? I don't understand, isn't 

Georgia's daughter with her? I haven't even seen her, why do 

you think that I took her, I don't even know where she is." 

 

Robert didn't want to waste any time on Emma, and 

immediately warned her. 

 

"I am only going to ask you one more time, where is Georgia's 

daughter? If you don't tell me the truth, just wait for me to find 

evidence that you were the one who took her, Emma, if that 

happens, then the Simpsons will take back all investments in 



the Lane family, your company will just be an empty shell, don't 

blame me then for being heartless." 

 

Emma was now panicking. 

 

"Robert, you misunderstood, even if I and Georgia don't have a 

good relationship, she is still my sister, her daughter is my 

niece, how could I take her daughter? I really don't know 

anything about this." 

 

Robert didn't know if she was telling the truth or just acting. 

 

So he changed his tactic, and warned her coldly. 

 

"I am warning you, Georgia's daughter is my daughter, if 

anything happens to her, don't think that I wil simply make your 

family go bankrupt, I will send your whole family to prison, and 

then, you will understand the feeling of rather being dead than 

alive." 

 

"Robert, what do you mean by that? I thought the DNA test she 



did was fake? How can her daughter be yours?" 

 

Emma now asked in panic, when did this happen? She didn't 

understand. 

 

Robert simply made up a lie to force Emma to tell the truth, 

only if he said that Georgia's daughter was his, Emma would 

understand how serious this matter was, and then think about 

how serious a lie would be. 

 

"I did it again, Georgia's daughter is mine." 

 

"But, that night, it was me." 

 

Emma yelled again. 

 

It wasn't important to her right now if Georgia's daughter was 

his or not. 

 

The important part was if Robert found out about her lie back 



then, if he knew about the truth of that night, she couldn't tell 

him the truth about back then. 

 

"I and Georgia had known before I knew you, her daughter is 

mine, Emma, don't change the subject, tell me, is she with 

you?" 

 

Emma's heart was filled with jealousy, Robert's tone made her 

confused. 

 

Only, even if Robert said that she was his daughter, Emma really 

didn't know where Georgia's daughter was. 

 

"I really don't know where she is, Robert, how many times do I 

have to tell you for you to believe me! If you don't believe me 

then send someone over to investigate our home." 

 

After Emma said that, Robert hung up the phone. 

 

It seemed that the Lane family had nothing to do with this, 

otherwise, Emma wouldn't keep lying after he already told her 



about Annie being his daughter. 

 

After Emma noticed that her call was canceled, she kicked the 

table in front of her. 
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The hate that she felt in her heart made her face twist. 

 

Flora, who just came down asked her. 

 

"What happened, Emma?" 

 

Emma bit her lips, her face was so dark that it was scary. 

 

If Robert was sure that Georgia's daughter was his, then what 



would happen to their marriage arrangement? 

 

Was this man really planning to break up with her? 

 

If Robert was only lying to force her to speak the truth, lying 

that the child was his daughter, then it proved that Georgia was 

really important to him. 

 

Otherwise, he wouldn't do that just for Georgia's daughter. 

 

No matter what it was, it didn't look good for her. 

 

When she thought about the cold tone that Robert talked to 

her, Emma was sure about one thing, this man didn't even want 

to put effort to act nicely, he was clearly planning to cancel 

their wedding plans. 

 

No, she couldn't allow that to happen. 

 

Emma simply explained to her mother. 



 

"Mom, I got something really important, I need to talk to Dad in 

his study, I don't have time right now to explain to you." 

 

After she said that, she ran upstairs. 

 

Flora asked Eden, who was sitting on the couch all this time. 

 

"What is wrong with your sister? Why does she look so pale? 

What happened?" 

 

Eden only heard Emma say a few sentences. 

 

"I don't really know what happened, but I think it was Robert 

who just called her, the two of them were talking about 

Georgia's daughter being missing, Mom, this is a really good 

opportunity, with Annie's disappearance, we can call and warn 

Georgia immediately, what do you think?" 

 

Flora immediately warned him coldly. 



 

"Don't do anything on your own, that Travis was taken to a 

mental institution, and that you found someone to torture him 

already got to your Dad, if it wasn't for this matter not being 

very important, he would have beat you already! We gotta wait 

what your father says to this, just sit at home, and don't go 

anywhere these days." 

 

Eden felt reluctant in his heart, he already got back to Travis, 

and now Georgia lost her daughter, wasn't this the best time to 

get back at her as well? 

 

He wouldn’t just simply stay at home. 

 

But being faced with his mother's warning look, Eden could only 

lower his head and pretend to be a good boy. 

 

"I know, I will just stay at home, I want to go to sleep anyways, 

Mom, night." 

 

After he said that, Eden went back upstairs. 



 

Flora didn't have any doubt in what her son told her, but Eden 

secretly went to the study, and wanted to hear what his sister 

and father were discussing about. 

 

In the study, Emma just told her father about the content of her 

and Robert's phone call. 

 

At the same time, Emma also told him about what she guessed. 

 

"Dad, you are a man, if Robert behaves like this, it must be that 

his heart is on Georgia now, I feel that he is planning to cancel 

our wedding arrangements, what should I do?" 

 

After he heard what his daughter told him, Owen had a dark 

expression. 

 

If a man had feelings for another woman, it couldn't mean 

anything good. 

 

"Emma, don't panic, didn't we already plan for you to get 



pregnant with Robert's child at the birthday party of Mr. 

Mooney? We will still go as planned, since this day will be soon 

anyways." 

 

Emma nodded. 

 

"Dad, I am just afraid, you know Robert, he is heartless, even if I 

get pregnant, I am afraid that he wouldn't care." 

 

"That won't happen, we still got Robert's mother, if we can fake 

the evidence and make sure that Georgia is the person who 

caused the car accident back then, Robert won't be with the 

person who killed his sister, now he just thinks that we are the 

ones who are lying, he thinks that the murderer of the accident 

is your brother, so he is so cold to us... he hasn't canceled the 

arrangements yet, so you just keep it up." 

 

The two of them discussed, both their mood were low. 

 

Then, Owen suddenly asked. 

 



"The Simpson family didn't even take revenge on Georgia 

anymore, what do you think, who took Georgia's daughter? If 

we can find this person, we gotta cooperate with him." 

 

Both of them knew that Georgia really cared the most about 

her daughter, if they could get her daughter and blackmail her, 

then, all the problems would be solved. 

 

Only if they could make this woman disappear from this world, 

everything would be well. 

 

Emma understood, but it was extremely difficult to kill a person 

without leaving any trace. 

 

Simply the fact that Robert cared so much about Georgia now, if 

they really started taking actions, Robert was much stronger 

than them, he would find out about the truth. 

 

If so, then the Lane family would be over. 

 

"Dad, since we couldn’t do anything to Georgia and the plan 



with Chester last time had failed, we need to find a way for 

Georgia to attend Mooney's party, it would be the best to have 

Georgia sleep with one of Robert's friends, what do you think, 

would Robert still care that much about her then?" 

 

"But wouldn't that be offensive to the Mooney family?" 

 

Owen didn't agree with this plan. 

 

"Dad, we will be really careful, we won't let anyone know about 

the truth, it will be the best if we use others to carry out our 

plans, if Georgia seduces Robert's friend, I don't believe that he 

would still care about her then." 

 

Owen was quiet for a while. 

 

"I got it, I will think about a way." 

 

Owen understood men, if the woman he cared about was 

sleeping with his friend, he would only have hate and bitterness 

left towards both, he would never treat that woman as his 



treasure anymore. 

 

After the two of them talked a bit more, Emma suddenly asked 

curiously. 

 

"Dad, the person who was driving the Bugatti that Eden 

mentioned, did you find out who it was? And the camera on the 

car, I am afraid that this might bring up problems."____ 
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Emma was very cautious and careful now. When the accident 

happened at that time, this car passed by Eden and a Drive 

Recorder must have been installed on it. So, Emma always felt 

that this was a time bomb in the future. 

 

She really wished to find the car that passed by at that time and 

destroy the evidence. 

 

“I’m still investigating. It’s a Bugatti Veyron which is a limited 



edition and there are only five in the world so it won’t be 

difficult to investigate it. It’s just that the people of the 

headquarters certainly won’t disclose customers’ information. I 

can only rely on my connections to slowly investigate it. This 

kind of people are certainly rich or high-status so there will be a 

chance to find it out.” 

 

Disappointed, Emma left. Before she opened the door, Eden 

had already hurriedly run away from the door of the study. 

 

Thinking about the plan that his elder sister and his father 

talked about, Eden also had a plan in his mind. 

 

Since there were so many people making waves at the birthday 

banquet of the Mooney family, he felt that he could also go and 

intervene. It would be great if he could severely get back at 

Georgia and Selena to make them look foolish in front of 

everyone. 

 

He hated Selena and Georgia very much. He was always 

thinking of getting back at these two women. 

 



Eden felt that he had to hurriedly find out if Georgia and Selena 

would participate at that time. 

 

In the hospital, after Georgia waited patiently for a while, 

Selena called Georgia again. 

 

“Miss Lane, I’ve found someone who can help. The two guards 

should get a call soon and after they answer the call, you can go 

to visit Travis.” 

 

“Ms. Holland, thank you so much.” 

 

Georgia was very grateful. Travis’s screams in agony had already 

stopped. There were crying sounds in there again, which caused 

Georgia to keep tingling with worries. 

 

After hanging up the phone, as expected, the guard indeed 

picked up the phone. After a while, the guard who answered 

the phone spoke to Georgia. 

 

“You can go in. Let me remind you, you have only half an hour.” 



 

After saying these words, the guards opened the door of the 

ward. Georgia immediately walked in. 

 

Then, she saw that Travis was crouching on the floor while 

crying. His entire person looked very helpless. 

 

What made Georgia feel even worse was that Travis’s hair was 

almost gone. His scalp seemed to be torn and there were many 

scars on it. 

 

Whereas, there were many bruises and swollen wounds on 

Travis’s face and body. The wounds on his exposed arms and 

feet were even having raw surfaces and they looked very 

horrifying. 

 

Georgia could not even imagine how much Travis had suffered. 

 

She immediately squatted on the ground and then gently 

hugged Travis. 

 



“Travis…it’s me…I’m Georgia…” 

 

After Georgia finished her words, Travis stolidly turned his head 

to look at Georgia. 

 

He was first dumbfounded for a moment. Then, Travis cried out 

in pain at once in front of Georgia. 

 

 

  

“Georgia…Georgia, it hurts so much on my body…it hurts so 
much…” 

 

After Travis said these words, Georgia’s tears streamed down at 

once. 

 

Her heart entirely ached for him when she looked at Travis’s 

body which did not have any intact part. That kind of agony was 

like her heart was constantly stabbed by needles, making her 

feel powerless and desperate. 

 



“Travis…I’m here, don’t be afraid…Georgia is here…Georgia will 
be by your side…” 

 

However, Travis kept shouting that it hurt so much on his body. 

He hugged Georgia while his tears constantly trickled down his 

face and his entire person was like a seriously ill child, making 

people heartbroken and helpless. 

 

After taking much effort to coax Travis to sleep, Georgia tried to 

uncover the clothes on Travis’s body. 

 

As expected, Travis’s body did not have any intact parts. There 

were wounds with minor and major injuries everywhere, who 

the hell did this to Travis? 

 

Georgia was furious and scared. 

 

The time was up so she could only go up helplessly. 

 

After going out, Georgia called Selena and told her what she 

had seen. 



 

“Ms. Holland, are you able to find out who did this to Travis? 

Although you told me long ago that the situation at the mental 

hospital is not good, how could it be so serious? He has only 

been in there for one to two days but there are wounds all over 

his body. Is there really no way to get Travis out, or can we shift 

him to a better hospital?” 

 

Selena’s voice was very apologetic. 

 

“Miss Lane, I’m sorry that I can’t help you in this matter. I just 

got the news that a person at the hospital received a transfer 

from Eden. It should be done by the Lane family. I can only help 

you up to this point. I’m unable to let Travis leave the hospital 

for the time being.” 

 

After saying these words, Selena said again. 

 

“Miss Lane, Travis is now under strict custody because of the 

murder charge. There is no way out unless the truth about 

Chester’s death is clearly investigated.” 

 



“Ms. Holland, does this mean that after Travis can be 

discharged, he will return to the mental hospital again and may 

even be beaten and retaliated again?” 

 

After Georgia asked, Selena immediately responded. 

 

“This situation is very likely to happen. Travis becomes like this 

because he has been targeted. Eden certainly won’t give up on 

retaliation and he may let the people inside there continue to 

harm Travis.” 

 

After hanging up the call with Selena, Georgia took a deep 

breath and once again looked at the text message sent by 

Robert just now. 

 

This man said that he would help her to find Annie as long as 

she went to find him in person. 

 

Georgia remembered the matter last time in which when she 

left without hesitation in front of Robert, he said that she would 

go back and beg him on her bended knees. She finally 

understood that her nightmare had come back. 



 

The matter of Annie and Travis was obviously more important 

than the matter that she was being discovered by Robert that 

she was expecting. 

 

She must go and beg Robert as Robert was perhaps the only 

one who could help. 
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Georgia left the hospital helplessly and then took a cab to 

Robert’s villa. 

 

While in the Holland family, after Selena hung up the phone, 

Elliot walked to Selena. 

 

“This weekend is Mr. Mooney’s birthday. You must get up early 



that day, don’t leave home to work. I’ll find a styling team to 

properly do makeup for you and get you dressed nicely. You 

must go to attend the banquet of the Mooney family.” 

 

Selena looked at her adopted mother, Elliot, who was also 

Jasper’s mother. She bowed her head and softly responded. 

 

“I understand. I won’t leave that day.” 

 

Elliot quietly gazed at the woman in front of her. This was her 

adopted daughter but now, she was also the one she dreaded. 

 

“Selena, you’re the adopted daughter of the Holland family. You 

should know your responsibility in the marriage matter 

between the Holland family and the Mooney family. Jason also 

likes you so you shouldn’t think about other nonsenses. Jasper 

is your elder brother and he will always be your elder brother, 

do you understand?” 

 

Elliot’s tone was as if she was threatening her. Selena only felt 

disheartened. 

 



However, what reason did she have to question and refute? 

 

The Holland family raised her so she could only repay the 

Holland family. She ought to repress the thoughts that she 

should not have. 

 

It was just that even Selena also did not know when did her 

adoptive mother, Elliot find out about her thoughts on Jasper. 

 

This made her feel very embarrassed. So, she could never be 

confident in front of Elliot and she did whatever Elliot asked her 

to do. 

 

If there was a marriage between the Holland family and the 

Mooney family eventually, Selena thought that she would not 

refuse. She wanted to repay the Holland family for raising her 

for so many years. 

 

“Mom, I understand. As long as the Mooney family doesn’t 
despise me, I’ll marry into the Mooney family.” 

 



Elliot nodded her head in satisfaction. 

 

“It’s good that you know what you should do.” 

 

While the two people were talking, Jasper’s voice sounded all of 

a sudden. 

 

“Mom, Selena, what are you guys talking secretly about?” 

 

Elliot’s cold face revealed a smile instantaneously. 

 

“Selena and I are talking about going to the banquet of the 

Mooney family this weekend. Selena isn’t young anymore so I 

have to dress her up properly to let them know how beautiful 

Selena is. At that time, it will be great if I can find an 

outstanding son-in-law.” 

 

“Mom, I’m not even married yet. Why are you so anxious about 

Selena’s marriage?” 

 



Jasper asked with a smile on the side. He really felt that his 

younger sister did not need to rush. Even he was not yet 

married, what was the reason for Selena to rush. 

 

On the side, Elliot smiled naturally. 

 

“You’re really a silly child. You’re a man but your younger sister 

is a woman. Can the marriage age of men and women be the 

same? Your younger sister’s age now is good timing for her to 

have a boyfriend and get married. She can give birth to a child 

earlier so that her body can recover earlier. You don’t instil 

some nonsensical thoughts to your younger sister. I’m already 

very lenient to you as I don’t force you to get married quickly. If 

you dare to talk nonsense in front of your younger sister, I’ll 
arrange a large number of blind dates for you to let you get 

married quickly.” 

 

Jasper instantly begged for mercy. 

 

“Okay, okay, I’ll stop talking nonsense lest you force me to 

attend a blind date. I’m still young, why should I be tied down 

by a woman?” 



 

When Selena who was on the side heard Jasper’s words, she 

smiled sadly. 

 

She knew her elder brother. Her elder brother was a man who 

would not be easily allured despite passing through millions of 

flowers. 

 

However, this man spoiled his younger sister very much. He 

spoiled her because he treated her as his younger sister but 

sadly, Selena was very clear that this was not her biological 

elder brother. 

 

Otherwise, how would she have such thoughts about Jasper. 

 

Living for more than twenty years, only this man had spoiled 

her very much so she had no way to suppress her feelings. 

Perhaps getting married early to others was the best choice for 

her. 

 

After Elliot left, Jasper walked over and patted Selena’s back. 



 

“Oh, how come Mom looks like she sticks in the mud as she 

urges me to get married every day and even urges you to get 

married early too. Selena, don’t need to rush, you should still 

play for one to two years.” 

 

Selena felt her throat was a little dry. She looked up at her elder 

brother and asked carefully. 

 

“Jasper, even if you don’t get married in these few years, Mom 

will still urge you to get married in the future. What kind of 

woman will you marry as my sister-in-law in the future?” 

 

Jasper felt funny and laughed. 

 

“What, are you worrying that the woman I married in the future 

will treat you badly? Don’t worry, if I’m going to marry any 

woman, I’ll definitely first ensure that you like her. I won’t want 

a woman who bullies my younger sister.” 

 

Selena lowered her head sadly. 



 

Whenever Selena heard such doting words from her elder 

brother, she only felt very crestfallen. 

 

Why was she his younger sister? However, it was also because 

she was his younger sister so that she could get such extreme 

love. 

 

And at this moment, Georgia had arrived at the entrance of 

Robert’s villa. 

 

She mustered up the courage and knocked on the door. After a 

while, the housekeeper opened the door. 

 

Seeing that it was Georgia, the housekeeper spoke directly and 

politely. 

 

“Miss Lane, Mr. Simpson is on the second floor. You can directly 

go to the second floor to see Mr. Simpson.” 

 

Georgia took a deep breath. She walked into the villa and then 



walked towards the stairs._____ 
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When Georgia walked up to the second floor, she saw Robert 

standing in the middle of the second floor's living room. 

 

He stood by the window as he silently looked outside, Georgia 

could only see his back figure. 

 

Georgia thought about last time, she had ever walked out of 

that place without any hesitation. 

 

Robert had ever said that she would regret it and come back to 

beg him... What he said was true, and thus Georgia silently 

kneeled down. 

 

Robert actually heard the sound of Georgia's footsteps, he 

thought that she'd come over and ask him what actually 

happened or ask him for help. 



 

But there was no movement for at all for quite some time, so 

Robert turned around and saw that Georgia was already 

kneeling not far from him. 

 

Georgia was very thin, she silently kneeled with lonely and 

miserable expression on her face... Robert's heart suddenly 

ached. 

 

“Why are you kneeling? You haven't even begged me yet.” 

 

Robert said that as he walked to Georgia, he then stretched his 

hand to grab Georgia's arm, wanting to pull her up. 

 

Georgia knew that but she waved her hand and refused instead. 

 

“I'm afraid that you won't say yes if I'm not kneeling down.” 

 

Georgia really had no other way, her daughter was missing, 

Travis was also in a huge distress, and even Vanessa was not in 

a good condition at that time. 



 

Everything was too hard for her to handle by herself. 

 

Meanwhile, Robert, the man in front of her eyes, was the only 

person she could beg. 

 

Robert tried a few times to pull Georgia up again, but Georgia 

persisted on kneeling down. 

 

Robert was helpless so he finally spoke. 

 

“First of all, you should say what you want me to help you with, 

right?” 

 

Georgia lifted her head with eyes full of tears, her voice was 

trembling and hoarse. 

 

“I have told you about my daughter that went missing, I’m 

begging you, please help me find my daughter... There's also 

another problem, Travis is now in a mental hospital, he's 

hospitalized today because he got beaten up, he's injured very 



badly, can you save him?” 

 

Georgia finished talking nervously, she didn't even dare to 

breath heavily, in case Robert got angry and said no to her. 

 

Since they knew each other, there were too many problems had 

been happening between them. Georgia didn't even have the 

guts to guarantee that he'd say yes. 

 

Robert didn't immediately say yes to help her but asked another 

question instead. 

 

“Travis is a retard now but you're still standing by his side, I 

heard that he's your first love, don't tell me that you still love 

him?” 

 

Georgia felt that Robert's question was quite strange and she 

didn't really understand it. 

 

“Is that question very important?” asked Georgia. 

 



 

  

Robert just silently looked at the woman in front of him. 

 

He was thinking of how he should handle it if she had deep 

feelings for Travis? 

 

Being kind to his love rival was something he couldn't do. 

 

“It's very important, I need you to answer this question 

honestly... If you lie to me, I'll make you pay the price.” 

 

When Robert said the last sentence, his voice sounded cold. 

 

Georgia suddenly felt oppressed, which made her couldn’t help 

being afraid of him. 

 

After thinking for some time, Georgia briefly talked about her 

and Travis. 

 



“Travis has no close relative, I’m the only person in this world 

that can take care of him and he depends on me... If I don't take 

care of him then there's no one else in this world that can do so. 

As for the feelings between us, that's a matter of more than ten 

years ago.” 

 

“He has been going through a hard time over the years, I've 

encountered even more problems over the years, how could 

there still be love between us?” 

 

Georgia didn't tell the details, she had been suppressed by the 

pain of life for a long time... She completely had no one to 

depend on and love was just a beautiful fantasy. 

 

Georgia didn’t understand the importance of being simple and 

pure when she was young. She now realized at her age that 

what she needed was someone she could rely on and make her 

feel at ease. 

 

Seeing Georgia's expression and listening to her denial of loving 

Travis, Robert suddenly felt happy in the heart. 

 



It turned out that she took care of Travis because she was kind 

and not because of love, that made Robert feel very satisfied in 

the heart. 

 

But that wasn't enough, far from enough... 

 

He wanted everything, but things like getting a woman's heart 

weren't easy, he could only do it slowly. 

 

“I got it, I can help you find your daughter back and let Travis 

live in a better place... But he has the record of murder so I 

can't completely set him free for the time being.” 

 

Georgia was already very thankful for him to do it to such 

extent. 

 

As long as Travis wouldn't get beaten up again and could live in 

peace, she’d already be so grateful. 

 

“Robert, letting him live in a safe place is enough.” 

 



After Georgia said that, Robert said, “Do you still remember 

what I said last time? I’ll help you and you’ll become my 

woman. From now on, you're staying here.” 

 

Georgia suddenly raised her head and looked up at Robert. 

 

“Are you serious?” 

 

Georgia didn't understand why he would ask her to be his 

woman. 

 

Didn't he always clearly regard her as an enemy? 
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“I really don't understand... ” 

 



Georgia asked again out of confusion. 

 

“Why do you care so much about it? I'll ask you once again, are 

you coming to me?” Robert coldly asked that. 

 

If he admitted that he liked Georgia, it would make her proud 

and overthink, he absolutely couldn't say it out. 

 

She didn't like Robert, unless he was certain that she liked him, 

then he wouldn't say what's in his heart. 

 

The person who fell in love first would lose, and if he also said 

that he loved her first, perhaps he would never get the 

attention of Georgia. 

 

Georgia hesitated for a moment, thinking of the child in her 

belly, she asked in hesitation. 

 

“If... If I stay in your place and live in this villa, are we going to 

live together?” 

 



Georgia tried to ask that, Robert suddenly thought of teasing 

her. 

 

“Living in this villa means living together, right?” 

 

Georgia’s cheeks and ears blushed. 

 

She asked as she trembled, “I'm talking about... Living in the 

same room...” 

 

“Are you talking about sleeping in the same bed?” 

 

Robert asked her amusingly, Georgia didn't know how to 

answer in such a short time. 

 

Robert asked, “You can't accept sleeping in the same bed with 

me?” 

 

Georgia kept silent because she didn't know how to answer 

that, Robert knew that she was resistant to him and he must be 



patient. 

 

“Why are you overthinking? I won't force you to stay in my 

room, I'll prepare another bedroom for you.” 

 

Georgia knew clearly that her belly would grew bigger and one 

day people would find out about it. 

 

Georgia couldn't tell whether he actually cared about her or he 

was interested in her for the moment. 

 

If he was interested in her for the moment, perhaps it would be 

over after some time. Wouldn't there be more problems 

between them if she told him that she's pregnant? 

 

Georgia decided to keep that as a secret. 

 

“Okay, I agree... Can you help me track my daughter's 

whereabouts now?” 

 



Robert felt his anxiety and dissatisfaction were finally released, 

he walked over and held Georgia's hand. 

 

“I have found where she is, sit down and drink a glass of water 

first.” 

 

Georgia looked at him in suspicion, he knew where Annie was… 
Georgia was afraid that she'd make him angry so she just 

followed him and sat on the living room's sofa. 

 

Robert handed a glass of water to Georgia. 

 

“Take a sip first, you must be thirsty.” 

 

Georgia took a sip as Robert said, “Alfred brought your 

daughter away, I have investigated, and she's very safe at 

Alfred's... If you need me to bring your daughter back I can 

negotiate with Alfred.” 

 

Georgia's eyes were wide opened as she looked at Robert. 

 



“Why would Alfred bring my daughter away, could there be 

something related with Vanessa?” 

 

Georgia asked in confusion. 

 

Robert sat on the sofa next to her and observed her instead. 

 

She could stand by her first lover and that was enough to proof 

that she's kind. 

 

It was also clear that Georgia and her best friend Vanessa had a 

very good relationship. 

 

Robert suddenly thought that many bad rumors about Georgia 

were probably fake. 

 

Perhaps it also included Georgia's plagiarism at school... Robert 

thought that he should help her investigate the truth. 

 

If he helped Georgia regain her reputation, perhaps she would 



be very happy. 

 

“You don't need to mind Alfred's aim, I'll ask him about it for 

you.” 

 

Georgia thought so too, Vanessa was still in the hospital. 

 

Because of Travis, she had no time to see whether Vanessa had 

woken up yet, the most important thing at that time was 

finding her daughter. 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

“Then what should we do now? How to make Alfred give my 

daughter back to me?” 

 

Georgia couldn't think of why Alfred brought Annie away, 

Georgia and Alfred even had a fight before because Vanessa 

had been bullied by other company members in the toilet. 

 



Back then, she had even explained the truth to Alfred, why 

hadn't Alfred let Vanessa go? 

 

Georgia felt that it's very strange, Robert knew that she was 

very eager, so he took his phone and called Alfred. 

 

Then, Robert handed his cell phone to Georgia. 

 

“First, go and ask Alfred what's happening by yourself, then I'll 

help you negotiate.” 

 

Georgia smiled thankfully before asking Alfred in the phone, 

“Alfred, I'm Georgia, why did you bring Annie away?” 
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Alfred did have Robert's number, their companies had business 

projects together... Even if they were unfamiliar with each 

other, they still had each other's contacts. 

 

Alfred thought that Robert called him to talk about some 

business, but he unexpectedly heard Georgia's voice from that 

call, she even knew that he brought Annie away. 

 

Alfred's face turned cold as he asked, “Georgia, why are you 

using Robert's cell phone to call me? Also, Vanessa and I are 

legal husband and wife... The daughter that Vanessa adopted is 

my daughter too, don't tell me that I can't bring Annie away? 

Am I not Annie's stepfather?” 

 

Georgia was furious because of Alfred's words. 

 



“How could you care about Annie at all? Give her back to me!” 

 

Georgia was so angry that she shouted. 

 

She hated him so much when she remembered that Vanessa 

was still in the hospital at that time. 

 

Alfred sneered, “You're taking Robert's cell phone to call me, 

you think that with Robert as your backer, you can order me 

around now? I tell you what, I'm Annie's legal guardian, vie with 

me if you can.” 

 

Georgia was so angry that she almost cried out because of 

those words, she had set the hand phone on hands-free mode 

and so Robert could clearly hear that conversation by her side. 

 

He finally spoke to Alfred. 

 

“Alfred, I'm Robert, give Georgia her daughter back.” 

 



After Robert said that, Alfred immediately sneered. 

 

“What, that woman infatuated you? Don't you ever forget... 

She's just like her best friend, who loves to deceive and toy with 

men, you forgot that Georgia created a fake paternity test and 

made you raise other men's daughter? Now why did you bring 

Georgia to your side? Don't tell me that you haven't got 

betrayed enough?” 

 

“This is not a problem that you should be concerned about, I’m 

warning you for the last time, bring Georgia's daughter to my 

address on your own... Otherwise, I don't mind calling the Chow 

family in G City and let the Chow family elders know what 

you've been doing in D City.” 

 

“Also, our families collaboration is your important achievement, 

I don't mind ending our families' business collaboration 

immediately. I bet you clearly know whether Mr. Chow will 

mind about it or not.” 

 

On the other side of the call, Alfred's expression turned cold in 

an instant. 



 

“You're doing it to such extent for a woman, Robert, are you 

crazy? That's a multi-billion business.” 

 

Robert coldly warned him. 

 

“I can earn back what I'll lose, but you haven't even have a 

stable position in the Chow family, and the other collateral 

relatives of the Chow family are eyeing on you covetously. I 

think I don't need to remind you about this.” 

 

Alfred's expression became very gloomy, he suddenly punched 

the table fiercely. 

 

In an instant, Alfred's fingers were full of wounds, his blood 

even stained the white table, it's very bright red. 

 

Rachel who stood by his side instantly became worried. 

 

“Alfred... You even hurt your hands, why are you so impulsive?” 



 

Alfred just coldly looked at Rachel, his face looked hideous and 

twisted. 

 

Scenes of what happened during the day revolved around his 

mind, in the end, everything turned into hatred towards 

Vanessa. 

 

He brought Annie over, that's because he wanted to see 

Vanessa's suffering expression. 

 

Vanessa hadn't even woke up, Robert already called him and 

forced him to send Annie away. 

 

No matter how Alfred thought about it, he wouldn't agree to 

such thing. 

 

 

  

But Robert kept on warning and threatening him from the other 

end of the call. 



 

“I'm giving you an hour, if you don't send Annie back to my villa, 

I'll call the Chow family of the G city immediately! After that, I'll 

inform the group's department of commerce to end the 

collaboration with your company.” 

 

After saying that, Robert just hung up. 

 

Alfred punched the wall again, both of his hands were full of 

blood in an instant. 

 

“Will he really send Annie over?” 

 

Seeing how Robert hung up without any hesitation, Georgia 

asked in anxiousness. 

 

She really didn't understand why Alfred would suddenly be like 

that. 

 

When she had said the truth during day time, Alfred seemed 

quite hesitant, did something else happen in between? 



 

Georgia didn't understand, she just cared about one thing at 

that time. 

 

That was, whether Alfred could send Annie back to her side in 

an hour. 

 

“He will, Alfred will definitely bring Annie over, don't worry.” 

 

Georgia just felt that Robert's tone of speaking was very 

resolute, which calmed down her terrified heart. 

 

“You've known Alfred, you also know that he  just returned to 

the Chow family these few years, then he became the Chow 

family's successor... So, his position is not stable yet, the Chow 

family still have many illegitimate children, the other collateral 

relatives of the Chow family are all struggling for power. Alfred's 

mother has supported him to his current position, he and his 

mother would be doomed if he took the wrong step, so you 

don't need to worry.” 

 

Perhaps Robert's aura was too calm, perhaps his tone of 



speaking was too confident, Georgia calmed down and waited 

patiently. 

 

After about more than an hour, there's a car that stopped in 

front of the villa. 

 

Georgia immediately stood up, feeling happy and surprised. 

 

“He's here.” 

 

Robert said that to Georgia, he then accompanied her to walk 

out of the villa. 

 

Georgia and Robert walked out, the door of the car which was 

parked outside got opened and Alfred walked out of it. 

 

On the next second, he opened the car's back door and carried 

a child out of it. 

 

Seeing the lively Annie, Georgia directly dashed through and 



hugged Annie tightly. 

 

“Annie... My baby... You're finally back... ” 

 

Georgia said that in excitement as tears in her eyes 

uncontrollably flowed down. 

 

Robert looked at that pair of mother and daughter from a close 

distance... Seeing Georgia's tears of joy, he felt that he had 

done something great that night. 

 

Alfred coldly walked up to Robert instead. 

 

“You can end our collaboration just because of a woman, you 

really think that the Simpson family can run everything on their 

own? Also, let me remind you one thing, that woman has a ton 

of bad records, she has endless ways to deceive people... Even a 

shrewd person like you will be toyed too, one day when you're 

so fucking angry because of her, don't blame me for not 

reminding you.” 

 



Robert just laughed indifferently. 
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“That's none of your business, I don’t need to explain to you 

what I want to do, and I don’t need you to sympathize if I fail... 

You would only scoff me if I got deceived, shouldn't you be 

expecting me to look miserable when I got deceived? ” 

 

“You're really crazy, you will regret being so crazy just because 

of a woman!” 

 

Alfred didn't think that Robert could do things for Georgia to 

such extent, he then turned around with a cold expression and 

closed the door of car vigorously. 

 

On the next second, he immediately ordered the driver to 

quickly drive away from Robert's villa. 



 

After the car drove for more than 10 minutes, Alfred coldly 

ordered the driver, “I'm not going home, just go to the hospital 

now.” 

 

He was going to use Annie to torture Vanessa, but he could only 

use other ways since he couldn't do that anymore. 

 

Otherwise, Alfred would feel that his furious heart couldn't vent 

off, he was fully resentful towards Vanessa at that time. 

 

That made him wish he could drag Vanessa to hell with him. 

 

He wasn't happy so he could only make Vanessa, the main 

cause, be unhappy like him too. 

 

Alfred immediately went inside Vanessa's ward, she was still in 

deep sleep at that time. 

 

Alfred just took the water jug and poured the water inside to 

Vanessa's head. 



 

Vanessa, who was in deep sleep, woke up in a daze. She felt 

that her face, neck, and head were quite wet. 

 

Vanessa opened her eyes and saw Alfred standing in front of 

her. Alfred was looking at her with a gloomy expression, his pair 

of cold eyes made people unable to see what he's thinking. 

 

Vanessa glanced around, she seemed to be in a ward. 

 

Her head was still aching, Vanessa didn't know what was 

happening now... When she was going to say something, Alfred 

already walked over and pulled her out of the bed. 

 

“Alfred, are you crazy? What are you doing?” 

 

Vanessa couldn't help shouting out of anger, she remembered 

what had happened before she fainted, she then thought that 

she's in a ward... Vanessa assumed that she’s sick. 

 

It was probably the bucket of cold water, that soaked her and 



made her catch a cold and fever. 

 

But why was Alfred looking at her so gloomily? 

 

Vanessa didn't understand it so she just shouted angrily. 

 

Alfred directly pulled Vanessa's hand to the TV in the ward. On 

the next second, Alfred turned on the TV. 

 

The video in it was played in an instant. 

 

The first video was the one played on her wedding, that's 

Vanessa's most painful memory. 

 

She turned pale in an instant as she shouted hoarsely. 

 

“Alfred, what in the world happened to you? Why are you 

turning such video on for?” 

 

Alfred laughed coldly instead. 



 

“You thought that there's only this video? You said that other 

people forced you, your best friend Georgia said that you were 

framed by others in that video, but I still have countless similar 

videos." 

 

Alfred said that as he took the remote control and pressed for 

the next video. 

 

In the next video, the woman on the screen went on the bed 

with another man, the video was very explicit that Vanessa 

turned pale. 

 

The woman on the screen looked exactly like her, but she didn't 

have such memory at all. 

 

“That's not me... ” 

 

Vanessa screamed but Alfred just sneered beside her instead, 

he then pressed to the next video. 

 



That woman was still in the next video and she was getting 

intimate with another men on the bed again... Alfred kept on 

clicking the video, causing Vanessa to have a mental 

breakdown. 

 

Else than the first video where she was framed and filmed back 

then, Vanessa didn't recognize all the other videos after that. 

 

But, the woman on the screen looked exactly like her. 

 

Vanessa had no idea of what happened, she was trembling all 

over but Alfred grabbed her wrist tightly. 

 

“You told me that you were framed, then what about these 

videos? Vanessa, I'm really ridiculous, I almost believed in you 

and thought that you were wronged... You slept with so many 

man, what do you actually consider me as? Or, do you feel very 

proud for making me a cuckold? Did you call me an idiot when 

you saw me getting fooled?” 

 

Alfred shouted fiercely and pulled Vanessa's body so suddenly, 

then he put her face on the TV screen. 



 

“Look closely at you in the video, look how lascivious you 

actually are! Vanessa, why are you so dirty... ” 

 

The disgust and taunt in Alfred's words were so obvious, 

Vanessa had already grabbed her head in panic and screamed 

painfully. 

 

“That's not me... Not me... ” 

 

But Alfred didn't believe her at all, he just forced Vanessa to 

enjoy each and every video. 

 

In the end, Alfred laughed coldly. 

 

“Vanessa, look at you, you don't even dare to see what you 

have done yourself... Now you're still keeping your act in front 

of me saying that you’re wronged, saying that you're not the 

one in the video. I have already investigated these scenes, and 

these are all real... If you can then find a reason to clarify as of 

who filmed these videos? What's wrong? You can be drugged 

and framed once and you can still be drugged and framed for 



dozens of times?" 

 

Vanessa collapsed on the floor, she was completely at a loss. 

 

Those scenes in the video almost drove her crazy, Alfred's 

ruthless taunt and humiliation put her on the edge of mental 

breakdown. 

 

How did it become like that? What in the world actually 

happened? 

 

Vanessa laid down on the floor in despair, while Alfred was 

sneering as he stood in front of Vanessa. 

 

“Soon, I'll let the company's legal department to file a lawsuit 

against you, Vanessa, just wait to compensate me. I'll never let 

you go before toying with you to death.” 

 

After coldly saying those words, Alfred suddenly turned around 

and walked outside. 

 



Vanessa didn't know why, she suddenly felt an overwhelming 

despair, it seemed like if Alfred left at that time, then there 

would be nothing left between them, at all. 

 

Vanessa suddenly dashed forward and grabbed Alfred's hand, 

she couldn't help crying bitterly. 

 

“Alfred... I'm really not the person in the video... I said that it's 

not me, why don't you believe me?”_ 
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Vanessa cried and asked. Even she couldn’t understand it. 

 

Previously, she had clearly able to endure Alfred’s insults and 

indifference towards her. Seeing Alfred leave, all she could do 

was standing where she was and endure it. 

 

But at this moment, she suddenly felt a heart-piercing pain 

spreading through her body as if something was about to be 



sucked her out of her own body. 

 

She felt that if Alfred left now, both of them would be 

completely finished. 

 

Alfred directly pushed her to the ground. 

 

He laughed sadly. 

 

“Vanessa, how many chances did I give you? I became so 

ridiculous. So many people laughed at me. I still wanted to give 

you a chance. But do you know what went through my mind at 

the moment I have these videos? I wish I could kill you. 

Vanessa, not killing you is my last act of kindness for you!” 

 

After saying this coldly, Alfred slammed the door and left. 

 

Vanessa crouched on the floor, her head suddenly buried into 

her knees and burst into tears. 

 



The cold in her body had not healed yet then Alfred poured a 

jug of cold water on her. Vanessa cried and cried before fainting 

on the floor. 

 

After the nurse found out, Vanessa was taken to the emergency 

room again and the IV drip was given to her again. 

 

In the latter half of the night, Vanessa laid on her bed blankly. 

She felt that she couldn’t exert her strength at all and her mind 

was altering between confusion and reality making her 

muddleheaded. 

 

In Robert’s Villa. The moment Georgia entered the villa holding 

Annie, Annie asked suspiciously. 

 

“Georgia, why did that man take me away and send me here? 

Didn’t he say that he is Vanessa’s husband? He asked me to call 

him Robert and said that he will live with me in the future. Why 

did he bring me here then? Who is that man?” 

 

Sitting beside her, Annie asked suspiciously. Georgia felt really 

enraged in her heart when she thought about what Alfred had 



done. 

 

“That man is a bad guy and everything he said to you are lies… 
He snatched you away, but I rescued you. I got you back, Annie, 

are you happy?” 

 

Georgia felt that she didn’t need to save Alfred’s reputation 

even a bit. 

 

This man had bullied Vanessa too many times. Next time, when 

she saw this man again, there was no guarantee that he was not 

going to snatch Annie away again. 

 

She could only tell Annie that he was a bad guy. 

 

Annie nodded, but her face looked a little strange. She followed 

Georgia’s line of sight and looked towards the man standing 

behind Georgia. 

 

‘Why is this man here? Where is this place?’ 

 



Annie pointed to Robert with her finger looking very confused. 

 

“Georgia, why is this man here too?” 

 

She still remembered that this man once said that he was not 

her father with his eyes looking cold and harsh. 

 

Now, looking at him, Annie felt a little unfamiliar and scared. 

She couldn’t figure out why Georgia lived here? 

 

Annie’s mind couldn’t understand the matters between adults. 

Georgia turned around to look at Robert. 

 

Robert stood silently not far away. Georgia didn’t know how to 

introduce him but Robert suddenly came over. 

 

“You can call me Robert. Georgia and I are friends. She is living 

with me for a while because of work. You can also live here for a 

while. I will have someone take care of you.” 

 



Robert’s tone was gentle and polite. He tried his best to 

maintain his demeanor. 

 

Annie lowered her head in silence. She was going to forever 

remember how vicious this man once was, and she didn’t like 

him very much. 

 

Georgia knew what Annie was thinking and she quickly 

consoled her. 

 

“Annie, just live for a while, that’s all. These days, I am too busy 

with work. The medical facilities are better here. Someone will 

take care of you. Can you promise me that you will live here for 

a while, Annie?” 

 

 

  

Annie was a sensible child. She nodded and then hugged 

Georgia tightly with both her hands. 

 

Georgia knew that Annie was doing this because she was a little 



scared. 

 

Judging from Annie’s behavior, she was obviously afraid and 

being defensive towards Robert. 

 

Georgia nodded to Robert, signaling him not to follow. 

 

Then, she held Annie to her bedroom. 

 

“Georgia, if we live here then what about Vanessa? Won’t she 

live here with me?” 

 

Annie might have wanted to live with her two mothers. Not 

knowing how to circumvent this lie, Georgia could only tell the 

truth. 

 

“Annie, Vanessa is now staying in the hospital. She fell ill and 

developed a fever today. I will ask her where she will live later. 

You can live with me for a while and then live with her. Neither 

of us is very sure where we will live in the future.” 

 



Annie lowered her head in disappointment. 

 

Georgia hugged Annie and coaxed her constantly. In the end, 

Annie fell asleep in Georgia’s arms tiredly. 

 

Seeing Annie sleep soundly, Georgia finally felt her heart calm 

down. 

 

She opened the door and went out only to find Robert still 

standing outside. 

 

Georgia hesitated but then finally walked towards him. 

 

“Robert, thank you very much for today.” 

 

After Georgia finished speaking, Robert turned around and 

looked at the woman in front of him. 

 

“This is a deal. If I help you to save Annie, you promise to stay 

by my side, Georgia. If you dare to have the thoughts of running 



away, or betraying me, I won’t let you go.” 

 

He stood still in the silent dark night, his eyes were deep and 

dark. Georgia’s heart trembled. 

 

“Since I have promised you, I will naturally do it.” 

 

A step was still a step. Although, Georgia was waiting for the 

day when Robert started to hate her, looking forward for the 

day when he lost interest in her. 

 

But now that this man helped her, Georgia really didn’t have 

the inclination of secretly taking Annie and Vanessa to escape. 

 

Her current job was at a critical point and Annie needed good 

medical care. Georgia had no time to be unruly. 

 

Perhaps, it was the best decision to live with Robert for now. At 

least, he could help to protect Annie and she could also carry 

out her own research work without any worries. 

 



One day, when her research results were published and she 

became the world’s top scholar, then she would not have to be 

afraid of anything. 

 

The next morning, Georgia woke up early and it didn’t take long 

before Annie woke up too. 

 

“Georgia, I want to see Vanessa. Didn’t you say that she was 

sick and hospitalized?” 

 

Georgia felt that Vanessa definitely wanted to see Annie and 

she also wanted to see Vanessa’s condition today, so she 

nodded. 

 

“Okay, I will take you to see her first, then only I will go to 

work.” 

 

Both of them washed up and got ready. When they walked 

downstairs, Robert was sitting on the dining table. 

 

Seeing both of them come down, Robert smiled at Annie. 



 

“Annie, come sit next to me and eat.” 

 

Annie glanced at Robert hesitantly and raised her head to look 

at Georgia. 
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Georgia knew what Annie was thinking and she took her to sit in 

a seat far away from Robert. 

 

Robert did not speak. The butler had already arranged the cook 

to serve the breakfast. After having breakfast, Robert spoke to 

Georgia. 

 

“Do you need me to send you?” 

 



Georgia did not have a car and it wasn’t safe for her to drive 

because she was pregnant. She couldn’t brazenly ask Robert to 

arrange a driver for her. She could only nod her head. 

 

“If it is not too much trouble, can you take me and Annie to the 

hospital first? I will go to work later.” 

 

Robert asked suspiciously. 

 

“Why are you going to the hospital? Do you want to see 

Travis?” 

 

As he said this sentence, Robert’s tone couldn’t help but have 

some sense of jealousy. 

 

Georgia didn’t notice it. She shook her head quickly. 

 

“No, I want to take Annie to meet Vanessa. Vanessa is ill and 

was hospitalized yesterday. I have to go see her. As for Travis, 

what is his current situation in the hospital? Did you arrange it 

all well?” 



 

Georgia suddenly felt like she should also visit Travis. 

 

“I made the arrangement yesterday so don’t worry.” 

 

Robert replied coldly. Seeing Georgia care about Travis, even 

though he knew very clearly that there was nothing between 

the two, he still couldn’t help feel jealous. 

 

After that, Robert ordered the driver to start the car. 

 

Annie was silent in the car. Robert tried to speak to her several 

times, but every time he raised his head to look at Annie, she 

always looked back at him defensively. Robert suddenly felt a 

little frustrated. 

 

They arrived at the hospital in silence. Robert directly got off 

the car and left. 

 

“The driver will wait for you here and then drive you to MU. I 

will get off here first. The office building is not far away 



anyway.” 

 

Georgia was very surprised, but Robert had already gotten off 

the car and left. 

 

The driver spoke to Georgia. 

 

“Miss Lane, I will wait for you here. You can take Annie to the 

hospital first.” 

 

Georgia could only get off the car and took Annie to the 

hospital. 

 

The moment she opened Vanessa’s ward, Georgia instantly saw 

Vanessa curl up on the bed crying non-stop. 

 

She hadn’t spoken yet but Annie had already rushed to 

Vanessa’s side. 

 

“Vanessa, what happened? Why are you crying…” 



 

Annie asked caringly, Vanessa raised her head quickly and 

realized that Georgia and Annie were here. 

 

Vanessa was very excited when she saw Annie and she hugged 

her tightly with both her arms. 

 

“I’m fine, I’m just sick and my stomach hurts. I can’t help but cry 

when it hurts.” 

 

Vanessa tried her best to smile brightly. Naturally, she didn’t 
want her child to know the complicated matters of the world. 

 

Georgia could see what might have happened to Vanessa but 

none of them mentioned anything in front of Annie. 

 

After talking lovingly with Annie for a while, Vanessa asked 

Georgia doubtfully. 

 

“How come Annie is with you? Why did you get her discharged 

from the hospital? And you still brought her here!” 



 

Vanessa was very confused. Georgia didn’t know what to say 

about Alfred. 

 

However, Georgia felt that she should not deceive Vanessa on 

this matter. 

 

“Vanessa, Annie disappeared last night. I rushed to S City. I was 

so panicked. Later, I asked Robert for help. It turned out that 

Alfred had taken Annie away. He didn’t even want to return her 

to me…” 

 

When Georgia said this, Vanessa’s expression instantly turned 

pale. Did Alfred hate her to that extent? He even thought of 

hurting Annie. 

 

Seeing Annie stand here unhurt and intact, Vanessa felt 

relieved. 

 

“What happened later? How did he return Annie to you?” 

 



“With Robert’s help.” 

 

Georgia didn’t elaborate and Vanessa didn’t ask further. She 

thought of what Alfred did to her in the middle of the night last 

night. Thinking about those inexplicable videos, Vanessa 

suddenly couldn’t stop herself from screaming. 

 

Annie was frightened all of a sudden. 

 

“Vanessa… What’s wrong with you?” 

 

Vanessa clutched her head and screamed in pain. Georgia was 

terrified so she hurriedly called the doctor. 

 

The doctor couldn’t understand what was going on so he could 

only give Vanessa a tranquilizer immediately. 

 

After Vanesa fell asleep, the doctor spoke to Georgia. 

 

“The patient’s mood is very unstable, and it seems that she has 



received a horrible shock. You can find a psychologist to take a 

look at her condition.” 

 

“Does this hospital have a psychologist?” 

 

Georgia asked quickly. 

 

“There is a psychologist. If you don’t mind, I will have the 

psychologist come to diagnose Miss Cooke’s psychological 

condition.” 

 

Georgia nodded gratefully. 

 

“Yes, thank you Doctor.” 

 

After dealing with Vanessa’s matters, Vanessa was still sleeping. 

Annie sat beside the bed and looked at Vanessa worriedly. 

 

Georgia felt very distressed and she hugged Annie. 

 



“Vanessa’s situation is unstable. Annie, I will ask the driver to 

send you back. You can play in the villa, okay? I will bring you to 

meet Vanessa later.” 

 

Annie shook her head quickly. 

 

“I don’t want … I want to stay by her side. She will definitely 
want to see me when she wakes up…” 

 

Georgia suddenly became very helpless. Just as she was 

thinking about how to deal with the predicament in front of 

her, Georgia’s cellphone rang. 

 

It was the phone call she had received last night and it seemed 

to be from the hospital in S City. 

 

Georgia answered the call and it was a woman’s voice. 

 

“Miss Lane, didn’t you say you will come to get the paternity 

test’s report? How come you didn’t come yesterday? Also, can 

you come to get the report today?” 



 

Then only Georgia remembered this matter, her heart became 

apprehensive instantly. 

 

“Doctor, can you tell me the result of the test first?”__ 
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Georgia had to work and take care of Vanessa, Annie and Travis, 

she really did not have time to get the report in S City. 

 

If the result could be known via the report, Georgia thought 

that it was unnecessary for her to go to S City. 

 

“Are you sure that you don’t want to come and get the report? 

Ms. Lane.” 

 

The woman from another side asked again to confirm with 

Georgia, Georgia nodded firmly. 



 

“Yes, I don’t have time to go there. You just tell me the result, 

please.” 

 

“I understand, I will see the report now.” 

 

After the woman said that, Georgia waited for the result, she 

was nervous. 

 

After a few moments, the woman answered. 

 

“There are two reports for you. According to the report on you 

and Annie, the result shows that both of you are biological 

mother and daughter.” 

 

Georgia was relieved, she knew that Annie must be her 

daughter. 

 

“How about another report?” 

 



Georgia asked worriedly. 

 

“For another report, Annie has no biological relationship with 

the anonymous man.” 

 

Georgia was stunned after the woman said that. She did not 

answer for a long time, the woman from another side asked her 

confusingly. 

 

“Ms. Lane, do you need any clarification? If you need these two 

reports, I can deliver them to you by mail.” 

 

Georgia lost her voice at the moment, she startled for a while 

and answered the woman. 

 

“Noted, just deliver to me according to the address written by 

me.” 

 

After saying that stunningly, Georgia hung up the call. She 

stayed silent. 

 



Annie was her daughter, that was true. 

 

Robert also confirmed that he picked up the jade pendant that 

night. So, the man involved on that night should be Robert. 

 

Chester also emphasized many times that the man was Robert. 

 

Georgia did not have sex with other men, the child must not 

belong to others. Was the DNA test falsified again this time? 

 

Georgia could not understand the result. She did not have the 

curiosity to look up for the truth anymore, she only wanted to 

confirm that Annie was her daughter, other things were not 

important. 

 

In the hospital of S City, Emma stood beside the woman who 

called Georgia just now. 

 

“You do it well.” 

 



 

  

After saying that, Emma put a pile of money in front of her. 

 

“Here is two hundred thousand Yuan.” 

 

The woman showed a greedy expression. Emma looked at her 

with disdain, then she took the reports and left. 

 

Georgia’s daughter indeed belonged to Robert but Emma could 

not understand why the first DNA test in another hospital 

showed that they had no biological relationship. However, the 

DNA test done in this hospital showed that they were father 

and daughter. 

 

She did not falsify the result in these two hospitals. During the 

first test, she wanted to know the result, it was just right that 

they were not father and daughter. So, Emma made use of the 

opportunity. 

 

However, in the hospital of S City, if Robert did not call her, she 



would not know that Georgia’s daughter was lost, she would 

not even investigate in this hospital as well. 

 

When she investigated Georgia’s condition in this hospital, she 

was able to get the two DNA test reports done by Georgia. 

 

One of the DNA test involved Georgia and her daughter while 

another report involved her daughter and an anonymous man. 

 

Emma could easily guess that the anonymous man was Robert. 

 

Or else, Georgia would not have done the DNA test with her 

daughter. She must suspect whether Annie was her daughter. 

Georgia seemed to confirm that the man involved on that night 

was Robert. 

 

Emma was confused, she asked the professional doctor in S 

City. 

 

“Ms. Lane, if you have any query you can ask me directly.” 

 



“Doctor, why this kind of situation happened? A pair of father 

and daughter undergo the DNA test, the result sometimes 

shows that they are biological father and daughter but 

sometimes not.” 

 

“Ms. Lane, can you say in detail? For example, what method 

they use when doing the DNA test?” 

 

Emma recalled, she found that there was a difference in 

between. 

 

“Doctor, they use blood to test their DNA and the result shows 

that they are not father and daughter. However, they redo the 

DNA test recently by using their hair. This time, the result shows 

that they are father and daughter, do you know what is the 

reason?” 

 

It should not be the two hospitals did a mistake during the DNA 

test. Emma thought that it was impossible for that to happen. 

 

The doctor thought for a while, he asked Emma. 

 



“The man that you mentioned, did he fall in sick before or 

underwent bone marrow transplantation?” 

 

Emma shook her head, she was not clear whether Robert had 

undergone bone marrow transplantation before. 

 

The doctor explained. 

 

“I am not sure whether what you’re mentioning is what I think 

about but this kind of situation is possible to happen. If 

someone has undergone bone marrow transplantation before, 

the DNA in his blood belongs to the DNA of the 

myelosuppressive blood, it was not his original DNA. So, if the 

man does a DNA test with his daughter, the result must show 

that they have no biological relationship. For the DNA test using 

hair, it must be a true result. This condition is rare, so it can be 

said that people seldom know about it.” 

 

Emma was realized, Robert must have undergone bone marrow 

transplantation before. Or else, it was impossible for this weird 

situation to happen. 

 



“I have understood. Thank you, doctor.” 

 

Emma stood up and thanked the doctor. 
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After that, Emma took her phone and called her father, Owen. 

 

She told Owen everything in the hospital. She even told Owen 

that she cheated on Georgia again. 

 

“Dad, we are lucky this time. Her daughter is lost and luckily we 

find her daughter and change the DNA result in advance. 

Otherwise, we fall short.” 

 

Owen was relieved too, he did not expect the result to be so 

weird. 



 

“Since you have settled the matter, come back as soon as 

possible. However, we should investigate whether Robert has 

undergone bone marrow transplantation before in case there’s 

something we don’t know about.” 

 

Emma nodded, they hung up the call. Emma asked the driver to 

drive her back to D City. 

 

While in the hospital, Georgia advised Annie a few times. She 

asked Annie to stay at home but Annie did not want to. 

 

At last, Georgia had no choice but called Robert. 

 

“You have said that you will arrange an experienced carer to 

take care of Annie. Vanessa is sick and stays in the hospital now 

but Annie does not want to leave the hospital, she wants to 

accompany Vanessa. Can you ask the experienced carer to take 

care of Annie in the hospital? Otherwise, I will worry about her 

and cannot leave.” 

 

Robert accepted her request immediately. 



 

“I will arrange the carer immediately, don’t worry. It is time to 

work, haven’t you gone to MU Research Institute yet?” 

 

Georgia nodded helplessly. 

 

“There are too many things. If I haven’t settled Annie’s matter, I 

can’t leave.” 

 

Robert nodded. 

 

“I will arrange the carer as soon as possible.” 

 

After they hung up the call, Georgia spoke gently to Annie. 

 

“Annie, mummy has to work today. Can you stay obediently in 

the hospital?” 

 

Annie nodded obediently. 

 



Before leaving the hospital, Georgia asked the nurse to take 

care of Annie and did not allow Annie to leave. 

 

After that, Georgia went to work at MU Research Institute. 

 

She intended to visit Travis but she asked Selena for help once 

last night and asked Robert to take care of Annie this morning. 

Georgia did not want to beg for their assistance anymore. 

 

Georgia had been late to go to work for a long time, she could 

not help but go to MU Research Institute first. 

 

She was late again, Ernie showed a discontented expression. He 

straight away asked Georgia to his office alone. 

 

“Georgia, you are special enough. If you don’t work hard, other 

team members will be dissatisfied. I know the professor 

appreciate you, I also know that you are smart and competent. 

However, the successful and respected people are hardworking, 

do you understand?” 

 



Georgia felt shameful, she bowed and kept apologizing. 

 

“Sorry, it’s my fault, all my fault…I will not behave like this 
anymore.” 

 

Her explanation was useless, Ernie waved his hand. 

 

“Alright, I have said whatever I want, you faster go to work. 

Professor has distributed some tasks for us, you faster do it. You 

should have some progression in your experiment, or else when 

Percy comes back, our team will be teased by others. I don’t 
want our team to be teased because of you.” 

 

His words made Georgia’s face red, in fact, she was remorseful 

of her working behaviour recently. 

 

However, it never rained but it poured. She was not a 

superwoman, she could not strike a balance between her work 

and her life. 

 

Georgia just prayed that there would not be so many things 



happening in the future. 

 

After she went to work in the office, Georgia thought that 

Anaya would tease and criticize her but Anaya did not bother 

her at all. Georgia was relieved. 

 

She finished all the basic task first. Then, she analyzed the 

experimental data and model. After that, Georgia went to the 

experiment lab and continued her previous experiment. 

 

Georgia was confused that when she went to the office, Anaya 

was doing her task in the office as well. 

 

When she stood up and went to the lab, Anaya followed her 

too. Georgia thought that Anaya wanted to do something to 

her. 

 

However, they just went to the lab quietly, Anaya did not say 

anything. Georgia was confused but it was a lucky thing for her, 

at least Anaya did not trouble her. 

 



Georgia took her experimental tool and wore the white coat. 

After wearing the mask, Georgia continued her previous 

experiment. 

 

After having a simple lunch, Georgia went to the lab and 

analyzed the experimental data attentively. 

 

Out of the blue, Georgia felt that her experimental data was 

successfully done. She was surprised and turned around to 

share with Aston. 

 

Nevertheless, Georgia realized that Aston did not go to work on 

that day. 

 

Georgia quickly took the tablet and recorded the experimental 

data. If it were not a coincidence, the germs could produce the 

medicine to treat lung cancer. 

 

According to the result just now, it was the best vitality ever. 

 

Georgia was excited, she felt that she had succeeded in the 



experiment. 

 

Georgia reanalyzed the experimental data that she did in the 

morning for the entire afternoon but it could not reach the best 

result she got in the morning. 

 

Georgia could not understand why. She thought of the problem 

for the entire afternoon. After everyone was off work, she still 

stayed there. She continued to do her experiment and repeated 

the experiment again and again. 

 

After a long time, Georgia got an idea. 

 

She had recalled something. During her successful experiment 

in the morning, she used the torch of her phone to reflect the 

light. Was it because of the lack of light? 

 

Georgia thought of that confusingly. She decided to redo the 

experiment. 

 

However, Georgia’s phone rang at the moment. 
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Georgia looked at the caller. It was Miranda. 

 

Georgia remembered Miranda’s request to her in an instant. 

Recently, she hadn’t looked for Layla at all. 

 

She had completely forgot about it. She rubbed her forehead 

and answered the phone. 

 

“Ms. Bradley, hello.” 

 

As soon as the call was connected, Miranda’s delicate voice 

questioned her through the phone. 

 

“Miss Lane, didn’t you promise to help me to figure out my 

mother’s matter? Why didn’t you call me even after so long? 

Have you been deliberately ignoring me?” 



 

She hadn’t done what she had promised and hadn’t given any 

response. Georgia felt that she did very wrong and that Miranda 

was rightfully angry. 

 

“Ms. Bradley, I’m sorry. A lot of things happened around me 

recently and I forgot about it.” 

 

As soon as Georgia finished saying this, Miranda couldn’t help 

but scold her. 

 

“Miss Lane, is this how you do things? Can’t you keep your 

promise? If you weren’t going to help me with the matter, then 

you shouldn’t have promised me in the first place.” 

 

Georgia hadn’t gone to work for a while. She hadn’t called Layla 

and Layla didn’t call her as well. 

 

Georgia suddenly felt that what she had done was really 

untypical for her and Layla was probably also disappointed in 

her. 



 

“Sorry, Ms. Bradley. I take full responsibility for this.” 

 

Georgia apologized again but Miranda began to cry on the 

phone. 

 

“I called my mother many times but she didn’t answer at all. 

Miss Lane, you promised me that you will help me contact my 

mother. How could you forget…” 

 

The cries of the woman on the other end of the phone became 

more and more aggrieved. Georgia sighed helplessly. 

 

“After hanging up this call, I will immediately contact Layla and 

nonchalantly ask her. Will this be okay?” 

 

When Georgia said this, Miranda’s sobbing stopped. 

 

“Then you must do what you say and call her immediately, Miss 

Lane. If you still can’t do it then, believe it or not, I will rush to 

you and tell the world that you have served in the club!” 



 

Miranda actually threatened her willfully. Georgia couldn’t stop 

herself from laughing a bit. 

 

“Okay, got it! I will call her right away, Ms. Bradley. Just wait for 

my call.” 

 

They hung up the phone. Georgia walked to a quiet place in the 

corridor and she called Layla. 

 

It was already more than seven o’clock in the evening by now 

and it was already time for her to go to the club for work. 

 

When Georgia called her, Layla was in the dressing room 

ordering the ladies. Seeing that it was Georgia’s call, Layla’s 

expressions were not nice. 

 

 

  

She didn’t pick up right away but continued to arrange her 

work. After all the ladies’ makeup and clothes were prepared, 



Layla picked up her cellphone and went out. 

 

At this time, Georgia called again. 

 

“I thought you had forgotten your job and planned to never 

contact me again. I also know that for someone like you who 

does this kind of scientific research, you must be afraid of being 

discovered by others that you do this kind of work!” 

 

Layla’s voice was a little cynic. Georgia apologized quickly. 

 

“Layla, a lot of things have happened to me. You also know 

about the last time when I went missing. After that the man 

who had kidnapped me died and the police took me for 

interrogation. These days, my daughter has disappeared. Also, 

something happened to my best friend at the wedding. I 

completely forgot about the work in the club. I’m sorry.” 

 

Layla also knew Georgia’s character; she was not the kind of a 

person who would just quit. But even if she wasn’t coming to 

work, she would have at least given her prior notice. Seeing that 

Georgia hadn’t even contacted her at all for such a long time, 



Layla inevitably felt a little resentful. 

 

She was silent for a long time before responding. 

 

“I see. Everyone has their own problems and I can’t say 

anything to forgive you but now that you have explained it 

once, that’s enough. I guess you won’t come to work again, 

right?” 

 

Layla asked again. 

 

Georgia was pregnant now, and she had to drink at work, so she 

obviously couldn’t go to work. 

 

Listening to Layla’s tone, Georgia felt that she should tell the 

truth. 

 

“Layla, actually I won’t be able to come to work again. I’m sorry, 

I am too busy right now.” 

 



Georgia didn’t want anyone to know about her pregnancy so 

she could only use this excuse to explain. 

 

Layla was not surprised. She had expected this result a long 

time ago. 

 

“Okay. Getting to know people is also fate. I also don’t want you 

to come to work at this place in the future. I wish you a 

smoother journey.” 

 

Layla was about to hang up after speaking but Georgia asked 

anxiously. 

 

“Layla, don’t hang up. I have something to say.” 

 

Layla felt a little puzzled and asked. 

 

“What’s the matter?” 

 

Thinking of Miranda, Georgia didn’t know how to say it for a 



while. So, she changed her way of saying. 

 

“Layla, I also have a daughter. She is now five years old. She 

woke up a few days ago. Now whenever I see her it makes me 

very happy. Her health and safety are my greatest wishes.” 

 

“Ms. Miranda Bradley called me. She cried to me several times 

on the phone. She said that she regrets misunderstanding you 

when she was young. I can see that she is an outspoken girl, she 

must have been misled in the past by her stepmother. Ms. 

Bradley told me she wants to see you. She probably wants to 

apologize to you.” 

 

After Georgia said this, Layla fell silent at once. 

 

After a long time of silence, Layla took a deep breath. She felt a 

little bit sour in her heart but her tone was still merciless. 
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“It has been so many years. She has grown up without me by 

her side. In fact, she doesn’t need me as a mother. I too have 

survived all these years alone and I don’t need her as a 

daughter. Tell her, let us both be strangers to each other. If I die 

in the future, ask her to just remember to light a stick of incense 

for me, that’s enough.” 

 

After saying this, Layla hung up the phone directly. 

 

She found a secluded place and the tears in her eyes began to 

fall slowly. 

 

It wasn’t that she didn’t want to reconcile with her daughter. Of 

course, Layla hoped that she and her daughter could become 

close as mother and daughter. 

 

However, life had already come to this point. Layla knew how 

many dirty things she had done and she knew how unbearable 

she was. 

 



So, at that time when her daughter was cursed her ignorantly, 

Layla became very hurt because all of those things were true. 

She had really sold her soul for too many things. 

 

Layla felt that the ugliness in her soul could not be washed 

away. 

 

If she accepted her daughter, who was the noble eldest lady of 

the Bradley family, and let everyone know that her mother was 

the head of the prostitutes in a club, how much her daughter 

would be ridiculed? 

 

Layla didn’t want this kind of thing to happen, so she would 

much rather keep her distance from Miranda and live like a pair 

of strangers. 

 

If she waited for five years, maybe she would be able to try and 

talk to Miranda a few times. 

 

However, not right now. She had sold herself to her lifesaver for 

twenty years. Layla couldn’t leave before the twenty years were 

completed and she didn’t want to cause trouble for Miranda. 



 

Georgia was silent for a long time after Layla hung up the 

phone. She didn’t know how to tell Miranda about this. 

 

However, Miranda called again. 

 

“Miss Lane, your line was busy when I called you just now. I 

guess you must have called my mother. Now when I called, you 

picked up right away. What did you both talk about? Did she 

agree?” 

 

Miranda’s voice sounded very urgent, and it was full of 

expectation and anxiety. 

 

Georgia couldn’t stop her tone from becoming a little sad. 

 

“Ms. Bradley, Layla told me that she doesn’t want to see you for 

the time being…” 

 

“Why doesn’t she want to see me? Didn’t you clearly explain to 

her that I misunderstood her back then? Miss Lane, did you 



deliberately misunderstand what I said and said something to 

my mother that made her misunderstand…” 

 

Miranda’s voice sounded particularly angry, and Georgia could 

only explain helplessly. 

 

“Ms. Bradley, Layla said that so many years have passed, you 

have grown up healthily and shouldn’t need her anymore. She 

herself has also lived alone all this time. What Layla meant was, 

she wanted you and her both to continue being strangers in the 

future. And when she dies, she hopes that you will come and 

burn a stick of incense for her. she asks for nothing more.” 

 

Miranda burst into tears on the phone and hung up 

immediately. Georgia sighed helplessly. 

 

Everyone had their own hardships in this world, so did she, so 

did everyone else. 

 

After hanging up the phone, Georgia checked the time. It was 

already eight o’clock in the evening and it was time for her to go 

to the hospital to meet Annie and Vanessa. Georgia decided to 



get off work. 

 

When she packed up her things and walked out of the MU 

building, Georgia saw a car approaching. It turned out to be 

Robert’s car. 

 

The window was rolled down and Georgia saw Robert sitting in 

the car. 

 

“Get in the car.” 

 

Robert said to Georgia. Georgia hesitated, but then opened the 

car door and sat in. 

 

They were sitting in the back seat. Georgia looked at Robert 

sitting next to her and asked suspiciously. 

 

“How come you are here?” 

 

Was he picking her up from work? It was just that the time she 



usually got off work had long passed, how could Robert be 

outside so coincidentally? 

 

“Just as the car was passing by here, I saw you come out. I guess 

you are going to the hospital, so I can drop you.” 

 

Georgia nodded. Although she thought this was too 

coincidental, she didn’t ask much. 

 

In fact, since six o’clock, the usual time Georgia got off work, 

Robert’s car had been parked outside. He had been waiting for 

Georgia to come out until it was past eight o’clock. 

 

However, Robert was never going to say it out loud. 

 

In the second half of the journey, both of them remained silent. 

 

Georgia had been struggling in her heart thinking about the 

morning’s paternity test report. 

 



In fact, even if she hadn’t done a paternity test, Georgia had 

already determined since the jade pendent was mentioned that 

the person that night was definitely Robert. 

 

The only thing she wanted to be sure was whether she was 

wrong about Annie. 

 

If she was wrong about her, Georgia was still going to insist on 

fostering Annie. Annie was her hope and her spiritual pillar over 

the years. 

 

Later, Georgia was going to find the child she gave birth to. 

 

Only the paternity test proved that Annie was her daughter. 

However, the results of the paternity test proved that Robert 

and Annie were not father and daughter. 

 

Georgia thought about it for a while. It only meant that 

someone faked it. She was not interested in exploring who 

faked it. She was sure that she had not lost any memories nor 

had previously been with other men. 

 



Then Annie must have been Robert’s daughter. Georgia secretly 

observed Robert’s facial features. 

 

She suddenly discovered that Annie’s eyes were a bit similar to 

Robert’s eyes. Both of their eyes pointed upwards at the end, 

but her own eyes did not look like this. 

 

Georgia was in a dilemma. If she told Robert about the results 

of the paternity test, would he let Dr. Ivan operate on her or 

not? 

 

Should she say it or not? She thought.____ 
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When Georgia was hesitant, Robert suddenly turned his head to 

look at Georgia. 

 

"Did you just peek at me? Is there anything strange on my 

face?" 



 

Robert asked, but Georgia shook her head. 

 

"No, I just think it’s a little strange." 

 

Georgia didn’t explain, but Robert suddenly laughed. 

 

"Georgia, you suddenly find that I’m handsome, so you are 

fascinated by me, right?" 

 

When Georgia was staring at him, Robert was nervous all the 

time, but he was also happy. 

 

He thought Georgia had finally found his charm. 

 

Georgia couldn’t help laughing. 

 

"Yes, you do look really pretty." 

 



Robert was satisfied. Women were really superficial and they 

only focused on appearances. 

 

Fortunately, Robert was really good-looking. 

 

Thinking of this, Robert added, "Georgia, I can call Ivan and ask 

him to come back this week. Don’t you always want Ivan to 

operate on Annie? I’ll persuade him to operate on Annie." 

 

Georgia looked at Robert in surprise. 

 

"Is that true? What do you want me to do?" 

 

There was no free lunch in the world. Georgia didn’t think 

Robert would suddenly be so nice to her. 

 

"You didn’t know each other before, but Ivan seems to have 

some prejudice against you. So, when he comes back, you’d 

better meet him in person. I’ll take you to meet him and ask 

Ivan to operate on Annie." 

 



Georgia quickly nodded. For Annie’s health, Georgia was 

naturally willing to do anything. 

 

"I see. As long as Ivan agrees to operate on Annie, I will do 

whatever he asks me to do." 

 

When the car arrived at the hospital, Georgia got off and was 

about to thank him, but Robert got off with her. 

 

"Are you going to the hospital, too?" 

 

Georgia Asked, feeling puzzled. 

 

"I’ll go up with you. Will you take Annie home? I want to go with 

you." 

 

Georgia felt a little embarrassed and at a loss. 

 

However, this man picked her up from work today and helped 

her do so many things, so Georgia couldn’t refuse him. 



 

Thinking that Robert was about to go up with her, Georgia 

couldn’t help asking, "If you go with me to Travis’s ward, will 

they let me in to see Travis? I want to know Travis’s condition. 

Travis must want to see me, too." 

 

Georgia’s voice was a little humble and nervous. She didn’t dare 

to look up at Robert’s expression. 

 

Robert really didn’t want to agree to this. Even though their 

feelings were not love at present, he just minded. 

 

 

  

Looking at the woman in front of him who was so humble, 

Robert couldn’t help but feel distressed. He had no choice but 

to say, "With me, you can go in." 

 

Georgia looked up at the man in front of her and suddenly 

realized that Robert had never offended her. This man was so 

mature and calm that Georgia wanted to rely on him. 



 

But reason was reminding her that they had not explained the 

past clearly. This man might be ruthless at any time, she 

couldn’t be confused by the appearance in front of her. 

 

Sure enough, after Robert and Georgia came to Travis’s ward, 

the caretaker took a look at Robert, knowing Robert’s identity, 

and he directly opened the door of the ward. 

 

Georgia walked in, and Robert subconsciously followed her. 

Georgia didn’t care if Robert followed her. 

 

Her attention was entirely on Travis. Georgia saw Travis 

squatting on the ground, and his hands were covered with 

blood. 

 

Georgia immediately rushed over and asked Travis, "Travis, 

what’s wrong with you? What’s wrong with your hands? Don’t 
you stay in the ward all the time? How could you get hurt 

again?" 

 

Georgia was worried, and Robert said, "Maybe, he bit himself." 



 

Instead of asking why Robert came in, Georgia grabbed Travis’s 

hands and asked, "Why did you bite your hands so deeply? 

Travis, what’s the matter with you? Why don’t you answer 

me?" 

 

Travis looked up at Georgia. 

 

"Gigi... Gigi...Why am I locked up here? Why don’t you come to 

see me?" 

 

Travis began to cry, very willful. Georgia didn’t know how to 

explain to him. 

 

"Travis, Gigi needs to go to work. You’re sick now and you’re in 

hospital. The doctors let you stay in the ward because they are 

afraid that your condition will get worse when you go out. You 

can’t go out until you are well." 

 

"Is that true?" 

 



Travis was a little suspicious. 

 

"Of course, it’s true. You see you’ve suffered so many injuries. 

The doctor won’t let you out until the injuries are healed...... 

Travis, don’t bite your hands again and hurt yourself." 

 

Travis bowed his head in frustration. 

 

"I just can’t help it... Gigi, my body hurts so much that I want to 

bite my hands......" 

 

Georgia was very distressed. She held Travis’s hands tightly and 

told him again, "Don’t hurt yourself in the future, Travis. You 

should become better and take care of yourself independently. 

Do you understand?" 

 

Georgia also felt painful and helpless. She hoped Travis could 

recover his memory as soon as possible. 

 

But the doctor said it was a psychological problem, and Georgia 

didn’t know how to solve it. 



 

After a long talk with Travis, Georgia followed Robert out. 

 

"Can’t Travis be cured?" 

 

After Robert went out, he asked Georgia. Georgia explained, 

"The doctor said it might be a psychological problem. Maybe he 

was stimulated. There may be a chance for him to recover." 

 

If Travis was stupid all his life, Georgia would have to take care 

of him all her life. Robert had made up his mind to find some 

experts to cure Travis. 

 

Georgia came to Vanessa’s ward, but Robert didn’t go in this 

time. 

 

At this time, Annie was talking to Vanessa, looking very happy. 
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After Georgia went in, Vanessa looked up and showed a smile. 

 

"Gigi, the doctor said I was just in a state of emotion. Did 

today’s incident scare you?" 

 

Georgia shook her head. 

 

"Originally you scared me, but when I see you are in such a 

good spirit, I feel relieved." 

 

Vanessa smiled a little. 

 

"It’s so late. Take Annie back home to rest." 

 

Georgia wanted to talk with Vanessa, but Vanessa said wearily, 

"I’m tired. I really don’t have the energy to accompany Annie. 

Gigi, take Annie home now." 



 

Annie rubbed her eyes, looking really tired. Georgia went over 

and hugged Annie, "Annie, could you go back to rest with 

mommy now?" 

 

Annie nodded, "I promised Aunt Vanessa that I would go home 

and rest. Goodbye, Aunt Vanessa." 

 

Georgia left with Annie in her arms. She thought Vanessa was a 

little strange now, but in front of Annie, Georgia couldn’t ask 

too much. 

 

She had to leave first, and then she would ask about Vanessa. 

 

After holding Annie outside the hospital, Robert looked at 

Georgia holding Annie, a little tired. He reached out his hands 

and asked Annie, "Could I hold you? Let your mother relax, 

OK?" 

 

Annie immediately shook her head. 

 



"I don’t want you. I just want my mommy to hold me." 

 

Georgia gave Robert a sorry smile. In fact, she also felt that 

Robert wanted to be closer to Annie, but Annie was always on 

guard against Robert. 

 

Georgia couldn’t say it was kid’s fault. It was obvious that the 

kid showed her own preferences. 

 

She didn’t have to force her kid. 

 

In the next few days, Georgia took Annie to the hospital every 

day to accompany Vanessa, while she went to MU to work. Her 

experimental data were getting better, and Georgia felt that 

she was closer to success. 

 

At the weekend, MU had a rest, and Georgia didn’t force herself 

to go to work. 

 

She was pregnant and couldn’t be too tired. Georgia decided to 

have a good rest. 



 

These days, she went work every day, and occasionally Robert 

suddenly appeared to pick her up. 

 

Georgia understood that they didn’t meet by chance, but 

Robert intentionally went to pick her up from work, which 

made Georgia have a psychological burden very heavy. 

Suddenly, she didn’t know about Robert. 

 

Georgia somewhat wanted to avoid Robert, so she could only 

immerse herself more in doing experiments. 

 

On Saturday, Georgia only had a half day off, and suddenly she 

got a call from Professor Lee. 

 

"Professor Lee, what can I do for you?" 

 

"Tomorrow night, Dr. Chow will attend Mr. Murphy’s birthday 

party. I want to take you to this party. Do you have the courage 

to go?" 

 



Georgia was a little timid subconsciously. But Professor Lee 

invited her, Georgia felt that she should agree. 

 

"Professor Lee, of course I can. However, my current 

preparations are not well done. If I go to this party, will it 

disgrace you?" 

 

Professor Lee laughed, "Don’t be afraid. It doesn’t matter 

whether we lose face or not. We have to show our momentum 

first. If the news media reports that I take you to the party, that 

will be the best. Let Dr. Chow and you become the same level of 

people! Let everyone think of the things in those years...... After 

that, we can stir up this matter. When the right time comes, you 

can take out your research results and directly slap Dr. Chow, 

and others will naturally know what the truth was in those 

years." 

 

That was the purpose of Professor Lee. 

 

Georgia felt she had no reason to refuse to attend the party. 

 

"I see. I’ll go. Professor Lee, when will we leave tomorrow? " 



 

"Come to the lab at noon tomorrow. I’ll tell you about Dr. Chow 

and I’ll take you to the party in the evening." 

 

Georgia nodded quickly. The next day, Georgia played games 

with Annie all morning. 

 

Vanessa had been discharged from hospital. She had been busy 

these two days. Georgia had not seen Vanessa. 

 

She tried to call Vanessa several times, and each time Vanessa 

said she was busy, which made them not communicate well. 

 

Georgia was also busy with her own business, and she didn’t ask 

much. 

 

At noon, she asked a servant in the villa to take care of Annie, 

and then Georgia took a car to MU. 

 

Robert was staying at his home. Before he started, the butler 

suddenly came to Robert. 



 

"Sir, there is one thing I don’t know whether I should tell you." 

 

Robert looked at his butler. 

 

"Say it directly." 

 

"I found that Miss Lane would vomit after eating. Although she 

finished her food every time, after eating, Miss Lane would rush 

to the bathroom immediately...... I asked other servants to 

observe Miss Lane. And we found that Miss Lane was vomiting. 

It seemed that she couldn’t eat food. I checked it on the 

Internet. Miss Lane may have anorexia." 

 

Robert was a little surprised. Georgia had been eating naturally 

in front of him, but she had been eating less. 

 

It never occurred to him that Georgia might have anorexia, and 

Robert nodded with a gloomy expression. 

 

"I know. I’ll look into this matter." 



 

In the evening, the party of the Murphy family began. 

 

The lights were shining in the villa of the Murphy family. The car 

of the Lane family had come to the villa of the Murphy family. 

 

As soon as Eden got out of the car, he found a car coming from 

behind. He grabbed Owen’s hand excitedly. 

 

"Dad, you see, that’s the Bugatti Veyron, which is the limited 

edition car in the world!" 

 

Owen immediately watched the car. 

 

They wanted to know who was the owner? 

 

This person was likely to know the truth of that accident. Owen 

and Eden suddenly became nervous. 
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Emma also heard their conversation, she stared at the 

oncoming car nervously. 

 

All the members of the Lane family stood outside, they did not 

enter the Murphy family’s villa. Everyone stared at the Bugatti 

Veyron, they wanted to know who was the owner of it. 

 

Meanwhile, Ivan sat at the back seat of the car. He tidied his 

clothes and be ready to get down the car. 

 

Ben spoke to his boss. 

 

“Boss, my ex-girlfriend meets a rich guy and teases me for being 

poor. Can I drive your car to show off in front of her?” 

 

Ivan laughed. 

 

“You have fought with her present boyfriend, right? Haven’t 



you settled the matter?” 

 

Ben showed an embarrassed expression. 

 

“Boss, I am a vulgar man. I want to show off by using this car, I 

want to see my ex-girlfriend’s regretful pattern. She is vain, she 

is complacent that she has met a rich guy. I want to see her 

shocking expression.” 

 

Ivan did not mind his request. 

 

“Just go, don’t forget to drive the car back tomorrow. I want to 

go out tomorrow.” 

 

Ben nodded excitedly. 

 

“Thank you, boss.” 

 

After Ben said that, Ivan laughed and got down the car. 

 



After that, Ben drove the car away. 

 

Since Ivan got down the car, the Lane family kept looking at 

him. 

 

In fact, Ivan was the owner of the car. However, the model was 

limited to five worldwide. His car might not be the limited 

model. 

 

However, the Lane family kept focusing on Ivan. 

 

When Ivan wanted to walk in, he found the Lane family staring 

at him. Ivan knew the master and mistress of the Lane family, 

so he approached them and smiled politely. 

 

“Uncle Lane, Aunt Lane, Ms Lane and Mr Lane, don’t you want 

to get in?” 

 

Pertaining to the evidence given by Selena, before the accident 

occurred in the past, Eden had tried to catch up with Wendy. 

 



Ivan went overseas to undergo the operation recently, he did 

not know about that. 

 

So, Ivan maintained his polite manner and treated the Lane 

family as his sadun. 

 

Emma smiled elegantly. 

 

“We just get down the car, we will enter soon.” 

 

After saying that, Owen and Flora smiled at Ivan politely. 

 

“What a destiny to meet Mr. Simpson here.” 

 

Owen smiled and spoke, Eden could not control himself and 

started the conversation. 

 

“Mr. Simpson, I saw the car where you was in just now, it is a 

convertible Bugatti Veyron. I remember that there are only five 

in the world, is it?” 



 

Ivan did not feel weird about his question. Men loved cars, 

especially the convertible type of sports car, it was even limited 

edition. He nodded. 

 

“You’re right, there are only five in the world, one of them is 

mine. I saved a rich man in the Middle East in the past, he gave 

me this car as the token of appreciation.” 

 

Eden nodded excitedly, he asked again. 

 

 

  

“Mr. Simpson, how long have you owned this car? I remember 

that this car was produced seven years ago.” 

 

“The car was already in my garage seven years ago.” 

 

Ivan simply answered, he could feel that Eden was interested in 

his car. Eden was his future cousin-in-law’s brother, he smiled 

and asked Eden. 



 

“Do you like this car? I will let you drive if there’s any 

opportunity ahead.” 

 

Eden was exhilarated. 

 

If he drove the car, he could search for the car recorder in the 

car. 

 

However, Eden knew that he should not ask this kind of 

question at the moment. 

 

“Mr. Simpson, it is a deal. If there’s any opportunity ahead, let 

me experience the car, I like to drive sports cars.” 

 

Eden acted like an active boy. Ivan did not have suspicion on 

Eden, he nodded. 

 

They chitchatted while getting in. After entering the banquet 

hall, Ivan went to greet his acquaintance. 



 

The Lane family stayed at the corner, they looked at each other 

and discussed something. 

 

“Eden, you perform well, try to have a close relationship with 

Ivan. Then we ask him about the condition of the car and ask 

him about the car recorder six years ago. We better investigate 

whether the car recorder still exists or not.” 

 

Eden complimented his brother, Owen nodded. 

 

“Your sister is right, don’t create trouble recently, you should 

behave obediently. I hear that Ivan does not like those 

troublesome people. If you fight with others, he must have a 

bad impression on you. Then, he will not treat you politely in 

the future, understand?” 

 

Eden nodded, he thought of his plan that day. Eden hesitated. 

 

He was not sure whether there was any recorded video in Ivan’s 

convertible Bugatti Veyron. 



 

However, he had suffered from the huge humiliation in the jail. 

Eden did not want to give up the revenge he wanted to take on 

that night. 

 

Eden thought as long as he did it secretively, no one would 

notice. 

 

“I get it. Don’t worry, dad, sister. I will not create any trouble.” 

 

The Lane family was relieved. It was a coincidence to meet Ivan 

with his car. Ivan was a resident of D City some more. 

 

Then the car might be driven by Ivan six years ago. Everything 

could be solved by checking the car recorder. 

 

The Lane family had a good mood. Georgia and Professor Lee 

had arrived at the entrance of the Murphy family’s villa. 

 

Georgia attended the banquet by the identity of Professor’s 

companion. 



 

After getting down the car, Georgia saw Aston walking in front 

of her. There was a tall woman with a short black dress who had 

good body shape standing beside Aston. 

 

Professor Lee spoke before Georgia greeted Aston. 

 

“Aston, are you going to attend the banquet? Why don’t you 

tell me about this?” 

 

After Professor Lee said that, Aston turned around along with 

the woman who had good body shape beside him. 

 

Georgia found that the woman standing beside Aston was 

pretty, Georgia did not know why she looked familiar but could 

not think of where they met before. 

 

After a few seconds, Aston walked towards them along with the 

woman standing beside him. 

 

“Professor, Georgia.” 



 

Aston greeted them. Then, Aston pointed at the woman beside 

him. 
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“This is my cousin, Emilia. Emilia, he is Professor Lee, she is 

Georgia, we are colleagues who work in the same team.” 

 

Emilia looked pretty and arrogant. However, she greeted 

Georgia and Professor Lee politely. 

 

“Hi, I am Aston’s cousin, Emilia.” 

 

They introduced themselves. 

 

Aston asked Professor Lee. 



 

“Professor, why you and Georgia will attend the banquet of the 

Murphy family? Is it because there is any activity involving our 

team?” 

 

Aston did not go to work these few days. He was on leave, no 

one knew why did he ask for leave. No one asked him as well. 

 

So, Aston was not clear whether the team had organized any 

activity recently, he asked curiously. 

 

Professor Lee answered Aston. 

 

“Don’t you know that? Percy will attend this banquet, I bring 

Georgia to meet him and look at his complacent pattern.” 

 

Aston nodded, he did not ask what were Professor Lee and 

Georgia planning to do. 

 

Instead, Professor Lee asked Aston. 



 

“How? Do you find the kid? You don’t go to work for a few days, 

have you found the kid?” 

 

Aston shook his head woefully. 

 

“I have not yet found the kid, I have asked a lot of people to 

help me but they do not hear from the kid at all.” 

 

Georgia did not understand their conversation but she could 

feel that Aston was worried. Something urgent seemed to have 

occurred. 

 

After that, Professor Lee sighed. 

 

“Wish you all the best to search for the kid. It is just a small kid 

and has gone lost for a long time. It is quite worrying.” 

 

After saying that, Aston and Emilia showed a gloomy 

expression. 



 

After that, Emilia sighed. 

 

“Forget it, we are here to attend the banquet today. Let’s get 

in.” 

 

After Professor Lee said that, Aston nodded. He spoke to Emilia 

who stood beside him. 

 

“Emilia, let’s get in. Then, try to meet the master of the Murphy 

family and ask for his help.” 

 

Emilia nodded, they walked in front while Georgia and 

Professor Lee walked behind them. 

 

Once entering the banquet hall, Georgia found a man grabbing 

her hand. She turned around, it was Robert. 

 

Robert stared at Georgia, he asked her. 

 



“Why don’t you inform me that you will attend this banquet?” 

 

Georgia could not help but answer. 

 

“I also don’t know you will attend this banquet. You say that 

you are busy today, I am busy too. In fact, we are referring to 

attend the banquet of the Murphy family.” 

 

Professor Lee asked her. 

 

“Do you know him?” 

 

Georgia did not know how to explain it but Robert already 

spoke. 

 

“I have something to talk to Georgia, can I take her and leave 

first?” 

 

Professor Lee nodded. 

 



“Just go, if you need me just call me.” 

 

After Professor Lee said that, Robert held Georgia’s hand and 

walked to the balcony. 

 

“What happened? Why do you want to talk to me alone?” 

 

Georgia asked him. Robert looked at the woman standing in 

front of him, he thought of the matter that the steward 

mentioned. So, Robert asked her directly. 

 

“The steward says that you have anorexia nervosa, is that 

true?” 

 

Georgia was stunned instantly. She thought that she concealed 

the secret perfectly. She kept maintaining her smile while 

eating, so no one would suspect her. 

 

Then, she could not control herself to vomit after eating. 

Georgia did not expect the steward to find up this matter. 

 



She knew that she could not keep the secret forever. Georgia 

did not know how to explain, she could not help but say a few 

words. 

 

“Not that serious. My stomach does not function well recently, 

so I vomit. How is it possible for me to have anorexia nervosa? I 

love food, it is just gastritis.” 

 

Georgia said that carelessly. Robert looked at her suspiciously. 

 

He did not know how serious was anorexia nervosa but looked 

at Georgia’s pattern, he thought that it was not a serious issue. 

Was she really having gastritis but not anorexia nervosa? 

 

Robert spoke to Georgia again. 

 

“Since it is gastritis, you should go to the hospital. I will bring 

you to the hospital tomorrow.” 

 

The next day was Monday. Georgia must go to work, she did 

not dare to ask for leave anymore. 



 

Georgia rejected Robert immediately. 

 

“No need. I have gone to the hospital before, it is merely 

gastritis. I have undergone check-up in the hospital before, it 

has a been long time for me to have gastritis. You know, 

gastritis is a chronic sickness, it keeps residing in my body and 

cannot be cured.” 

 

Not knowing why, Robert did not trust her words. 

 

He felt that there was something weird but he could not figure 

out anything. 

 

However, it was not the appropriate moment to argue about 

the matter. 

 

Robert nodded at Georgia. 

 

“I get it. Since then, you should keep having your medicine.” 



 

Georgia smiled awkwardly, she felt that lying was not a good 

behaviour. 

 

Furthermore, Robert really concerned about her. However, 

Georgia felt uneasy when facing Robert’s sincere concern. 

 

She thought that Robert should not act in such way. Georgia 

could differentiate whether one was really treating her well. 

 

Georgia could not understand why Robert changed his 

behaviour. 

 

Their relationship should not be like this. When thinking of that, 

Georgia found someone quarrelling in front. 

 

Robert and Georgia looked in the direction of the sound. They 

saw Ivan quarrelling with a woman. Georgia saw the woman, 

she was Aston’s cousin, Emilia. Why did they quarrel? 

 

Georgia quickly walked towards them along with Robert. 
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A few people were watching, it wasn’t like a fight between 

shrews but there were mocking each other sarcastically. 

 

Did they know each other? Georgia thought. 

 

It had been years since Ivan last saw Emilia, seeing her 

reminded him how he’d been fooled by her, Ivan said 



sarcastically. 

 

“Emilia Powell, it’s been six years and you are still always 

surrounded by men. He is your new gold-digging target? What 

number is he?” 

 

Ivan thought Aston, the man beside Emilia was her new 

boyfriend, his resentment towards Emilia who fooled and 

dumped him years ago had never lessened. 

 

He had been looking for Emilia all these years but to no avail, he 

was not happy. 

 

Emilia left him for money, he was not poor and he gave his 

heart to this woman, but she fooled him, which made him hate 

her. 

 

But this woman disappeared for six years, he could only keep 

his hatred in his heart and it became heavier in times. 

 

He could never have thought that he would bump into this 



woman again at such a party. 

 

Furthermore, there was a handsome young man beside her, 

they seemed close and this made Ivan even angrier. 

 

His words were humiliating, Emilia was his sister, how dare this 

man humiliated her this way, Aston was angry. 

 

When Aston tried to defend her, Emilia grabbed his arm tightly 

and smiled at Ivan. 

 

“Ivan Simpson, it’s been years and you are still compulsive and 

ignorant, what did you mean by target? He is my husband, we 

are married and I am rich now. I am a gold digger and like rich 

man, so what? Are you jealous? 

 

Ivan’s face stiffened, it disgusted him how reckless the woman 

before him behaved. 

 

They met in a bar, she was dancing sexily in front of a crowd of 

men, her dance was seductive, Ivan was fascinated at that time. 



 

She approached and seduced him, he thought she was nothing 

but a bar lady of some sort, so he played along. 

 

They were together for over a month on the romantic Hawaii 

Island, every day was full of passion and sweetness. 

 

Without reason, Ivan fell for this woman, he wanted to have a 

serious relationship with her despite knowing that she was a 

bar lady. 

 

Ivan thought he was rich enough to make her quit her job as a 

bar lady. 

 

But when Ivan confessed his love to her, she mocked and 

claimed that he was not rich enough, he was angry the whole 

night. 

 

She disappeared the next morning and left him a note that she 

wanted to look for a rich man. 

 



Ivan kept investigating and rumours said that she did find a 

richer man after him. 

 

 

  

Thus, Ivan felt humiliated and keep his hatred towards her in his 

heart, he was looking for her for revenge but to no avail. 

 

They finally met again, Ivan couldn’t stop himself from 

humiliating her but she said she was married. 

 

Ivan was not happy but infuriated. 

 

“You got married? Do you even have the right to get married!” 

 

He looked at Aston coldly afterwards. 

 

“How could you marry such a gold-digger? Aren’t you afraid 

that she might murder you and use your money on her toy 

boys?” 



 

Aston realized his sister’s intention when she grabbed his arm, 

she was teasing the man in front of them and he played along. 

 

“Mr, it’s obvious that you are my wife’s ex-boyfriend, your 

break up meant you are not suitable for her and if Emilia 

married me for my money, it means I am richer than you, that’s 

why she chose me. Why keep a grudge on a married woman, 

it’s not a gentleman act… Furthermore, your anger towards a 
woman that dumped you makes you look funny.” 

 

Ivan raised his fist to punch Aston hearing his words. 

 

Aston was ready to fight too. 

 

Robert rushed over at this moment and grabbed Ivan’s hand. 

 

“This is a party by the Murphy, it’s Billy Murphy’s birthday. Do 

you want to make a scene here?” 

 

With Robert’s warning, despite unwilling to, Ivan stopped his 



actions. 

 

He looked at Aston and Emilia coldly and threw out a warning. 

 

“Both of you shall see!” 

 

Robert dragged him away afterwards. 

 

Georgia appeared before Emilia and Aston out of a sudden. 

 

Emilia blinked naughtily at Georgia and smiled. 

 

Georgia thought she was cute and Aston too smiled at Georgia. 

 

“What a joke, but please keep the secret.” 

 

Emilia at the side nodded too. 

 

“Ms Lane, please keep the secret for us, don’t you think it’s 



interesting?” 
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Look like the brother and sister pairs wanted to tease Ivan, she 

nodded helplessly. 

 

“Alright, I will keep a secret, please remind the professor not to 

reveal your relation too.” 

 

Emilia nodded. 

 

“You are right, we should do that.” 

 

Emilia turned to her brother, “Aston, go remind the professor at 

once, don’t tell anyone that we are cousins.” 

 



Aston nodded, he love his sister, thus, he turned and went for 

the professor. 

 

Emilia walked towards Georgia and laughed. 

 

“You are quite friendly, I’m Emilia Powell, are you my brother’s 

girlfriend?” 

 

Georgia shook her head quickly. 

 

“No, you're mistaken, I'm a mother, your brother and I are 

colleagues.” 

 

Emilia nodded. 

 

“I think my brother likes you, apart from family members, he 

never looked at other women, I think he really likes you, is he 

not?” 

 

Georgia laughed. “We are colleagues, but there was an incident 



during work where a broken lamp fell from the ceiling, I pushed 

your brother aside and sort of saved him.” 

 

Georgia explained with a smile, while Emilia nodded. 

 

“You are his life saviour then, no wonder he paid more 

attention to you.” 

 

They were chatting happily when Aston walked over. 

 

“I’ve told Professor Lee, rest assure, no one will reveal our 

identity.” 

 

Emilia laughed. “Isn’t that man funny, he can’t let go after all 

these years? I have almost forgotten him.” 

 

Emilia said joyfully while Aston gave her a small knock on her 

head. 

 

“You are too playful, see, you’ve provoked an annoying man.” 



 

Emilia gave out a ‘who cares’ smile. 

 

“Aston, I am still young, what’s the big deal having more than 

one boyfriends? I wasn’t serious with him, who knew that he 

would turn serious, he’s such a fool to be easily seduced.” 

 

Georgia smiled listening to their conversation, she didn’t know 

what to say but when she recalled their conversation with 

Professor Lee, she asked curiously. 

 

“It might be offending to ask, but you were speaking about a 

missing child with Professor Lee, is your family member 

missing?” 

 

Emilia let out a sigh hearing Georgia’s question, Aston turned 

serious too. 

 

“Georgia, you met that child before, Lucas from the video, 

remember? You spoke to him… Lucas went missing at home a 
few days ago, rumours have it that he was brought back to 

China, most probably D City, hence, Aston came back from the 



States to look for him. I took leave these few days, Aston and I 

had been looking for Lucas but to no avail.” 

 

Georgia remembered Lucas was around five years old, similar to 

Annie, he went missing? Georgia became worried too. 

 

Georgia would have gone insane if it was Annie that gone 

missing. 

 

“I see, no wonder I didn’t see you at work these few days, I 

hope he would be found soon. I remember he was a cute and 

smart boy, he should be alright.” 

 

Aston gave out a worrisome smile, Emilia too, both of them 

looked unhappy like something heavy was weighing on their 

hearts. 

 

They went separate ways where Emilia and Aston went to see 

Billy Murphy while Georgia went to the washroom. 

 

Georgia heard Emma and Flora’s voice when she was about to 



get out of the washroom, she hesitated and stopped her hand 

that was about to open the door. 

 

The conversation between the mother and daughter made 

Georgia’s face stiffened. 

 

Emma and Flora were washing their hands in front of the mirror 

and Flora asked curiously. 

 

“Emma, it has been six years, do you think the black box in that 

car still exists? I think it’s unlikely but both you and your father 

are always worried about this, the truth was not revealed and I 

believe it’s going to be fine too now.” 

 

Emma understood this perfectly, they didn’t worry for six years 

but Selena appeared out of nowhere and witnessed Eden 

chasing Wendy with his car. 

 

Due to their carelessness, the Simpsons now was suspecting the 

Lane! 

 



“Better be safe than sorry, Mom, there’s still a tiny possibility 

that the black box in that car had the recording of how the 

accident happened. If it was revealed we will be doomed, we 

need to find the car and black box, best is to delete the video.” 

 

Flora sighed. “Luck is not on our side, how did Selena witness 

the incident in the bar? The preparation of your wedding to 

Robert was almost done…” 

 

Emma comforted her. “It’s alright, Robert hasn’t canceled our 

wedding plan, our wedding is set to be in March next year, I am 

still his fiancé as long as we are still engaged. There’s still a 

chance, I won’t give up till the last minute. 

 

They left the washroom while chatting. 

 

Their conversation kept repeating in Georgia’s mind, the black 

box and video recording that they mentioned was about the car 

accident that put her into jail. It must be it. 

 

If there was a recording, didn’t that mean she could prove her 

innocence?___ 
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There was something like this. 

 

Georgia was excited but followed by disappointment. 

 

She didn’t know whose car was it and had no clue what they 

were talking about. How could she ever found out the driver, 

what car and when would the truth resurface? 

 

But, there was a car, that was also a clue. 

 

Georgia encouraged herself, there must be a time where the 

truth would be revealed. 

 

Georgia stayed a little longer in the washroom, she knew if she 

went out too soon after them, they would suspect that she 

overheard their conversation. 



 

She stayed a long while in the washroom, their conversation 

kept repeating in her mind. 

 

Their tone seemed to imply that they knew where the car was 

but it was quite a difficult situation to delete the recording in 

the black box of the car. 

 

That must be an expensive car since Emma didn’t dare to take 

action immediately. 

 

Georgia analyzed their conversation, but she couldn’t go further 

from there. 

 

She had been long in the washroom, Professor Lee was out 

there and there was Percy Chow she had to face today, Georgia 

went out hurriedly. 

 

She was back in the hall but before she managed to reach 

Professor Lee, Robert grabbed her hand. 

 



“Where have you been? You were gone for long!” 

 

Robert’s tone was not friendly, he looked vicious. 

 

Georgia was frightened. “I went to the washroom.” 

 

Georgia explained carefully and Robert nodded. 

 

He rushed over to stop Ivan just now and forgot that Georgia 

was beside him. 

 

After he sent Ivan away, he went back to the hall looking for 

Georgia but she was nowhere to be seen. 

 

He searched the garden too, but he couldn’t find her, he was 

nervous. 

 

Now that he saw her, Robert let out a sigh of relief. 

 

“Let’s go, since we are here at Billy Murphy’s party, I’ll 



introduce you to him.” 

 

Georgia felt that was not proper and wanted to reject but a 

woman approached them. 

 

This woman looked fierce, she raised her hand and was about 

to slap Georgia. 

 

Robert caught her hand, “Jennifer, are you insane? Do you want 

to hit someone here?” 

 

Jennifer breathed heavily. “Robert, you are with her now? 

Aren’t you engaged to Emma and the wedding is on the way? 

Why are you with this woman? 

 

Jennifer and Robert’s argument attracted the attention of the 

crowd, a bunch of people approaching including Emma. 

 

She realized Jennifer was here when she rushed over, she 

clenched her fists when she saw Georgia and Robert standing 

side by side. 



 

She knew she mustn’t behave like Jennifer, her identity was 

Robert’s fiancé, she had to put up a pity face. 

 

Emma held her hands tightly and started to tears in front of the 

crowd. 

 

A murmur started within the crowd. 

 

 

  

“What is happening? Isn’t Ms Lane the fiancé? Why are Ms 

Johnson and this unknown woman doing beside Mr Simpson?" 

 

“What is this? It was rumoured that Robert has no scandal, but 

it seems like he has a lot of women behind him, the women are 

fighting because of him.” 

 

“The fiancé can only cry silently, such pity.” 

 



“Ms Johnson is determined, she had been in love with Robert 

for years, and still not giving up.” 

 

“I think the unknown lady next to Robert is the worst, Ms Lane 

is the fiancé, Ms Johnson loves him for years, where does this 

woman come from…” 

 

The crowd sympathized with Emma while Jennifer was angry. 

 

“Emma Lane, why are you putting an act here? You are fierce to 

me usually don’t you? Robert is with another woman now and a 

woman that works in the club, you are such a useless woman.” 

 

A woman from the club? 

 

The crowd were stunned. 

 

Everyone was looking at Georgia in despised. 

 

“A prostitute, have Robert gone insane?” 



 

“You don’t know men, for them, women, the more the 

merrier…” 

 

Everyone was mocking behind them. 

 

Georgia felt anxious, she felt embarrassed being discussed 

among the crowd. 

 

She wanted to flee the scene at once. 

 

While Emma stood and cry. 

 

“Robert, you could cancel our wedding if you don’t like me, why 

would you humiliate me this way…? 

 

She looked so pitiful, only Jennifer felt repugnant towards this 

woman. 

 

“Emma, you are such a terrific actor, shameless!” 



 

Jennifer turned to Georgia afterwards. 

 

“And you whore, why are you here at the party as Robert’s 

partner? Have you no shame? Do you wished to get some 

customers here at the party?” 

 

Georgia felt humiliated but she kept quiet and didn’t know how 

to object. 

 

She forgot about Robert and Emma’s engagement when Robert 

forced her to stay at the Villa. 

 

And now, people were pointing fingers and laughing. Robert 

was still Emma’s fiancé. 

 

Georgia felt angry and humiliated, she swung her arms free 

from Robert. 

 

“Ms Johnson, there’s a misunderstanding, I’ve just known Mr 

Simpson.” 



 

Georgia said and walked away. 

 

Robert wanted to pursue but looking at the crowd, he suddenly 

realized he made a mistake. 

 

He should have called off the engagement, now everyone took 

Georgia as his mistress, of course, she would feel humiliated. 
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Robert suddenly felt that he had no right to ask Georgia to stay 

by his side anymore. 

 

“Emma, about our engagement…” 

 

Robert wanted to cancel the engagement, but Emma cried even 



louder. 

 

“I know you don’t like me, I know…” 

 

Emma ran away after throwing the line, she didn’t give any 

chance for Robert to say what he wanted to say. 

 

Emma did it deliberately in front of the crowd, she would be the 

clown if everyone knew Robert wanted to cancel their 

engagement. 

 

Emma was pretending to be weak. She walked to a corner and 

made a phone call to her father later. 

 

“Dad, how’s your preparation? Have you seen how close Robert 

and Georgia was just now? We have to make it work tonight, it 

would be a mess if we failed.” 

 

“Just wait, I will let you know once I receive any information. 

Everyone is discussing about you, stay hidden, don’t attract 

attention.” 



 

Owen gave his instruction calmly and made a call to his men, 

commanding them to prepare. 

 

Jennifer looked at Robert pitifully and asked again. 

 

“You have been engaged to Emma for six years but not married, 

I think you don’t like her, that’s why I have been pursuing you. 

But now you are with a woman from the club? Did you know 

how many men she had slept with? How could you be 

interested in a whore? Am I lesser than her?” 

 

Jennifer cried dreadfully while Robert remained silent. 

 

He grew up with Jennifer, but she was such a princess and not 

his type. 

 

He had been rejecting Jennifer's love straightly all these years. 

 

“Jennifer, no specific reason, I’ve told you I don’t love you, no 

means no, there are tons of women who are nothing compared 



to you, but it doesn’t mean that I will fall in love with you.” 

 

Jennifer turned and ran away crying, Robert stood where he 

was, feeling helpless. 

 

Jason and Jasper walked over. 

 

“You are such as womanizer, three women surround you, so? 

You wanted to ditch your fiancé and go after Georgia Lane?” 

 

Jason teased while Jasper asked curiously. 

 

“Georgia murdered Wendy in a car accident, don’t tell me you 

really fell for this woman, Robert, don’t be compulsive, you 

shouldn’t care about a woman like her!” Jasper warned him. 

 

Both Jason and Jasper were his best buddies, Robert explained 

briefly. 

 

“Georgia might not be the murderer, didn’t Selena tell you? She 



saw Emma’s brother Eden chasing behind Wendy in his car, the 

time was so close to the accident and I suspect the Lanes are 

lying.” 

 

Jasper nodded. “I see, there was such a thing, Selena didn’t tell 

me, I didn’t know.” 

 

Jason didn’t know what happened recently, he was confused. 

 

“What is going on?” 

 

Jason asked directly. 

 

Robert smiled and he felt tired to explain. 

 

Jasper pulled Jason aside. 

 

“So, either Georgia is lying or the Lanes are fooling you. Robert, 

regardless of the truth, it is still the Lane that is lying to you, 

despite not having a good relationship with her father, they are 



still a family, why would you be involved in this?” 

 

Jason despised the Lane family, Robert explained. 

 

“Let’s not bother about all that, it’s your grandpa's birthday 

today, Ivan was about to get into a fight just now, but I’ve sent 

him away.” 

 

Jason couldn’t hold and laughed. 

 

“That dude was proud since he was young, I wouldn’t have 

known that he could fell for a woman so deeply if he hadn’t 
fought with her and he was fooled! I've always wanted to see 

him being a fool but never thought that it would be a woman 

that fooled him.” 

 

Jason’s laughter was loud, Jasper patted his shoulders. 

 

“Why are you laughing at him? You are no better, didn’t you get 

cheated by a woman too when you were in the university?” 

 



Jason’s face turned green at once. 

 

“Can we stop talking about the past? I’m in love with your sister 

now, we will be in-laws soon. Your sister is good, it would be 

wonderful if I could marry Selena.” 

 

Hearing Jason’s words, Jasper felt a little unhappy for no 

reason. 

 

“There is no wedding yet and you see my sister as your wife, 

pissed off!” 

 

Jason laughed and took off as he was the host tonight, he 

needed to get busy at the reception. 

 

Jasper stood beside Robert and asked worriedly. 

 

“Jason is such a carefree person, even he thinks that the Lanes 

are lying to you and tries to get rid of them, but I can see that 

you care about Georgia, have you really fell for her? What if 

she’s also lying?” 



 

Jasper knew the pain of being lied to by someone you care 

about. 

 

Only the ones you care was able to hurt you, and Robert was 

such a person. 

 

He seemed cold-hearted and mean on the outside. But he gave 

all his heart to the one he truly cared for. 

 

Georgia was not innocent still, Jasper worried that his best 

buddy will get seriously wounded. 

 

Robert smiled, “ I had the same thought and refused to admit 

that I fell for Georgia. But when I saw her dying in front of me, I 

realized suddenly that perhaps other things were not that 

important, or at least I should choose to believe in her.” 

 

“But the problem now is not whether I like her, that woman has 

no interest in me at all.” 

 



Robert sighed, he felt pathetic. 

 

Jasper laughed and patted his shoulders. 

 

“You are good looking, loaded and single, why would she not be 

interested in you? Don’t worry, it’s simple to get a girl’s heart, 

treat her super good and she will give you all her heart sooner 

or later.” 

 

Robert agreed completely. “I wish your words will come true, 

but I found that she’s been throwing up quite frequently lately, 

the housekeeper suspected that she has anorexia but when I 

asked, she said gastritis, but I think she’s lying.” 

 

Anorexia, gastritis, throwing up… 

 

Jasper thought of the words, he grabbed Robert’s hand 

suddenly and asked suspiciously. 

 

“Are you sure she is not pregnant?” 

 



Robert’s face changed once hearing the words from 

Jasper._____ 
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His expression turned gloomy and serious. 

 

“If she's pregnant, then why didn’t she tell me?” 

 

“According to what you've said, Miss Lane doesn't like you now, 

so if she's pregnant, she would not tell you, are you sure that 

the child is yours?” 

 

Jasper suddenly asked, Robert immediately punched his chest. 

 

“What are you talking about? I know clearly what kind of person 

she is.” 

 

Even if Robert said that, he suddenly felt not so confident as 



well. 

 

It's just that, a man should keep his honor, so he wouldn't tell 

Jasper that he's worried. 

 

When the they were talking there, Georgia already walked to 

Professor Lee's side. 

 

“Why did you leave for so long, Percy is already here, you made 

me wait for a long time... Everything we have prepared today 

will go to waste if Percy left." 

 

Professor Lee was quite unhappy, Georgia immediately 

apologized. 

 

“Professor, sorry, my stomach hurts just now so I went to the 

toilet.“ 

 

Professor Lee nodded. 

 



“Let's go, I'll take you to Percy, remember that you should stand 

up straight and be confident... Even if you get insulted and 

looked down upon, you must act righteous, let the crowd think 

that you're not guilty at all and let them start doubting that 

you're wronged, do you understand what I mean?” 

 

Georgia immediately nodded. 

 

“Professor, I know what you mean, don't worry, I'll act well.” 

 

Professor Lee brought Georgia to a very lively place not far from 

there. 

 

Percy was standing there with his suit, looking so energetic. 

 

There were several people standing by his side, which were all 

having a chat. 

 

When Georgia and Professor Lee walked over, that group of 

people turned around, seeing that it's Professor Lee, those 

people around Percy immediately complimented and flattered 



Professor Lee. 

 

“Professor Lee, it's really an honor to meet you today, I've 

always wanted to interact with you...” 

 

“Professor Lee, I heard that your research team has gotten a 

huge development, when will the research results be published 

to the world?” 

 

“Professor Lee, I heard that you've received an invitation from 

American BioMedical Association to be a lecturer, when will you 

go?” 

 

They seemed like they wanted to flatter Professor Lee, 

Professor Lee just smiled towards them and simply answered 

those questions. 

 

Soon after, Professor Lee directly spoke to Percy. 

 

“Dr. Chow, what a coincidence, I unexpectedly meet you here 

today.” 



 

Percy was being complimented so he was smiling proudly. 

 

But once he saw Professor Lee coming over, especially with 

Georgia by his side, Percy's gaze became gloomy in an instant, 

his emotion wasn't stable. 

 

 

  

In face of Professor Lee's greetings, Percy immediately sneered. 

 

“Professor Lee, you're a famous Professor, an internationally 

well-known scholar, don't you feel embarrassed to lead a 

student who plagiarized her teacher, and she even earned a 

good name with such shameful action?" 

 

After Percy said those words, the crowd stared strangely at 

Georgia beside Professor Lee. 

 

They didn't know Georgia, they thought that she's just a 

member that Professor Lee brought over. 



 

“Who is this? What do you mean, Dr. Chow? Plagiarize? Do you 

guys know?” 

 

“I don't know, I just got the news before this that there's a 

member in Professor Lee's research team named Georgia, I 

heard that she plagiarized Dr. Chow's research report back 

then, then Imperial University immediately expelled Georgia, 

could this woman be Georgia?” 

 

Everyone was guessing around them, they looked at Georgia in 

disdain. 

 

Georgia knew that she should show her aura at that time, she 

smiled and walked forward then smiled towards Dr. Chow. 

 

“Dr. Chow, long time no see.” 

 

After saying that, Georgia looked at the group of people that 

was discussing about her. 

 


